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took' the Chair.

AGElilA ITEM 37 (continued)

In·the'absenoe·of·the President, Mr. Cabral (GUineau-Bissau), Vice-President,

&
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The' meeting was calledto'order'at'3~15 p.m.

Bcr/edd

(a) REIORT OF THE OOMMlTTEE ON THE EXERCISE OF THE: INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF THEPALESTINIAN PEOPLE (A/43/35)

(b) REOORTS OF THE SE~ETARY-GENERAL (A/43/272 and A/43/69l)

(c) [RAFT RESOWTIOR; (A/43/L.50, A/43/L.5l and A/43/L o 52)

Mr. AL-RQfAS (oman) (interpretation from Arabic): I am pleased to convey

to the Assenbly greetings from the Sultan and the people of oman and to express

their best wishes for the success of our meetings.

The Sultanate of Oman advocates the principle of dialogue and is convinced
that regional conflicts should be settled by peaceful means.

This year it has been possible to find solutions to a considerable numet of
international and regional problems. The question of Palestine is one of the most
important problems facing us. It affects the people not only of the Middle East

but of the world. It is one of the most imp:>rtant items on the agenda of the

General Assembly. It is considered every year. Indeed, it was the first

substantive question that the UniteCl Nations had to face when it was established.

Particularly in the light of the clear decis ion made by the Palestine Ha tional
Council in Algiers and the welcome given it by the international oolllllunity, the
internati,"'al situation is dpei: now than it has been in the past for a speedy,

just and lasting solution to the question of Palestine.

On behalf of the Sultanate of Oman, I take this opportunity of welcoming the

histar lc sta tement made yesterday here by the Pales tin 1an leader,

Mr. Yasser Arafat. That statement contains the essential elements for a solution
to the problem that would provide fin secure boundar ies for all the parties

concerned.

- .. ' , ........ ,~.."~
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transfer the General AsseJr.!:)ly session to Geneva to disc-Ilss the Pales tin ian question

(Mr. A!-Row8a, oman)

The vote by the overwhelming 1IIljority of the countries of the world to
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is additional proof, if proof were needed, of international support on the
Palestinian question. What must be stressed here is the emergen(;E! of new factors

related to the Palestinian struggle, which the international comi1llU'lity must take

into account so that the International Conference on the Middle Fast may be held as
soon as possible.

First there is the !ntifadah, the peaceful uprising against occupation of
unarmed civilians using stones - civilians that aspire to a better future in which
they, 1 ike other peoples, can live in peace and enjoy independenCE. Then ther e is
the new political thinking that inspired the convening of the Palestine Nltiooal

Council, and the PLO's support for the holding of a peace oonfp.rence on the fIliddle

East on the basis of security ColU'lcU resolutiona 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and

other relevant United Nations resolutions. This has made the Palestinian position
wi th regard to the conven ing of the Conference nuch more clear and precise, and the
parties cnncerned have been reassured as to the credibil ity of the Arab side and
its genuine desire to achieve a just and lasting peace in the region.

Wi th regard to the resolutions acbpted by the Palestine Na tional Council at

Hs Algiers meetings, the Sultana te of Oman sees them as a clear si gn 0 fits

Palestinian brothers' desire to take positive measures to create favourable

conditions for the convening of the Peace Con~erence. The Sultanate of oman

unreserv&dly supports those decisions and resolutions and in so doing reoognizes

the independent Palestinian State in conformity with international law and General
AsseJlt)ly resolution 181 (Il). For that State is legally and socially capable of
protecting human rights and the rights of the Palestinian people in the present
circumstances, particularly since Jordan severed its legal and administrative links

vi th the West Bank •

. " .. ," '., ."" . '
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(Hr. Al-Rowas, ODar.,

Israel continues its rejection of those peaceful solutions and its arbitrary

policy against the unarmed Palestinian people, as can be seen from the report of

the Special CoIIIJ'!\1ttee to Investigate Israeli Puctices Affecting the Human Rights

of the Population of the Q:cupied Anb terdtol!'ies which asserts that Israel i4
continuing its iron-fist policy against the unarned Pales tin ian pel')ple and thus
violatin9 all inte,;'national norms and standards, in particular the 1949 Geneva
Conventiorw. The Committee's report is an international cbcument providing proof of
the horrendous practices perpetrated by Israel against unarmed civilians in

occu~ied Arab territociea.

A few days ago the international (l)nanunity celebr~t.4!d the fOrtieth anniversary

of the U'1 iversl!l Declara tion of Human Rights. In: so doing it has taken another
step towards affiriMtiol't of the legi timate rights of the Palestinian people to

self-determination and the creation of an independent State.

Through the United Nations and the GeneiCal Assenbly we appeal to the whole
world to increase its efforts in response to the Palestinian initiative and to work
towards the achievement of peace based on justice and equity 3nd the relevant

tllited Nations resolutions, so that the peoples of the Middle East may live in

stability and peace, I ike other peoples throughout the war id.

Mr. SALIH (&Jdan) (interpretation from Arabic): I am honoured to addr\!SB
the General Assenbly fOE' the se(l)nd time at the current session as it resumes its
work at the European Hea~l1larters of thi .. international Organization. For the
fir st time, extr aordinary circumstances have pr evented i:he Gener al Assenb ly from

continuing its work at its principal Head:luarters. This has resulted ft'om the
failure of the host country to reverse its decision denying fIir. Yasser i\rafat,

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PID),
access to the United Nations in New York.
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(Mr. Salih, Sudan)
Our D!eting here in Geneva reflects the consensus of the intea:na tlonal

co_unity and its insistence on hearing the Palestinialn viewpo)int as represented in
the state.nt of the Palestinian leader, Mr. Yasser Arafat. The General Assenblyresolutions of last tbvemer also clearly del1Dnstrated the solidarity of the
international will, and the international commmity's commitment to respect for
international agreements and its desire to meet its obligations. The General
Assembly also expressed indignation and regret at the host countryes dQcision.

However, what is even IIDre important is success in the struggle of peoples to
free themselves from aggression and raoism no matter how relentless they may be.

The PLO is almost 25 years old, and it has suffered one murder after another
inside the occupied terri tories. The leaders of the Pales tin ian people have now
taken the initiative of political dialogue within the framework of the United
Nations and regional forums. In the international arena they have always extended
the olive branch and sought peace despite all the obstacles that have been put in
their \'fay. The efforts of !:he PLO and its perseverance in the face of the many
difficulties it has enoountered have never faltered, and they have always enjoyed
the confidence of all Pales tin ian people wl thin and outside the occupied
territories. The Palestinian people have expressed their oonfidence in the PLO as
their sole and legitilMte representative and have pursued their intifadah for IlDre
than a year. This .!l'ltifadah has astonished the world and lifted the veil used by
the forces of aggression and racism in an effort to persuade public opinion that
the Palestinian people had surrendered to their fate.

The revolution of thl! stones came about because unarmed Pales tin ian chilclren
had but one weapon, their belief in the sanctity and necessity of struggle. The
intlfadah came to shake all the strategies used against them. It roused the
international CDllIIIunity from the sleep into which it had been lulled by the forces

----------..------
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'Mc. Sal ih, Sudan)

of those who wanted to suppress the freedom and di91lity of the Palestinian people.

The dellDnstrations grew lIDre intense and finally found expression in the

resolutions adopted by the Palestinian National Council in Alg~.ers last Novenber.
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As the Chair...n of the Executive COIImittee of the Palestine Liberation
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(Hr. Sal ih, Sudan)

Organization, Mr. Yasser Arafet, said in his colllprehensive, historic sutelDl!nt
yesterday before this international gather ing , t.l1ose resolutions constituted an
illpOrtant turning-point and an unprecedented pos iUve development tn the

Palestinian revolution, imaking as they did the inherent and historical rights of
the Pales tin lan people based on international llegi tillacy, and the pol itical

statement by the Palestine National Council (llNC) contained a peace initu.tivE' on
behalf of the P8lestiniana that recognized resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973)

and also referred to the importance of convening the nternational Peace Conference
on the Middle East.

The General Assembly has been considering th~ question of Palestine at I18ny

sessions. The origins and the dimensions of the question have become clear and the

international co_unity is fully aware of them all, since the Grmeral AsseJlbly has
on a numer of oceas ions adopted resolutions Q'1 the subject that form part of the
documentation of the international Organization. The immediate recognition of the
fledgling PaleeUnian Sta te reaffirms that the international communi ty is convinced
of the legitimacy and the justice of f,~he Palestinian cause and that the elelMlnu

for the establishment of a Sta te are in place, for the Pales tin lans who are not
refugfles, they are the people of Palestine. Hence the sllojugation of the Gaza
Strip or the West Bank to th& sovereignty of any Sta te is illogical and cannot be

accepted within t.I1e current political framework, Clnd the Israeli military

occupation cannot put. an end to Palestinian sovereignty and .cause a new sO'1ezeignty
to e.rge. The IlSrael! occupation could only be limited to temporary

adllinistrative practices.

The resolutions of the PNC enbody a new and sincere initiative to create a
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security. It is now incument UPOll the international mmmunity to shoulder its

responsibili ties and br lng pressure to bear on the IsraeU military machine to

settlement to this question, which ha long threatened international peace and

(Hr. Sal ih, Sudan)
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better cU.te and provide the necessary and positive regional and international
conditions. In turn, this wuld Pl'OllDte efforts aimed at finding a peaceful

compel it to accept the optimum formula for solving the problem through the prompt

convening of the Inter.:national Paace Conference Oil the Middle East, under the

auspices of the United Nations and with the participation of the Palestinian State
on an equal foo ting wi th the 0 ther par ties concerned.

It remains for the newly elected United States Administration to take an

objective look at the initiative put forward by the Palestinian people in the

resolutions of the me. Therefore, we call upon that Administration to undertake a
thorough study of the Palestinian question, including all the new factors, and for
the United States to play its role as a super-Power by beginning a new 'and

responsible dialogue with the Palestine Liberation Organization and making serious
endeavours to bring about peace by achieving a just, comprehensive and lasting
settlement to this dispu te.

The position of the people and the (bvernment of Sudan in favour of the just

.snd legitimate stru9gle of the Palestinian people has been clear and resolute
since 1947. We have given unstinting support to the Palestine Liberation

Organization, which we have remgnized as the sole and legitimate representative of
the Palestinian people in all political, economic, international and regional

forums. This recognition reflects our national and political commitment to the
Palestinian people. We have supported the sac~ed Palestinian uprising, which is
still continuing in the occupied terri tor ies. This support is in keeping wi th our
political credibility and has expressed our firm belief in the legitimate rights of
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the Palestinian people to voice their full rejection of occupation and Israeli
domination and their aspirations to freedom and emanciration. O1doubtedly, this
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u[l:i8ing, the rebellion using stones, has brought the question of Palestine into a
nsw phase requir ing speedy and ser wus effor ts to es tabUsh a Pales tin ian Sta te.

Q1 the aame premise, Khartoum was in the vanguard of capitals that re(X)9'lized the
independen t Pales tin ian Sta te, and we have incr eased the level of our

rep~esentation to that of full em8ssy.

In ooncluswnt from this rostrum we urge the entire international ool\lllunity to
support the resolutions of the General Assembly at its current session, which call
for the a:mvening of the International Peace Conference on the Middle East under
the auspices of the 011 ted Ma tions. The five permanent ment>er s of the securi ty
Council and all parties to the dis~te, including the Palestine Liberation

Organization, the sole and legitimate representative of the Palestinian people,

would participate on an equal £Doting, so that the Conference might have a full.
opportunity to achieve a just and comprehensive solution on the basis of the
withdrawal of Israel from the occupied Palestinian territories, including Holy
Jerusalem, and from all other occupied Arab terri tories. The Conference should
also guarant.ee the inalienable rights of the Palestinian PeOple, in accordance with

the United Nations resolutions on the question of Palestine and the situation in
the Middle East.

In this respect we reaffirlil our call for establishing a preparatory conm:i. ttee
within the fr~mework of the security Council, with the participation of its

permanent menbers, in order to take the measures necessary for the oonvening of the
Conference as quickly as possible. We strongly support and call for intetnational
supervision by the United Nations in the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories
in the West Bank and G<;tza.
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(Kr ~ Sal ih, SudanJ
Therefore, as was said in the sta tement of the Pal£stine Libeh:'a tian

JB/5

In that context, my country attaches particular imp>rtance to statements by
the representatives of the Palestinian people recognizing the right of the State of
Israel to exist and condeming the use of terrorist methods for the achievement oftheir objectives. Those posi tive sta tements, coupled wi th the decis ions taken by

redress of an unjust situation which runs oounter to the basic rights of millions

that have led us to hold the deba te here, bu t also because ot: r:ecent developments

Middle East. This problem cannot be resolved if the legi tima te Md just

''eile Pales tin lan people is without any cbubt the very oore of the oonfl iet in the

the Jordan and in Gaza has shoW'l the international eommWlity that the situation of

Over the last year, the uprising of the Palestinian people on the west Bank of

that have a direct bea dng on the issue.

Or9anization dell;.'ered by Mr. Yasser Arafat yesterday, tht.?e should be an offer to

Hr ~ DAZA (Chile) (inter preta tion from Spanish) ~ COnsideration of the

establish the necessary conditions in preparation for the International Peace

and more violence between two oo1llllun ities which must find a formula for peaceful

item entitled -Question of Palestine- by the U1ited H1tions General Assemly takes

~jJpirations of the Pales tin lan people are not reoogn ized and satisfied. It will

Conferencee That would also ensure ptotec:tion to Palestinian citizens ag:.inst

~ot be possible to achieve lasting peace in the region as long as there is no

expuls ion, repreBS ion, terror ism and displacement -- all policies exercised by

on a very spacial character 00 this occasion, not only because of the circumstances

of Palestinians and which, if lMintained, will only give rise to greater resent~nt

~" "

,-' 0

I'
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(Mr. Daza, Chile)

the Pa1estil'?~ National Council in its lleetings in Alger ia last IIlCntb, establish a

framework for mderation and realism that should be made use of in the search for

solu tions to the Middle Eas t prob1em« solu tions tha t migh t be appropr ia te and

acceptable to all the parties involved.

Of particular significance and value in the pursuit ~f peace is the rejection

of ter:rorism in all i t:e3 forms. Ne are convinced that poii tical objectives are

achieved by political mAans.

This year, unHke earlier occasions, the United ~tions General Assem1y began

an a note of optimism. Our hopes for peace found concrete express ions of

realization in the resolution of several international conflicts which had for many

years been of concern to our Organization.

There is a new climate, which must also be extended to the Middle Eaat

si tuation, a region of special concern to Chile« which has welcomed to its land i1Ien

and women of the two oonrnunities in conflict.

There is Y3t another concept we should like to stress <Xl this occasion. The

course of recent deve10pnents has contr ibuted to strengthening the role of the

United Nations in its main responsibility, the maintainence of international peace

and security. We maintain that in the Middle East conUict, the United Nations

should play a pai:amount role, particularly throutgh the Security Council and the

Secretary-General.

Consistent with its traditional attachment to the principle of the peacefUl

settlement of internatiooal disputes, Chile has always supported any initiative

with a view to a negotiated settlement of the conflict. in the Middle East.

In that context, I should like Q1 this occasion to reaffirm Chile's view that

the solution to the problem of the Palestinian people, and thus to a large extent
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(Mr. Dcza, Chile)

to the Middle EMt conflict, can be found in the full and effective implellentation
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prOlPisions of those resolutions, the settlement would be obtained through an

agreement entailing Israeli withdrawal from all Arab territories occupied since

1967, the recognition of the right of tlta Palestinian people to self-determination
through the establishment of a sovereign State and the guarantee of the right of
all States of the region, including the State of Israel, to exist within secure and
internationally recognized boundaries.

X should like to add, finallYr that we know that thatie no easy task and that

there are still many cbstacles remaining to the achievement of those purposes.

However, the many descendants of the Arab and Jewish peoples who have settled in my

country over the yeau and who have made a valuable contribution to its development
and progress, have 8how~ us Chile&ns their wisdom, their civic spirit and their
great will to confront and overcome adversity. we trust that those qualities wUl
also be .dellOnstrated by their brethren in the Middle East in the implementation of
the noble objective of a just and lasting peace in the region.

[.11'.' KLES'l'IL (Austria): Having listened yesterday to the important

poli tical statement of the ala irman of the Execu tive Commi ttee of the Pales tint:!

Liberation Or9anization (PLO), I regret all the more the fact that his conciliatory
_ssage could not have been delivered to the international community at OIited
Nations Headquarters in New York.

The ,question of Palestine has been en the agenda of the General bsenbly from
the very beginning of our Org~i~atlon and is a sore reminder of our common failure
to arrive at a just and lasting settlement of that problem.
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(Kr. IlestU, ADs tr ia)

Already in General Assembly resolution 181 (n), one of the most important

United Nations resolution3 or. the question of Palestine, it was clearly stated that,

-the present situation in Palestine is one which is likely to impair the

general welf&re and friendly relations among natione-.

The issue of Palestine has been a focal point of United Nations acHvi ties

ever since. The United Nations has held special sessions, emergency special

sessions, conferences and seminars on Palestine. So far, however, the question of

Palestine has - for reasons of which we are all aware - eluded any settlement.

After decades that brought about no basic change, the last 12 months have

witnessed important new events that .highlight the urgency of finding a just and

las ting poli Hcal solu tion to the core issue of the Middle Eas t problem. The Ua te

9 December 1987 marked the beginning of the intifadah, the uprising of the

Palestinian population in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which so far has been ..md

continues to be a dominating factor in the political agenda of the Middle East.

The intifadah is a direct result of the stalemate in the search for a peaceful

settlement of thl! Arab-Israeli conflict. It has shown that even 20 years of

occupation cannot destroy the aspirations ·')f a people.

Austria has consistently recognized the right of the Palestinien people to

self-determination, including the right to a State \of its own. Furthermore, in

accordance with the relevant United Nations resolutions, my country has recognized

the PLO as the sole representative of the Palestinian people. It is therefore only

consistent with that position that we welcome the decision of the Palestine

National Council ef 15 November 1988 to proclaim the creation of a Palestinian

State. In thcst context, let me state the following: Austria recognizes that
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proclamation as the exercise of the right to self-determination by the legitimte
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representative of the Palestinian people, the Palestine Liberation Organization.

The Poli tical Commun ique and the Declara tio~ of Independence of Alg iers,

linked as they are to the implicit reoognition of Israel, are considered by Austria

as a positive step in the search for a solution to the conflict. The decisions of
Algiers cons,titute proof of the responsible attitude of the PLO. We have also

not:ed with satisfaction the rec~nt statement of Chairman Arafat in Stockholm. It

is to be hoped that those (X)sitive developments will find an enoouraging resp)nse
from the other parties to the Middle East conflict.

This is a unique upportunity, which must be seized with a view ID initiating oS

peace process, as Chairman Arafat so clearly articulated in his speech yesterday.
The fact that manbers of the Jewish colllllunity have reacted favourably gives us

reason to hope that that message will find an even wider response in the ncar

future. The peace initiative, as put forward yesterday before the Assembly by the

Chairman of the Executive COmmittee of the PLO, would constitute the basis for the
International Peace Conference on the Middle East. Let me specifically mention in

that context the proposal that the PLO would seek a compI'ehens ive settlement among
the parties ooncerned on the bas is of Secur ity Council resolut"C)ns 242 (1967) and

338 (1973), so as to guarantee the right of all to exist in peace and security.

We find it equally encouraging that Chairman Anfat condelll'led terror ism in all

its forms and emphasized his determination to strive for the right of the

Palestinians to self-determination by peaceful means within the framework of the

In terna tional Conference under the auspices of the Uni ted Ha tions and in accorda.'1ce
with its Charter and resolutionse

A'~str ia shares the view expressed by the Secretary-General in his rep)rt on
the fli tua tion in the Middle East that \
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that must be grasped. If they were ignored, the momentum towards peace would again
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(Mr. Klestil, Austr ia)

"the recent session of the Palestine National Council in Algiers has gerle:ated

a new momentum 1n the diplomatic process". (A/43/867, para. 37)

be lost. It is high time that the parties conc~rned reached out thrOUgh this new
window of opportunity and demonstrated their readiness tx> talk to each other.

Fifteen years after the lI'lanirrous ac:bption of Security Council resolution
338 (1973), we should begin implementing its core provisions. The resolution calls

for the initiation of negotiations between the parties concerned mder appropriate
auspices aimed at establishing a just and durable peace. In our view, the "parties

concerned" referred to in the resolution include the PID. The situation will have
to be reviewed if and when a Palestinian government is established which will act
on behal f of the Pal es tin ian p)pula tion of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

There is only one way out of the present dangerous spiral of violence and

repression in the occupied terri tories and that is by respectinq interna tional law
and abiding by Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). We

therefore consider Chairman Arafat's reference yesterday to those resolutions,

which, inter alia, reoognize the ri9ht of all States, including Israel, to exist

within secure ana internationally reoognized boundaries, as &n important step
tDwards a peaceful solution to the confl ict.

Austria has consistently advocated the holding of the International Peace
Conference on the Middle East under United Nations auspices, with the participation

of the five perll'.anent members of the Security COuncil and all other parties

concerned. Austria oontinues tx> believe that such a conference is the only way to

a just and peaceful solution to one of the most enduring and t!'tlgic confUcts of

--_.,.,--------------
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our time. In view of the progress made recently by the tl'li ted N5 tions tow5rds
po1itical solutions to a number of regional cnnflicts, we hope that the parties to
the Middle East conflict will now agree wi th the pr inciple tha t such a conference
be held, so that the United Nations might be entrusted with its organization.

tbt only has the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the pU) referred

clearly and unequivocally to those' important security Council resolutions, he has
also extended his hand in an offer of peace and reconcilia tion, wi th, in his words,

an "olive branch". Let us hope that his solenra call will not go unheeded.

Mr. VACD( (Czechoslovakia) ~ We have gathered here in unusual

circumstances trr cnns ider one of the most er i tical ques tions on the agenda of th is
- as we can say today without hesitation - vElry successful session of the General
Assell'b ly.

However 6 one very bad scar will remain on the face of the forty-third

session - the fact that the host country of the tl1itad Nations made it impossible
for Mr. Yasser Arafat, the highest representative of the Palestinian people and of

the newly proclaimed Palestinian Sf:ate i to deliver a statement of principle at the
Headquarters of our Organization.

&
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its obligations. The reasm lies primar 11y in the spmtaneous ou tbreak of

Q1 the. other hand, the ques tion of Pales tine has again IIDde headlines
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discontent on the part of the Palestinian PlPIJlation in the territor ies brutally

occupied by Israel.

In tile 12 months that it has lasted, the mass uprising of the Palestinians has

grown to be a most significant phenomenon, which demonstrates that the status quo

in the MidUe East is totally unbearable.' It reveals that the lack of a solution

for the destiny of the Palestinian people is insufferable. The Palestinian

upr is ing and Israel's way of acting, a ttempting to thwart it by force, consti tu te

today the most important factor, which pushes to the foregrolmd the question of Cl

general settlement in the Middle East and simultaneously gives a strong impetus to

the internatiatal efforts aimed at seeking ways for a practical solv.tion to the
whole Middle East er isis.

Our Organization has adopted dozens of resolutions recognizing the inalienable

natiooal d,ghts of the Palestinians, including the right to self-determination and
to the establishment of their Q1n independent State, and stipulating unanbiguously

the fOlD1dations of a just solutiQ1 to the Palestinian question. 1lnd, while Israel
has always been able to reject those resolutions, today a time has undoUbtedly come
when there can be a considerable influence at the process of solution. Recently
the international oommunity has haa an opportunity to note a substantial movement

in the solutioo to many other hotbeds of tension in today's world - and in many

instances and to a considerable degree the United Nations has played a role in
this. A distinctive step, which not O'\ly created new, substantially more

favourable condi tions for the real bation of the process of the implefitenta ticn of

------------_....------
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In the framewozk of our Organization a quite clear understanding exists of the
need for this process to cCXltinue. It is tmequivocally conceder] that a just

(Mr. Vacek, Czechos lovak!a)
Palestinian rights but is already a part of it, was the proclalll!ition of an
independent Palestinian State.
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aolution to the Palestinian question :is needed without delay. The United Nations
has a great hist,odcal responsibiU ty to the Pales tin ian people, whose tragic
destiny casta a dark shadow on the entire inl:ernational (X)lIIIIunity. We are
convinced thltt the convening of an internatlmal Middle East conference, vi th the
participation of the permanent menbers of the Security COUncil and of the parties
concerned, including representatives of Palestine and Israel, constitutes not ally
the greatest but practically the only opportunity in tnis regard. The chances of

such a conference are growing, due, inter alia" to the approval by the Palestine

Ha tlonal Council of Sec:ur Lty CouI1~U ~esolution8 242 (1967) ad 338 (1973), which
demand reoogni tion of the soverei9"ty, terri tor id integrity and poli tical

independence of all States in the Middle East. The condition .. of course, is that
the other side responds to this act of realism in an equally realistic manner. At
the same time, we are aware that the relations between Israel and the Palastinians
are extremely canpUcated. The burden of many decades of IlUtual mistrust and

hatred is very heavy. There is no doubt that a solution will not be easy. Yet

7.

real hope is emerging.

The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic has already expressed its position on the
implementation of the rights of the Palestinian people on a nUnDer of occ_ions.
In the forum of the General Assenbly it did so most recently early last month, when
Czechoslovak ia co-sponsored resolution 43/21, denouncing the actions of Israel in
suppressing the uprising of the Palestinian people. Proceeding from its position
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(Hr. Vacek, Czechoslovak ia)
of unchanged support for the just struggle of the Arab people of Palestine, lee: by

their own representative, the Palestine Liberation Organization (PID), for: their

legitimate rights, CzechoslovlSkia has also reoognf.zed the proclamation of the State

of Palestine. We are oonvinced that it is an essential comp:ment of a just and

lasting settlament of the Middle East situation. This decision is in full harllk)ny
with General Assemly resolution 181 (II), which provides for the establishment of
both ~, Palestinian and an Israeli State.

Wi th a view to promting the process of the peaceful settlement of the er isis
and facilitating the convening of an international conference on the Middle East, a
model international mnference on thG Middle East, at the non-goveri'lJllental level,

was held in Prague last week, on the inl tia tive of eminent representa Uves of

Czechoslovak scientific and public life. It was attended by about 50 personalities

from t.be countries directly involved in the conflict, especially from allOng

Palestinian and Israeli ranks, as well as from countries holding permanent seats in
the security Council and Stat£s memers of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries
and international organizations.

The Prague meeting clearly confirmed the feasibility of settling this regional
co~flict through negotiations within an international conference under the auspices
of the united Nations. On that essential point, unequivocal agreement was reached

at the Prague talks among all participants. They expressed that opin ion also in a
letter: to the Secretary-General of the united Nations, who had himself sent a

message to the conference which was received ",i th the greatest interest.

The mnstructive and businesslike nature of the discussions was remarkable.
'l'ha t was in keeping wi th the new poli tical think ine; tha t has been 9a in in9

ever-broader grouna in the solution to both global and regional problems. We
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(Mr. Vacek, Czechoslovak ia)
attach particular importance to the open exchange of views between parti,cipants
from Israel and representathes of the Palestinians. We believe that the results
of the delibera tions at the Prague IIDdel interna tional conference on the Middle

East constitute a valuable intellectual and political potential that can make an

important contribut!aa to the practical efforts exerted, especially by the U1i ted
Nations, in seekin9 a solution to the Middle East conflict by i4eanS of ~e

convening of an internfjticnal Middle East confer.once.

The l:'esults of the Prague conference have reaffirmed the need for all parties
involved in the conflict to show active poli tical wUl. The Palestine National
Council has done its part already. That was proved again by Mr. Yasser Arafat, the
Chairman of the PLO, in his constructive, realistic and responsible speech, which
met with profound interest, understanding and support from us.

Now it is up to Israel, whose inflexible position has made it impossible thus
far to reach any progress in the settlement of the Middle East situation. It is
indeed high time that Israel itself IIl!lde up its mind about how it wants to provide
for its further exiGtence in the community of the Middle East nations, to ensure
peace and security for further development. The choice is obvlous\ to make its
policy and its approach to the other side more realistic, to abandon its policy of
force and oppression, to show Cl willingnesB to seek political solutions. Failing
to respond to this urgent call of the day would mean acting against the basic

interests of not ooly the Palestinian but also the Israeli PeOple, adding fuel to
the dangerous hotbed of tension in the re~ion and in the world, poisoning the

atmosphere in international relations, and posing a threat to regional and world
peace.
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Mr .. ' 'l'AtH! (Libyan Arab Jamh ir iya) (int:erpre~tion from Arabich I wish

•

these meetings take place in an exemplary manner.

'lb the Swiss people we express our great est~em and our apprecia tion for their
hospi taUty. We thank the swiss GovernJlient, also, for what it has cbne to ensure

that all the necessary steps are taken to make these meetings a success.

I pay a tr !bute to &11 the Q)untr ies that demonstrated the courage to reject
the illegal stand taken by the host cOll1try - the comtry where the HeactJuarters of
the United Nations 1.s located# a CX)un.try that has flouted justice. I thank all
tl'i06e who voted l'1 favollE' of the very significant resolution in this regard.

Transferring these meetings of the General Assenbly to Geneva has been CA step
in the right direction of moving the Headquartet'sof the U1ited Nstions to a place

where it would be easier for world leaders tn do their work - far from the

pressures exer ted by the lAd ted Sta tes and from its hegell'OnY.

we have CX)me to this splendid city, far from United Nations Headquarters,

because we have been compelled to cb so. This is probably the first time that
delegations have been forced to leavf: the host country because of a refusal to

listen to a people setting for th its cause. And this is a ca'JSe which affects not
only the peoples concerned but international peace and stability. It is a cause

tha t has been be fore us fot more th an a q uar ter 0 f a cen t ury • Th is 118 t tar la a
blot on the oonscience of mankind. There have been so many martyrs, so much death,

exUe, destructiol. and violence. The boundaries of other cOll'ltries have been
violated.

This cause has remained the same from the very beginning. What is involved is
basically occupation, expansionhm, killing and sufferi"9. The developments in
regard to the cause grow JlDre serious every day. A region which, because of its
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history and religion, is a syl'lbol for the entire world is now threatened. It is a
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(Mr. 'l'alhi« Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya)

this situation will lead to an even broader conflagration. we need only J.f.lok at
the grave events of the last year. Thousands of men, women and children have been
facing, wi th bare handa, a wicked, e\?il mill.tary machine tha t seeks to tr5llple all
values under foot. We see soldiers afmed to the teeth who have no compunction
about hurling themee1ves at defenceless persnns. This is a deliberate poUcyof
extermination, which the world condems. Everyone has sympathy for its victims.

IlJt the host comtry feels that it would not be right to allow the

l' epresenta tives of the suffer ing people to address us on the tr agedy that has

befallen those people. Deep! te all the appeals I18de to it, that aOlD"ltry refused to

listen to reason. We see a oountry trying to exterminate a people. We see other
comtries subjected to the threat of extermination. i!)) see an area of conflict and
confrontation, where peace is threatened as never before. And yet the host country
III!lde so bold as to oppose the will of the international commmi ty and refuse to let
a man speak.

It is a dangerous '101' ld when a grea t Power can behave in such an

mconscionable way. Perhaps what has happened will make us understand better the
root of the cause with which we are ooncerned today. Fbr if we look at all the
conflicts in the world now, we see the same underlying causes. we find a great
Power that supposedly champions international morality and ethics refusing to

,shoulder its in terna tional human! tartan obliga tions. As Cbd says in the Holy Book,
even mighty kings shall be laid low. All kinds of despots, all those who do evil
will eventually be brought down by thoae who work for justice.
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(Hr. 'l'alhi, Libyan .~
J&mahiriya)

we are witnessing a situatiC'!'1 of injustice and all the sUfx:oring that results

from it. The basic cause is that a nUnber of State".. desire to exercise hegellDny

and flout international law and refuse to meet the aspirations of mankind.

One need only remenber Wiat happened at the beginning of the ce~tury, when the

land of Palestine was taken from the people of Palestine and given to persons who

did not deserve it. Britain, the colonial Power in Palestine, made a promise to a

racist movement that had grown out of other racist IIDvements in Europe. It

promised to grant Palestine to that movement as a homeland. Britain carried out

its promise.
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people for a people without a land. Thus, those who had absolutely no right of

(~~. Talhi, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)
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When the Un i ted Kingdom pr essed ahead and succeeded in its pol icy, the situa ticn

gave rise to confrontation. When, in 1947, the situation was consid<!red in the

owner. ship usurped the land of Palestine to the detriment of its rightful owners.

They cane from all parts of the world to that country, whatever their

terra nullius, land without an owner~ sometimes they said it was land without a

they said it was to compensate for a historical injustice~ sometimes they irwoked

nationality or ethnic background. All kinds of reasons were presented. Sometiroos

divine r ightJ religion ~nd history were distortedJ sometimes they sdd it was

resolution 181 (11). In so doing, the international community turned injustice

il1lto total malfeasance. And this was done by an Organization in whidl mank ind g as

not, however, dwell on the deta Us.

providing money, weapons and other forms of support and by preventing the

as the Palestine question is concerned, those hopes remain unfulfilled. I shall

The BalforJr Df,lclaration was the beginning of the unjust design. In 1947, as I

turned a deaf ear to the truth so that even those who suffered were not heard. In

international Organization from proclaiming the truth and applying the law) it

the Charter eloquently attests, had placed great hopes. Un for tuna tely, in so far

right to speak, but the world is being denied the right to hear it speak.

Uni ted Kingdom, a gr ea t Power, le ft Pales tine ano ther gr ea t Power came and applied

people even of its right to resist. 'lbday not only is that people being denied the

of its land and driven into exil~, harassed and attacked on all sides. When the

short, it thus helped drive a people from its land and prevented the Palestinian

say, General Assembly resolution 181 (II) endorsed injustice. A people was deprived

different procedures. It aided and abetted the expulsion of the Palestinia~s by
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Is there 8 crime worse than dr iv ing a people from its homelaad? Tb is- ls what

God Almighty had to say in his Holy Book about dr tving people from their homeland:

BIIS/pt

"God forbids you not,

Wi th regard to those who

Fight you not for (your) Faith

Nor drive you out

Of your homes,

From dealing kindly &nd justly

W! th them: For God loveth

Those who are just.

"God only forbids you,

Wi th regard to those t1ho

Fight ycu for (your) Fal tb,

And dr ive you ou t

Of your homes, and support

(Others) in driving you out,
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(Hr. Talhi, tibIa" Azoab JamahiriY8)

. .' ." - ...... ~""'" .

From turning to them

(For friendship and protection).

It is such as turn to them

(In these circumstances),

That do wrong." (The"HolyKoranitx: 8-9)

We are faced here with continuing aggression &gainst not only a region but an

entire human community, an entire segment of mankindG Suffice it to look at the

-
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arguments put forward and the plans that are made. Row can one reconcile

allowed to stockpil~ chemical weapons without anything being said in any

permitting the Zionist entity to achieve a nuclear capability without a single

(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)
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voice, not even IS warning, being taised against it? Row can the Zionist entity be

international forum, merely because it is the Zionist entity that is involved?

Certain Arab counu ies have acquired defensive missiles, and people have spoken out

against it. Yet those same people cootinue to provide funds and support to the
Zionist entity, which is threatening other countries. Without outside help it

could not even feed its own people. What, thenq is the meaning of this strategic
alliance between Israel and the United States?

Incidentally, a few days before this meeting, the emargo on the shipment of

cluster boms to that entity was lifted. Such supplies are now granted to it.

One hears a lot of talk about "secure boundaries". How can there be any talk
of secure boundaries when the Zionist entity invokes "divine rights"? Many

questions could be asked, and the answers are fairly omious. The truth is that
the world has often raised its voice in protest in this Assembly, but the aggressor
has ignored it. It has responded by continuing to deL)' the Organization and
pursuing a policy of aggression.

•

Now we have the situation of the intifadah - an uprising in which civilians

are facing the most sophisticated military machine in the world. An army of

children is facing that military machine with their bare hands and stones, women

and children are being killed. It has not gone unnoticed, mankind has expressed
its position in Security Council resolutions 605 (1987), 607 (1987) and 608 (1987)

and in resolutions of the General Assembly, the latest of ~l1ich was adopted early
last month.

&
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What has been the attitude of the Zionist entity and the United States? I do
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not believe I could ever find the words to describe their ignorance and defiance of

human values and basic humani ty.

There are three basic elements to Israeli practices: first, no entity base~

on injustice can have any value in law. Secondly, we are dealing here wi th a

question of colonialism and racist settlement. The fact is that what is going on

now in Pales tine is exactly the same as wha t took place in Rhodes ia and wha t is now

taking place in South Africa. It affects not only the occupied Palestinian

territories but a whole race and its very existence. Thirdly, since this policy of

colonization throu9h the establishment of settlements has the fUll support of the

Uni ted Sta tes in all its practices, the Uni ted Sta tes Hsel f has become an

aggressor - in fact, the principle aggressor.

___..:n ~
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(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamah iriya)

For ~ra than 40 years this issue has been deal t wi th by the Uti ted Na tions

and ever}One has spoken about peace. Yet we see the aggressors persisting in their

aggression, expansionism, occupation and extermination. Faced with this situation,
rrrt country, the Libyan Arab .7amahiriya, believes that the international cn1llllunity

bears a great moral responsi~ility and that the least it should do is to support
the Arab people of Palestine in its struggle to recnver its land and its legitimata
rights through armed struggle and to extend its rights over all its land.

My delegation believes that the cnnvening of an internation&l peace cnnference

is just another ploy to perpetuate this historical injustice and finally to

eliminate the Palestinian cause, particularly if the United States were to play an

important role in that: conference. My country was a victim of colon ialist

settlement. But injustice, however long it may persist, will finally be defeated
and countries that struggle to that end will prevail.

I cannot fail before this Assent>ly to cnnvey our greetings to the fraternal

people of Palestine for their uprising, which has now entered its second year. We
know that only its persistence in the struggle will enable it to earn the respect

of the world and the reoogni tion of all its legi tima te rights. The Uti ted Na tions
has a special responsibility with respect to this question and it is high time the
United Nations assumed that responsibility if it wishes to retain any credibility
and effectiveness.

I am aware that some of my brothers present here might feel somewhat

embarrassed or put out by the way I am speaking. They may even smile a little in
cnming to this rostrum to denounce what we have said. But we feel one should ne-Jer

be afraid to tell the truth. we feel that honesty is not a crime, even if the
aggressor may deem it so.
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Mr;,' WIN'l'ER (German Democratic Republic) (interpreta tion from French h

away by force must be seized by force.

(Mr. Talhi, Libyan Arab
Jamahir iya)

I believe in full sinceri ty that, as Cbd has said, everything that is taken
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The United Nations General Assembly has repeatedly dealt with the question of

Palestine. Md many times the overwhelming majority of MeRber States advocated the

implementation of the Palestinian people's right to self-determination, as well as
a comprehensive, just and lasting solution to the Middle East coofl iet. Yet, the

suffering of the Palestinian people and, consequently, also its struggle for the
implementation of its inalienable rights, continue.

Special hopes for progress in the search for solutions to one of the met
complicated and protracted regional oonflicts, one which poses the greatest threat

to international security, are placed particularly in this year's debate on the
question of Palestine.

The trend towards improved international relations is encouraging to all those

who are committed to the use of political means in the pursuit of just settlements
for international disputes in the interests of all parties concerned and in the
interests of regional security and international peace. The Palestine Liberation
Organization (PW) has made it perfectly clear that it ranks among those forces.

All the ItDre incomprehensible is the attempt to prevent, in viola tion of the
Headquarters Agreement between the United States and the United Nations, the

participation of the leading representative of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, Yasser Arafat, in the debate on the question of Palestine. It is

obvious tha t such a move is not conducive b'J proJrOtion of the peace process in the
Middle East, since the world Organization has come to play an ever increasing role
in the settlement of regional conflicts. Therefore, the German DellDcratic Republic
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t

welcomes the fact that nearly all States Members of the United Nations represented
in the General Assent>ly denonsullted their joint determination In support the

search for constructive solutions in the Middle East by way of pali tical dialogue
between all parties concerned and to enable the participation of Yasser Arafat in
th is deba te •

We followed Yasser Arafat's statement with great attention and sympathy~ It
shows, impressively and irrefutably, that the Palestinian rrovement genuinely seeks
a just settlement to the question of Palestine as well as peace and secur ity for
all States and peoples in the region.

Like many other States, the German DeilOcratic Republic has welcomed the

resu! ts of the ninet~enth extraordinary sess ion of the Palestine Na tioy.al Council
in Algiers. It reCDgnizes in terms of international law the State of Palestine
which was ptoclaimed. This decision was made in accordance with the thited Nations
Charter and the relevant United Nations resolutions and corresponds to the high

level of relations between the German DellDcratic Republic and the PLO. Since it is
the fundamental position of pr inciple of the German Democratic Republic that

conflicts - wila tever the reg ion and wila tever the Sta tea and peoples involved - must
be solved exclusively by peaceful means, my country was highly appreciative of the

decisions taken at Algiers. we are convinced that these decisions will stimulate
the initiation of the desired process of finding a lasting and just solution to the
Middle East conflict.
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solvinq the conflict the legitimate interests of all States and peoples of the

region must be guaranteed. Now the ball is in the court of all those who have so
far opposed such a solution, and Israel, in particular. They are expected to join
in the eZforts for a oonstructiva settlement. It is nCM Jll%)re than ever imperative
for the parties involved to acknowledge the need to meet each other half-way in
good faith and to work in a business-like manner towards the accommodation of

interests.

'llhe recent developnents are further testimony to the gt'eat support the PID

enjoys among the Palestinian people in the occupied territories. The PLO's
international activities - for instance, Yasser Arafat's visit to St~asbourg and
the Stockholm dialogue, made possible tharaks to the arrangements of the SWedish
Government - clearly show the PLQi s strong sense o~ political responsibility for
the fa te of the Pales tin ian people as i to sole, legi tima te represen ta tive.

Discussing the question of Palestine, one cannot help but note a great nunber
of positi~~ and encouraging changes in international relations and in the

settlement of conflicts - chan~es that are encouraging indeed for all peoples.

Though IlUch remaino to be done to make the world a safer place, a process haG been
set in motion to turn from confrontation to detente. The significant proposals
submitted by General secretary Gorbachev in New Y('rk give fresh impetus to thllt
process. They are an encouragement to move further down the read opened ~p by the
first genuine disarmament agreement, the Treaty between the Un ion of Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United States of America on the EUmination of Their
Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles, the INF Treaty. The peace-pronoting
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Humer of complicated, long-lasting and costly regional oonflicts. Developnents

have beglm that only recently still seemed impossible.

Cbvfously, the will for political understanding and reoognit;on of and respect
for IIIltual interests are fundamental prerequisites for political solutions. 'lb

that end, readiness for dialogue and compromise, a sense of reality and judgement
are required.

Given these developments and the increasingly successful involvement of the

ttlited Nations, in particular its Secretary-General, which is widely appreciated

and ack nowledged, ther e is reason for gr ea t hope. If th is p:>s itive tr end is to
mintain its nomentum, all States, in particular those involved in the .conflict and
the permanent ment>ers of the Security COUncil, must support it.

The incipient process of posi tive developments in international rela tions can,
however, be oontinued successfully only if no region is left out. kcordingly, the

encouraging developments have also increased the attention of States and the

international public to those problems on which so far progress has failed to CDme

about - such as the Middle East conflict, with the question of Palestine at its

oore, which has remained unresolved for more than 40 years. Action is required so
that a settlement can be achieved in conformity wi th the provis ions of the Uni ted
Na tions Char ter •

For generations the Palestinian people has suffered aggression, tecror and

expulsion. Now as before it is being denied a peoples' right to self-determina tion

under the United Nations Charter. The now one-year-old mass upri,sing of the

Palestinian people, the intifadah, is striking evidence that after nore than

20 years of occupation the Palestir.!an people's desire for peace and freedom can be
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Palestinian tp.rritories has provoked justified pUblic indignntion in almost all

oountries. Those who place their hopes in the time factor or in a gradual

recognition of the status'qao have not understood the signs of our time.

We share the opinion expressed in the secretary-General's report on the
si tua tion in the Middle Ea9t:

-The violence in the occupied territories of the west Bank and the Gaza Strip

con tinue unaba ted and underline the need for progress on the diploma tic

front. The continuing occupation of those territories is not accep.table to

their inhab;.tants and will not become so. It is necessary therefore to find a
political solution which will satisfy both the legi timate pol itical rights of

the Palestinian people and the right of Israel, like other States in the area,
to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries, free from threats or
acts of force.-

The use of armed force against the Palestinian people cannot bring about

peace. What is really needed is negotiations between equals on the basis of United
Nations resolutions, a matter-of-fact constructive dialogue, and a common endeavour
for an assured future of all States and peoples in the region. Those who are
unwilling to follow this kind of logic have to be asked whether they have an

int~rest in the peace the Palestinian people, the Arab countries, and not least
Israel, really need. Peace in that region is necessary for the strengthening of
internatiooal peace and security. If there is a will to come to an understanding,
a mechanism will be found with which to realize it and reach agreement. The German
Democratic Republic holds the view that an international peace conference 00 the
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Middle East, under the a uspices of the Uni ted Na tions, would be the bee t way to

find a comprehensive, just and hence lasting settlement to that protracted and

extremely complex coofUct. Now it is essential that specific steps be taken for

its convening. It therefore seems to be fitting for the security Council to

prepare a negotiating mechanism.
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Nations, the league of Arab States and the fobvement of tbn-A1igned Countries is
gaining ground since such a conference would bring to the negotiating table, on an
eq.ua1 footing# all parties directly invo~ved, that is the Arab States, the

Pa1estinicm people represented by the PLO, Israel and the five i:,ermanent menbers of
the Security Council. It would involve the United t:ations and would make use of

its experience and authority in the interest of a peaceful settlement. It would

ensure that all problems of the region should be considered in their diversity and

interdependence and that a constructive solution should be found which would meet
the legi timate interests of all parties involved, including both the reoogn ition of
the Palestinian people'S right to self-determination and respect for Isra~!l's right
to exist.

The German Democratic Republic welcomes and sUppt)rts the Palestinian peace

ini tia tive, which the Cha irman of the Execu tive Council of the PLO, Yasser Ara fat,

announced yesterday, aimed at achieving peace for all States and peoples of the

region.

As a memer of the Commi ttee on the Inalienable Rights of the Pales tin fan

People, the German DeRDcratic Republic makes its contributim towards heightening
Clfareness of the need for a political settlement and for the implementation of
relevant lktited tations resolutions on the Middle East and Palestine. It was

therefore a great hooour and challenge for my country to hoat the fourth European

regiooa1 seminar 00 the question of Palestine in Bed in last Apr 11. The regiooal

seminar has helped to make public opinion in ElIrope more perceptive with regard to
the question of Palestine.
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Our solidarl ty vi th the struggle of the Pales tin im people is unwavering.
This was clearly manifest in the gr.eat variety of activities undertaken by social

forces in the German Democratic Republic at the occasion of the Internat!ooal Dily

of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, which included also material assistance,
such as granting opportll'lities for vocatienal training or higher education,
providing medical trea tment, and sending Palestinian children to hol iday camps.
Shipments of urgently needed goods and IIBterials, fincmced by datations from the
people of the German Democratic Republic, have also continued.

The Pales tin ian people Clm cootinue to COll'lt en the solidari ty of the German
DellOcratic Republic in its efforts to achieve its rights and justice.

Mr~OUIDSIDIYA (Mauritania) (interpretation frail Arabic) I Allow me at

the outset to renew our congratulations to Hr. Dante Caputo on hIs election to the
presidency of the forty-third session of the General Assemly. we congratulate him
on the exemplary way in which he has guided our del iberations Clnd on the firm
stance that he and the General AsseJTbly have taken to safeguard the right of the
Palestinian leadership to express its views on a question of vital importance to
it, the question of Palestine.

The resolution by which the debate of the Generel Assenbly on the question of

Palestine tfas transferred from New Yor:k to Genelfa constitutes a victory for
justice, legitimacy and international solidarity. It is an expression of the firm
support of the menber a of the in terna timal commll'li ty for the a truggle of the
Palestinian people.

On th ia occaa ion, I should like to extend thcmk sand apprecia tion to the
Government of 90IitzerlMd for its extensive and successful efforts to ensure the
convening of our meeting in the best possible circumstances.
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Our debates are going on at a time when far-reaching developments are taking
place in the Palestinian arena, especially in relation to the fate of the

Palestinian people and the future of peace and stability in the Middle East. In
particular, the Palestinian masses are currently celebrating the first anniversary

of their glorious uprising against the Israeli occupation, the intifadah, which
could be considered one of the most important examples of rElsistance and
sacrifice. 'lbday, iIlOre than one year has elapsed since the start of this epic
struggle and certain facts have now emerged.

The intifadah has proved the Palestinian people's categor ical rejection of the
Isr:aeli occupation and its expansionist policies. It has demonstrated that the
Palestinian people is determined, desp! te all efforts to displace and oppress it,
to regain its rights which have been usurped. The intifadah has also brought out
the horrible truth of the Israeli repressive pol icies and practices in the occupied
terri tor ies. It has shown that the source 0 f v iolence and terrorism is indeed the
Zionist occupation forces and not the Palestinian masses.

The intifadah has rallied round its leadership inside and outside the
territory. The intifadah and the masses have adhered to the daily directives of

the leadership, which proves that the Palestine Liberation Organization (PID) is

the sole, legi timate representative of the Palestinian PeOple and the entity that

embodies the na tional uni ty of the Pales tin ians.

Through making these basic facts clear, the intifadah has participated in an

effective manner in advancing the Palestinian cause and br inging it to the fore.
There has been more understanding of the justice of this cause, and it has received
nore support and more attention from states and peoples all over the world. On the
other hand, Israel's isolation has become more apparent and its cr iminal practices
have increasingly been condemned.
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at the same time affirmed its willingness to particiPlte seriously and responsibly
(l
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that session affirned beyond any doubt the dedication of the Palestinian leaders!1ip
to international legitimacy and its keenness on achieving a oomprehensive political
eettlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute Q'l the basis of r(!cogni tion of the

inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people - its right: to return, to

self-determination and the establishment of an independent State on its natiooal
soil - and on the basis of Israel's withdrawal from the occupied Arab territor ies,--in keeping with t!le principles enshrined in the tbited Nations Charter and the

provisions of the reJolutions of the United Nations and the principles and

previa ions of in terna tiooal law.

The Council has adopted the framework apPr.:'oved by our Organization in order to

find a jl!st and comprehensive solutim to the conflict in the Middle East. This
framework is the Intel'national Peace Conference on the Middle East, under the

auspices of the U'li ted Na tions and wi th the par tici pa tion of five permanent members
of the Se cur ity Council, as well as, all p:tr ties to the dispu te, on an equal

footing, including the Palestine Liberation Organization in its capacity as the

sole and legi timate repreaen ta the of the Pales tin ian people.

Hence it is not surprising that within this cootext the international
corrrnunity has supported the bra'ile and courageous resolutions adopted by the

Palestine Na tiooal Council. The declata tion of the ~stabl ishment of an independent

u

Palestinian State on the soil of Palestine, with Je~usalem as its capital, has met
wi th wide in terna tiooal support. The growing reoogni Urn tha t has been won by the
independent Palestinian State since its declaration attests to... the solidarity of

the internatiooal community with the Attl.b- Palestinian people and the support by the

ill
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international community for the exercise by the Palestinian people of its right to

(Mr. QuId Sidiya, Mauritania)
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The Islamic Republic of Mauritania is proud to have been one of the first to
recognize ~~e independent Palestinian State, on the day it was declared. This was

in line with our firm position of support for the decisions of the Palestinian

leadership in order to retrieve the usurped rights of the Palestinian people and to

embody their legitimate aspirations.

At the beginning of our work we heard the message addressed to us by the

struggling Palestinian people through its special envoy, Mr. Yasser Arafat. It was·
a message of peace and good will adhering to international legitimacy. But each
day we receive the messages of the Israeli authorities from the occupied

territories. Those are messages of terrorism, repression, murder and

imprisonment. They show contempt for the international Organization and viola te

its laws and norms. The international oommunity, as represented by the United

Nations, must firmly assume its responsibilities, support justice and oppose

occupation and the violation of human rights, so that peace and stability may

•

prevail in the Middle East region.

Before ooncluding my brief statement~ I should like to extend warm

coogra tula tions and sincere thanks to the Commi t tee a'i the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, and to thank and congratulate its

Chairman, the representative of Senegal, for the excellent work done by this

Committee in the interests of the Palestinian people and its just cause.

Mr; . PdALaSA (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): Today, we are

here at Geneva caught between two feelings, one of concern and one of

satisfaction. My delegation is especially concerned wi th one fact which has forced
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which it has Observer status. The situation thus created in not allowing

Mr. Yasser Arafat to come to United Nations Headquarters in New York is very

disturbing indeed, for two reasons; first, this refusal introduces additional

elements into a situation which is in itself delicate and polarized, complicating

the search for just and lasting solution; and, secondly, the host country's

reiterating a position which disregards the implementation of the hJreement between

the United Nations and the United St.ates as the host country of the Organization.*

Our feel ing of satisfaction is to have been able to welcome and hear the

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization,

Mr. Yasser Arafat, at a time when the Organization has raised new hopes for a

peaceful solution to the question of Palestine. Peaceful coexistence between

peoples and the promotion of friendship among nations, a friendship based on

respect for the principles of the equality of rights and the self-determination of

peoples, constitute the fundamental elements of the Charter of our Organization.

On the question of Palestine, these principles were at the very core of resolution

181 (11), which clearly establishes the creation of two States, one Arab and one

Jewish, guaranteeing their right to live within secure boundaries.

* Mr. Dlamini (Swaziland), Vice President, took the Chair.

,
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Colonbia was >/ery gratified by the position adopted by the· Palestine National
Council, reaffirming the commitment of the Palestinian people to the purposes and

principles of the United Nations. It also condemns the threat or use of force,

violence and terrorism, and indeed is in 'favour of the settlement of international
disputes by peaceful means. We heard wi th sa tisfactial the reaffirm tion of these
principles in the statements made by Hr. Arafat in Stockholm last week, and

especially those he made yesterday before this Assenbly, where with great realism
and courage, which we applaud, he invited all parties to the conflict, and

especially Israel, under the. auspices of the O1i ted Ha tions, to forge peace in the
region with dignity, freedom and security for all States.

Colonbia has always felt that the Middle East situation, so ominously charged,
will hold grea ter promise of a solution to the degree in so far as that we revert
to the spirit and lette~ of security Council reso:ution 242 (1967), which 21 years
after its aCbption, continues to be a good point of departure for the assurance of
peace in the region.

Since the establishment of the United Nations, Colonbia has maintained a

balanced and equi table posi tion wi th regard to the Middle Bas t problem. The

aforementioned resolution implies a recognition of the inalienable right of the

Palestinian people to self-determination, the inadmissibility of the acquisition of
territory by force, the withdrawal of the Israel i armed forces from all occupied
territories, termination of all states of belligerence, and respect for: and

acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political

independence of all Sta tes in the area and their right to live in peace wi thin
secure and recognized boundaries, free from threats or acts of force.

Since it was first suggested, we have supported the convening of the

International Peace Conference or. the Middle East, under the auspices of the United
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Nations, on the bases of Security Council, resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

The indefinite postponement of the Cooference has created great difficulties for

all States in the region. let us not continue to postpooe it indefinitely, under

the pretext that we cannot believe in the good faith of the other party. Let us

prO'le that good faith at the negotiating table.

The demand for a just solution deserves world attention. Our country believes

that any posi tive and constructive actiCl'l coming from ei ther of the parties to the

conflict should be received with a sincere feeling of good faith. We are convinced

that the way of dialogue in search of pea,cQ is long and difficult, but any obstacle

removed therefrom should be viewed as real progress, rather than abruptly rejected,

as gestutes and acts of trust will inevitably 'bring others in their wake. There

has been nuch too much bloodshed and suffer 1ng. We hope that the parties to the

conflict will choose negotiation over violencep IIDderation over extremism, and

constructive response over abrupt rejection. These are our best wishes.

It is now up to the tl1i ted Ha tions to help er ea te a propi tious cUma te for the

prompt establishment of the Palestinian State in the occupied territories and to

er ea te propi tious condi tions for the harmon tous development of the two na tions

which for centuries have coexisted on this self-same territory•

Mr~ 'WALTERS (thited States of America): The search for peace in the

Middle Fast has been a cnnstant feature of United States policy. American efforts

•

have helped bring about the disengagement of forces, agreements between Israel and

Egypt, and between Israel and Syria. American efforts helped bring about the

Camp David Accords and the Egyptian-Isr&eli Peace Treaty. The l1'1ited States

remains an active, colllfti tted partner in the search for a comprehensive settlement

achieved throogh negotia tions •

.',,----------------------
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These are valuable and endur ing pr inciples that n<:!ed to be at the COl., of

Negotiations must proceed in an atmosphere free of terrorism, violence and

through negotia tions. There is no substi tu te for di r ect negotia tions between the

always kept in mind a simple, but abiding reality - namly, that no outside party

The objective is a comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict

process in its resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Each party II\l!lY have other

The United Nations Security Council established the basis of the negotiating

the direct negotiations.

(Hr. WaIters..! United States)

In helping willing parties negotiate their differences, the U1ited States has

parties concernede The parties to negotiations must accept to negotiate with each

involved in the negotiations. It is for these reasats that tbe United States will

In seeking to advance the prospects for negotiations leading to a

United States has always opposed efforts to impose solutions from outside,

can want peace more than the parties themselves want and need peace. As such, the

for negotiations.

concentrating instead on eliciting movement from the parties on the critical issues

vote against the draft resolutions submitted during this debate.

avoid accepting Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as the basis

positions and preferences that it wishes to bring to the negotiations, consistent

canprehens ive settlement, this year the tl'li ted Sta tes advanced a set of proposals

other. An international mnference may be useful, in so far as it helps launch and

wi th Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), but none can Umi t or

support direct negotiations) but a conference Must not pre-empt or substitute for

efforts to resolve the dispute. Additionally, there should be a period of

& &2
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-
transi ticn between the status ql~ and a final settlement. The transi tional per iOO

will help build confidence among the parties that negotiations work. It will give

the parties time to adjust to a new situation, and it will allow the parties to

deal with each other differently, gradually, in the light of an agreement freely

negotiated.

Movement towards peace starts with movement by the parties. Each side needs

to adopt constructive policies aimed a t realistic and praglfB tic progress towards

peace.

For Israel, the choice is clear, albeit difficult. In order to achieve the

security it deserves and requires, Israel must face up to the need for withdrawal

from occupied territories and to the need to accommodate legitimate Palestinian

poli tical rights. The extent, shape and form of these issues need to be hammered

out through negotiations, but they must be addressed squarely.*

* The President returned to the Chair.

m.. .=~· _
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Palestinian demands will have to accomllDdate the reality of Israel's existence and
security needs, and they will have to comnit themselves to negotiations with

Israel.

For the other Arabs, the choiQes are equally important. Jordan, Syr ia and

Lebanon have a conflict wi th Israel to resolve through negotia tions. Their
conflict will not be solved othenlise. Other Arab States can help by sending

"signals of acceptance and reconciliatim to Israel. They must talk to Israel. The
absence of dialogue means continued stalemate.

For outside parties, support and encouragement are the necessary elements. A
role for outside parties in peace making is not a right) it must be earned. It is

time for the SOviet U1ion to restore full diplomatic relations with Israel. It is
time for the People's Republic of China to recognize Israel. The parties need

support to br ing them toge ther, and the in terna tional communi ty can provide tha t
support.

These fundamental elements of a successful peace process can be encouraged
through accomllDdations and reconciliation between Israelis and Palestinians. This
is not an easy task to accompl ish. It is very di fficul t for the parties to
overcone prejudices and blind spots about each other; it is sometimes equally
difficul t for the international community to lay as ide pol itical preferences and

expediencies and to accept a realistic course toward~ a comprehensive settlement.

But the international oommunity must speak with a realistic~ pragmatic voice.

We must tell the parties that their dispute is resolvable. we must tell them
that we are tired of this conflict and tired of their unwillingness to make fair
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canpromises. t:a must tell them the time has come to agree that a negotiated
settlement is required.

So let us channel the energy that has gone into this debate in a positive and

realistic direction. Unbalanced resolutions are not the answer. Qle-sided

statements are not the answer.

The answer is colllllitment to comprehensive peace. The answer is negotiations

based an Security Council resolu tions 242 (1961) and 338 (1973). The answer is
renunciation of violence and terrorism. My Government stands ready as always to
assist in moving ahead in the search for peace.

Mr. DAH (Burkin& Paso) (interpretation from French) ': Burkina hso very

IlI1ch apprecia tes the readiness of the Swiss au thod ties to facili ta te the holding

of this plenary session of the General Assenbly in Geneva. At a time when the dove
of peace is carrying the olive branch across our globe our meeting m the question
of Palestine requires that the prime political official of one of the parties to a
conflict that has gone on for far too la'}g be able to express his views.

Switzerland, by its decision authorizing Hr. Arafat to come to Geneva to

participate in the debates, which are of primary concern to him, thereby expresses
its desire to oontr ibute to the search for peace in that region of the Middle

East. Accordingly, Switzerland, faithful to its tradition of neutrality and
hospitality, is putting into practice the goal our world Organization has been

constantly pursuing - the maintenance of international peace and security.

Like Switzerland, BurkinBl hao, a small country situated south of the Sahara,
",1 th a hard-work ing and courageous people, adds its voice to the concert of
peace-loving nations aware of the dangers facing our world ab a result of a

protracted conflict which at any time can take on incalculable proportions. My

-
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country wonders about the C<X1wct of the most powerful nation on Earth which

furthermore holds the key to t~e Israeli-Palestinian con£1 ict. We have become
accustolf~d to professions of freedan, demcl:acy and peace from that nation, in the
name of which twice in one centluy that great Power has intervened in &Jrope to
help halt tyranny and defend peace and justice. Its militant support for the cause
of peace and freedom was so strong that the sacr ifioe of its sons who shed their

blood has left its mark on our world, a fact to which even today we cannot be-indifferent.

My delegation considers that by virtue of its pos ition as de facto world

leader, the United States should uphold the rule of law. Its refusal to grant a
visa to the Chairman of the Executive Conmittee of the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) is, of course, an act of sovereignty of the thited States, but
it nevertheless remains subject to criticism from the standpoint of its

international obligations as the host country of thited Nations Hea~uarters.

Burkina Faso wonders abo~t its attitude in consistently supporting one of the

parties to the conflict while proclaiming its desire to help find a final

definitive solution to the conflict.

The question of Palestine as it stands today goes back to the time when

Pales tine was the responsib iU ty of the League of Na tions, the precursor of the
United Nations. The question merits a brief attempt to place it in its

gOO(.lo11 tica! con te xt •

The country was placed under mandate, and the Covenant of the IA!ague of

Nations provided for the wishes of the Palestinian community to be taken into
account, yet nothing was done in that regard. Perhaps here we should elso mention
the British commitment to the Zionist organizati<X1 promising the E'''tablishment of a
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national Jewish homeland in Palestine, a count'.:y with which the Zimist leaders had

historical ties, their ancestors having lived there 2,000 years before the

diaspora. I am of course referring to the Balfour Declaration of 1917.

The autochthonous population v whose ancestors had also lived in Palestine for

almost 2,000 years, considered that the establishment of this national Jewish

homeland in its land violated its natural and inalienable righ~a.

Those two historical truths corroborate the tradition that Abraham was the

cOJllllon ancestor of the Jews and the Arabs.

The indigenous population - the Palestinians - felt that the Jewish settlement

was contrary to the independence the allied Powers had promised the Arab leaders in

exchange for their suppor t dut Ing the war.

In February 1947, the complexity of the international situation - in

particular the plight of the Jews who had come from Nazi camps, the creation of the

League of Arab States, and the terrorist campaigns waged by the Irgun and the

Haganah in Palestine - obliged Great Britain to place the question of Palestine in

the hands of the Uni ted Na tions.

The British Mandate came to an end in confusion and in the war of 1948. The

armistice agreements that followed did not put an end to the Araba' challenge of

Israel's right to exist or to the desire of the exiled populations to return to

their homeland and recover their property. NOIrI things have changed, and

considerably. Yesterday we heard the statement of the Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the PLO, which provides us with a glimmer of hope for peace and cs

political settlement.
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carried out by the Nazis failed and was overcome. If, 00 the other hand, acts of

The change involves two dimansions or phases. First, there is the arrogance

terrorism are part of a defensive strategy, they can, as experience has shown, be

In its second phase, which has just been initiated at the meeting of the

just reactioo to Israel's aggress ion in plundering the Arab terri tories.

and intransigence of the Jews. In Israeli society, with riSpression, violence

actions or: defensive actions, as the case lD!ly be. If they are part of an offensive

became the order of the day and the major! ty of Israelis have adjusted to it. Now

strategy, experience has demonstrated that they are always d)omed to failure.

we know that all /!lcts of terrorism, which may be referred to as violence, if we are

The offensive t~rrorism practised by the State of Israel - there is no more

to tale down the language, which have affected and which are still striking the
imagination of people around the world, have been and continue to be offensive

Palestine National Council (!NC), realism, flexibility and 1'IDderation have

a ppropr late word -through its armed forces with weapons blrned against the

decisions of thePNC, whieb therefore assume greater saliency because the supreme

successful. From that point of view, victory, according to Guy Debord, goes to

body of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PIt» endorses Security Council
resolution 242 (1967) as a basis for the convening of an international peace

conference on the Middle Eas t and adopts th is new courageous stance admi t tiny

civilization. It is therefore inevitable that it wUl fall, just as the genocide

back, wi th a view to achieving victory. The premises are precisely the historic

prevailed. The rolel!l have thus been revers'ld ~nd Pales tin lans are being converted

t
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'Ibday, it is Israel which is rejecting those proposals wi th a series of "No 's"

to the international conference, "No" to talks with the PLO, "No" to restor lng even

an inch of the land conquered in 1967, and "to" to a Palestinian State. That was

apparently the platform that enabled Mr. Shamir to win the last election.

My Government sincerely hopes that the hostili ty of the J'RQjori ty of the PeOple

of Israel will be abandoned soon and that its leaders will then delOOnstrate

pra glIB tism. My delega tion hopes that, as we say in Afri ea ~

"peace may r ei'3fl in the wor ld, the gourd may fi t in to the pot, beas ts may ge t

along, and any bad word may ge t lost in the bushes".

That dream is our dream of peace. It requires good will on the part of all parties

and a commitmen to reach a canpromise because only peace can safeguard respect for

human beings in a heal thy environment.

My (bvernrnent has always su~rted the existence of two States and favours the

convening of the Interna tional Peace Conference at the Middle East. Of course, we

already recognize the Palestinian State that has just been established.

Furthermore, Burkina Faso appeals to the gree t Powers to exert pressure to

br ing Israel to take the hand outstretched by the PLO. Rejection of that offer

would indiea te the fa ilure of movement towards rrodera tion. Can we imagine wha t

might happen then? Can we expect the Palestinians to sit back with their arms

folded while the Israelis offer them no hope whatsoever?

The preselllce of my delegation in Geneva shows the interest my country has in

the Pales tin ian ques tion and my Government's des ire to take part in any nctivi ty

that might promote peace under the auspices of the United Nations. The 1988 Nobel

Peace Pr ize awarded the Un! ted Na tions peace-keeping forces is a splendid

illustration and justification of the existence of the United Nations.
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(1973). we welcome this courageous step. It is a step in the right direction.

took the bold step of accepting Se cur ity Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338

The question of Palestine has been on the agenda of the United Nations since

Yesterday's address by Hr. Arafa t has proved us right.

PLO to be heard and allowed to participate in the debate on this question.

people of Palestine, the people most ~oncerned in this matter. The refusal to

Brunei Darussalam has always given firm support to the PLO as the sole and

We are meeting here in Geneva in rather unfortunate circumstances. In the

the United States and the U1ited Nations. This is not a healthy precedent. If

Lastly I my country lends its support to the report of the Committee on the

Assembly yesterday. He offered a unique opportunity for peace. His impassioned

Headquarters in New York. It is regrettable that the United States refused the

Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People.

visa application of the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).

~.. eUi..AIMAN (Brunei Darussalam): I join other speakers in commending

Chairman Arafat is the key to the debate on this question because he represents the

such a decision is repeated, the United Nations cannot carry out its functions

perhaps of how urgent the problem has beoome. However, we have recently seen the

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. we feel it is crucial for the

1947" it is almost as old as the t.bited Nations itself. This is a gentle reminder

grant him a visa is a clear violation of the Headquarters Jl.greement signed between

Chairman Yasser Arafat for his important and enlightening address to the General

best chances of resolving the problem when the leaders of the Pales tin ian people
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The leaders of the people of Palestine have s.llown that they ~an be flexible~ They

have expressed a genuine desire for peace - peace which has ell!ded them for 40 long

years. They have gone a long way in their search for peace. They have Qven gone
to the extent of giving up one of their most cherished principles. However, it is

disappointi1g and regrettable that this good and noble intention, this genu ine

offer of peac::e, has met with scepticism. Instead of responding favourably, Israel

has chosen the path of confrontation~ Israel dlose to strengthen its grip on both

Gaza and the West Bank. It has failed to match the bold step towards peace taken

by the PLO.

The decision recently adopted by the Palestine National Council (PNC) in

Algiers must be taken ser iously. It has been endorsed overwhelmingly by the

international community. It constitutes a realistic approach to a peace~ul

solutioo to the problem. The declaration of an independent Palestinian State is

perhaps the most important step in the direction of a just and lasting peace in the

Middle East. The world has a moral obligation and a duty to give the PLO a

chance. We welcome the new independent State of Palestine and extend our

recogni tioo to it. The Palestinians must be given a permanen t home of their own,

as provided by the General Assent.>ly in 1947. Israel and its allies must realize

that the problem of Palestine can be resolved only by peaceful means. Forty years
of fighting have more than proved that, as Chairman Arafat and the mc have

demons tra ted.
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provides a realistic and attainable a1 ternative which can ensure peace and

stability in the region. My delegation supports the convening of an internatimal
conference where all the parties involved, including the PLO, should be allowed to

. participate on an equal footing. We feel that that is the only way to resolve the

problem. Israel must have realized by now that the use of force cannot resolve the

problem. It has tried for 40 long years. A heavy price has been paid by both

sides. Its ~ctions to suppress the intifadah, the heroic uprising of the people of

Palestine in the occupied terri tor ies, not ooly have triggered more anger bu t have
sustained the efforts to fight th~ aggression. The continued killing of innocent
civilians - women and children alike - have not dampened the spirits of the
Palestinians. If anything, it has aroused and strengthened their resolve and

desire to continue to fight for their inalienable right to a homeland.

Within the oontext of the United Nations, my delegation noted that the

Committee 00 the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People has
made a number of reoormtendations specifically designed to enable the Palestinian

to them by the Assenbly.

Chairman of the Conmi ttee, Her Excellency Ambassador Diallo of senegal, as well as
to its other ~nbers, for their untiring efforts in carrying out the task mandated

&

The forty-third session of the General Assenbly started in septenber with

people to attain and exercise its rights in Palestine, including its appeal to the
Secur ity Council to take appropr iate action to oonvene an international peace

conference. I wish to place: on record my delegation's sincere aPPl:'eciation to the

a future of peace. Let us keep up this momentum. My delegation calls on all

optimism tha t the "00 tbreak of peace" in many reg ions augu:ed well for the fu ture ,

" .'•• I ".... ~ .. • • _
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Member States to put pressure on Israel to accept the peace proposal so genuinely
offered by the PLO. This is a unique opportunity and Israel cannot afford to miss

it. There may not be another chance in the future.

The recent statements by the PLO leadership in Stockholm and the historic

address by Chairman Arafat to th~ General Assembly yesterday al the recogni tion of

Israel and the renunciation of terrorism in all its forms have shown beyond doubt
the sincerity of the PLO. By addressing the two fundamental problems, the PLO
unilaterally removes the main obstacles to peace in the Middle East. That is a

giant step, a post tive step in the peace process. &1t the fundamental question is
to restore the dignity and the rightful land to the Palestinian people and let it
decide its own future in its own State of Palestine. There can be no other way.

It is our mandated obligation to seek a peaceful solution to the problem. In this

respect, Brunei Darussalam joins others in calling upon all Members of the United
Nations to continue to work and to formulate tangible and meaningful steps to

achieve t2lis objective.

Mr.' DIAKITE (Mali) (interpretation from French) \ There are issues that

cannot be tackled wi thout referr ing to history, because very often history helps us

not only to understand the present but also to organize our future. The question

of Palestine is a"Dng those issues.

As we debate this question here in Geneva we are reminded of the League of

Nations and, particularly, of the Palestine Mandate which it approved. Indeed we
should recall that, at the end of World War 1, Palestine was one of the Arab

territories formerly under Ottoman domination that were turned into Mandated
Territories by the League.
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With the exception of Palestine, all the Mandated Territories whose

independence had been provisionally recognized became fully independent as

eon templa ted in Ar tiel e 22 of the prov is ions of the Covenant of the League 0 f

Na tions.

I shall not rehearse all those events, they are sufficiently well known. My

delegation does not inte~d to judge the League of Nations~ we simply wish to place

the facts in their his~rie context. Indeed, the Mandate regime established by the

League of Nations is at the source of the Palestinian problem and that organization

died without being able to solve it.

The United Nations, which inher ited the problelL; :Lnmediately attempted to find

a SOlution. Since its second session, in 1947, the General Assenbly, in

resolution 181 (11), recommended the partition of Palestine and the creation of two

states\ one Arab, the other Jewish. Thus, the thited Nations has a historic

resp:>nsibility which it cannot shirk.

The transfer of the General Assemly to Geneva and the events that mtivab:,d

that transfer have shown the extent '(0 which interna tional public opin ion is

sensitive to the Palestinian problem. They have also deoonstrated the

international comm\l'1ity's growing support for the Palestinian cause and for the

PLO f the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian PeOple.

The 1974 General Assembly decis tal to involve the PLO in its del tbeta Hons is

based on the profound conviction that the United Nations is the enbodiment of the

will of the Palestinian people and that the Palestinian problem cannot be discussed

without the effective participation of the PLO.

For a long time an attempt was made to conceal the question of Palestine,

prete'nding that the Middle East problem could be solved without reference to the
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issue. Il1t developments have shr.n~n that the crux of the Middle East problem is the

question of Palestine and that, consequently, a lasti~g peace cannot be established

in the region without the restoration of the national, inalienable tights of the

Palestinian people, particularly the right to return to its homeland and to

establish there a sovereign and independent State.

It is to help the Palestinian people to exercise those rights that the General

Assembly created the Committee m the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Palestinian People, of which Mali is a menber. My country's participation in the

work of that Committee is a matter of steadfast principle.
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These principles have their roots in the long and rich history of my country
which has forged the ethic of the MaUan people, an ethic which rejects any form of
domination and oppression of peoples and requires support for the struggle of
peoples to £eoover their freedom and independence.

Since its establishment, the Commi ttee on the Exercise of the Inalienable
Rights of the Palestinian People has every year studied and reClOftlllended to the

General Assembly a programme whose implementation should enable the Palestinian

people to realize its national rights. 'lbday, more than ever, the international

community must increase its determination and make intensive efforts to help the
Pa'.estinian people in their just struggle.

This imperative need has not escaped the Comi ttee on "he &cercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. The programme that it has

reCl)lIII!Iended this year to the General Assenbly, in its report in cbcument A/43/35,
sets forth specific, concrete and complementary action, integrated in a strateqy

whose effective implementation would undoubtedly enable the international coll!llunity

to take a decis ive step in the search for a just and lasting solution to the

Palestinian problem. That is why my dele~~tion is convinced that the General

Assembly will give particular attentiQ'l to the report of the Committee on the
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People.

The year 1988 is an important turning-point in the 11 fe of the Pales tin !an
people. It has shown that the intifa~, far from being a passing uprising, is

indeed a popular movement of rebellion against the denial of the rights of the

Palestinian people and against the occupation of its terLitory. As the Algiers

Declaration of the Palestine National COuncil states, the great Palestinian
uprising oonstitutes the most significant episode in the history of the

contemporary revolution of the Palestinian people.
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Indeed, the popular upr is 1n9 in the occupied terri tories and its con tinua tion
despi te repression, reflects the resolve of the Palestinian people to recover its

national rights. Iron-fist policies, massacres and impr isonment will never preva 11

over the resolve of the Palestinian people, because a people fighting for its

freedom and independence is invincible.

The international (x)lII1Iunity is duty-bound to grasp the meaning of the
intifadah in its full sense. '1b grasp the meaning of the intifadah does not mean
to shake with (X)mpssslon when watching televiged scenes of those children in the
occupied terri tor iea facing bullets wi th stones, or of women attacking tanks wi th
sticks. 'lb grasp the meaning of the intifadah is not to evoke the mellDry of

Palestinian martyrs with a certain feeling of pity. A clear conscience cannot be
acquired by simply paying lip-service to the drama of the Palestinian people.

'lb grasp the meaning of the .intifadah it is necessary to understand that the
Palestinian people, which has long suffered foreign occupation, is IIDre than ever
resolute to rid itself of that occupation.

Finally, to grasp the meal:1ing of the intifadah is to understand that the

Palestinian people, which has long been in exile and throWl this way and that by
the vicissitudeS of history, has resolved to return to its homeland. !t is this

will that gave rise to the PLO's proclamation of the State of Palestine on

15 NoveJlt)er last. This developaent, unprecedented in the history of this martyred
people, is an important step towards peace.

The proclamation of the P&1estinian State (X)nforms with the national right ".,f
all peoples freely to dispose of their homeland, the land that has forged their
identity and their culture. It Is justified with respect to the Covenant of the
League of Nations, the Treaty of Laussane of 1923 and of all resolutions of the
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United Nations beginning with resolution 181 (11). That is why my country, Mali,
has recognized the Palestinian State since its proclamation. The proclamation of
the State of Palestine constitutes a nojor and very significant landmark in the
struggle of the Palestinian people.

The international community is duty-bound to support the Declaration of

Independence of Palestine because that proclamation of the State of Palestine is in
conformi ty with the programme of action for the realb:ation of the rights of the
Palestinians adopted at the Gene'/a Conference on the question of Palestine, held
from 29 August to 7 September 1983. That programme of action recommends helping

the Palestinian people to establish an indepenent and sovereign Palestinian State.

The Geneva Conference to which I have just referred was also a turning-point

in the efforts of the internatiooal community to find a solution to the Palestinian
problem. It is in the Declaration adopted by that Conference that we find the idea
of the convening of an internatiooal peace conference on the Middle East under the
auspices of the United Nations. The idea of that conference is based on an

in-depth an exhaustive analysis of the Middle East situation. That analysis has
revealed that the problem of the region is not a bilateral one) it is an

international problem in the fullest sense of the term. It also revealed that the
United Nations bears prime responsibility with respect to this problem and that,

consequently, it cannot be dealt -",it.'l outside the framework of the United Nations.

In recommending the convening of an international peace conference on the

Middle East under the ausplces of the United Nations, with the participation on an
equal footing of all parties to the confl ict, including the PlO, as well as the

Uni ted St&{:'JS and the Soviet Uni?n, the Geneva Conference conducted a searching
analysis of the situation in the region. The General Assembly has endorsed the
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idea of convening that conference and has committed itself to its implementation.
But there are obstacles in the way of the convening of that confarence, and they
must be rellOved in the interest of international peace and security. To defer the
holding of that conference would be to defer the chances for peace in the Middle

East.

On 15 November last in Algiers, the Palestinian leaders gave the entire world
proof of their political maturity. The two cbcuments of Algiers, the Poli Hcal

Oonmunique and the Declaration of Independence, reflect the will for peace of the
Palestinian people. The peace process thus begun must necessar ily be encouraged
and supported~ The time has therefore oome to do away with prejudice and

distrust. The important message of Mr. Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of the

Executive COnmitteeof the Palestine Liberation Organization, is indeed revealing

to that end. The recognition of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973) and the commitments entered into by the Palestine National Council in

Algiers constitute, in the view of my delegation, a realistic and courageous
approach.

Taking those positive developments into account, we appeal to all States,

particularly those that asaume special responsibility for the maintenance of peace,
to grasp the occasion offered us to sUptXlrt a dialogue between all the parties to

the conflic:t, particularly between Israel and the new Palestinian State.

We live in a world which is constantly changing, a world marked for some time

by dialogue and poli tical detente. The prevailing international atllOsphere should
guide all States, large and small, in the search for peace.

-----------~----
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people. We are pleased that the international oonmunity unanimously expressed a

the super-Powers. We trust that that behaviour will. not be repeated, for it would

This measure was inevitable after the regrettable attempt of the host country

Palestinian people represented by its leader, Mr. Yasser Arafat. I also thank the

The host country's behaviour was in flagrant violation of international

and its position in favour of peace and stability in a sensitive region whose own

meetings of the General Assembly of the United Nations in Geneva. It reflects your

to prevent the internatiooal community from hearing the voice of the Palestinian

in terna tional bodies in a manner tha t could gravely damage the in terna tional

people in the occupied territories, which has just entered its secood year~ and the

international law - principles which we still hope will be respected, especially by

strong des ire to give tha t s tru9gling people an oppor tuni ty to express its v iewe

start by thank ing you for all ~ur di fficul t work associated with holding these

conmunity.

earnest desire and that of the international oonmunity t;o hear the voice of the

commitments to the Uni ted Na tions and in open defiance of the principles of

secuti ty is linked to in terna tiooa! peace and securi ty.

Secretary-General and his assistants for their efforts in organizing these meetings

ser iously threaten the international Organization and relations between States and

decisions by the Palestine National Council in Algiers last month.

historically important events that will have positive repercussions on the question

of Palestine and its peaceful~ttlement~ the intifadah of the heroic Palestinian
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The .intifadah has entered its second year with stronger resistance and fiercer
determination to achieve victory. All Israeli attempts to subdue the intifadah

have been foiled, and all efforts ID put out its fire have failed. This intifadah
is not merely a reaction against Zionist practices. It is indeed the outcome ef

the continuing hisotorical struggle waged by the Palestinian people since the early
days of the Zionist invasion and occupation. The resistance struggle is not only a

rejection of occupation but the legitimate riCj'1t of a struggling people.

There WOlS a time when the Zionist movement had attempted, through the media,
to give the world a false impress ioo that the Pales tin ian people had surrendered to
occupation and ceased to resist. It had also tried to deny the very existence of

the Palestinians. Then came the intifadah, and matters were put into perspective.
The willingness of so J".any Palestinians to accept secr ifices and martyrdom showed

not only that the Pales tin ian people did exist but that it totally rejected

occupation and was willing to fight it. Indeed, the Palestinian people remains

willing to endure whatever sacrifice it takes to achieve its ultimate goal of

exercising its tight to freedom, independence and statehood on its own soil.

This clear perception of the conduct of the intifadch and the way it is
continuing confirms the passions beh 1nd tlds expression of the rights and

aspirations of the Palestinians. It stems from bi tter experience and from their
long, unremitting struggle to achieve their legitimate <pals - a struggle that now

enjoys nearly unaninous international support.

I turn now ID the seoond major developnent that has ~ken place·. the

decisions adopted by the Palestine N!tional Council in Algiers on 15 Novenber 1908
and the proclamation of an independent Palestinian State on the basis of

international law and the previs ions of the relevant 011 ted N1 tiona resolu tions.
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the CX)nvening of a preparatDry corrmi ttee for the international peace conference on

tamper ing with the peace process that has now been set in notion. Mr. Arafat was

unfoll'lded doubts about those decisions cast by some quarters with a view to

'l'he proclamation of the Palestinian State, issued during the meeting of the

the Middle East, to be held tmder the auspices of the fl1i ted Na tions

protection and safety until achievement of a comprehens ive settlement in conform! ty

advocate equity, justice and peace. The internationalcx)lIIIlunity is therefore

the United Ha tions Charter, which proclaims the right of peoples to

temporary supervision of the fl1ited Nations) thirdly, for the stationing of

The clear statement made yesterday before the General AssenOly by PLO Chairman

duty-bound tD support them.

self-determination and independence. The historic decisions taken in Algiers

seer etary-General) secondly, for placing the Pales tin ian Arab ter r i tor ies under the

international peace forces in the region to ensure the Palestinian people's

(Mr. Al-Thani, Qatar)

The Declaration of Algiers is the implementation and en'bOdiment of the spirit of

from taking place is illusory. The representatives of the Palestinian people have

achievement of Cl just and comprehensive peace. It should therefore dispel any

Palestine National Council in Algiers, and the increasing number of countries

explicit in setting forth the Palestinian peace initiative. He called, first, for

recognizing that State, are proof positive that the right of the Palestinian people

with the relevant resolutions of the United Nations.

displayed their eagerness to achieve peace based on legi tima te rights and justice 0

accepted facts of contemporary international life. Any idea of preventing that
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They have declared their readiness to attend the international conference to b'

held under the auspices of the United Nations, with the participation of all· the

parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole and

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, as well as the permanent

States menbers of the Security Council. Thus they have reinforced their faith in

the United Nations and have displayed the strong conviction that the United Nations

is capable of solving international problems by peaceful means.

The rejection of that initiative by Israel, its allies and supporters is

tantamount to a clear and explicit disregard of the international Organization and

its decisions. We can ally hope that those parties will reconsider their positions

so as to reinforce the Organization-s credibility and strengthen international

peace and justice. Qatar, which recognizes the state of Palestine with the Holy

City of Jerusalem as its capital, reaffirms that it will always support justice,

righteousness and peace around the world. We also reaffirm our continued support

of and solidarity with the brother people of Palestine, lDlder the leadership of the

Palestine Liberation Organization, its sOLe and legitimate representative.
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Mr ~ POPOV (ILJllgar ia) T. The discuss ion of the ques tion of Pales tine,

within the framework of the forty-third session of the General Assemly, is taking

place in conditions of enhanced hopes for a peacefUl and political settlement of

the Middle East problem. The circumstances which necessitated the discussic"

this central issue of our agenda being held outside United Nations Headquar;;./,

well known. They need no addi timal comment. Suffice it to point out that <.',;~

unconstructive and unlawful action of the United States has been e:ICpl ici tly

disavowed by the internatimal community at large. Furthermore, these

circumstances have once again afforded the nations of the world the opportunity of
displaying its full and unreserved support for the just cause of the Palestinian
people.

It is high time for each and everyone of us to oomprehend clearly that there

is no power or obstacle capable of arresting the yearning of the Arab PeOple of
Palestine for freedom and nationdl independence. This has been brilliantly

reeifirJred by the year-old heroic uprising of the Palestinian population in the
occupied territories - an IJprising that is still going strong. There can be no

doubt any longer that it will go on until peace in the Middle East - so long

awaited and so much desired - is achieved. The resolute struggle of the

Palestinian people to implement its legitimate natiooal rights has greatly

increased the sympathy and respect this people enjoys from the peoples of the world
and has augmented trust in the righteousness of its cause.

In this connection, it is hardly necessary to state that, particularly over

the pc:st few years, we have all been witnessing the emergence of an exceptionally
brDad, almost: total international consensus on the principles and th~ l\ied~t..d.s';1 of

the settlement of the problem of Palestine. This evohtion has been reflected in
numerous resolutions and decisions adopted by the United Nations. It enjoys the
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active support of the socialist countries, the non-aligned movement and world

public opinion, as well as the overwhelming majority of United Nations Menber

States. Actually, the internatiCl\al community has lmg been convinced that a
lasting and just settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict can s~ the light of day

cmly if each of the peoples in the Middle East is guaranteed the inalienable ri1ht
to an independent existence and free development.

It is well known that tha cCl\tinuing lack of a solutioo to the problem of
Palestine is the pr imary cause of the four-decade-long explosive situation in the

Middle East and that short of a salutiCl\ to it peace in that part of the world is
unthinkable. Any attempt to circumvent this problem or replace a settlement of it
with separatist deals, disregarding the interests of the Palestinian people, leads
only to a greater tightening of the knot of prcblems and to a blocking of the

Middle East settlement process.

The proclamation on 15 November last by the Palestine National Council of an

independent Sta te of Palestine has become the ca tegorical express ion of the

Palestinian people's unbending will to have a State of its own. The Palestine

Naticnal Council decisions sttess that the state is being created in pursuance of

the natural and histor ieal rights of the Pales tin ian people. In evaluating the

significance of this political declaration, one cannot and should not overlook its
constructive a1ements~ the proclamation of an independent Palestinian State in

accordance with General Assembly resolution 181 (11), which provides for two States

in Palestine - an Arab State and a Jewish State~ recngnition of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), coupled wi th implementa tion of the

inalienable right of the Palestinian people to self~etermination, as the basis for
the convening of an internatircnal conference for the establishment of peace in the
Middle East) and rejection of terrorism in. all its forms.
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The realistic and l\'k)deram apprcach adopted by the Palestine National Council
was confirmed both in the Stockholm declaration of 7 DeceJrber th is year and in the
eloquent and constructiva address del ivered yesterday by the Chairman of the

EXecutive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

The People's Republic of Bulgaria has welcomed and actively supported the

histor ie decis ions of the Palestine Ma tional Council. wi th its very favourable
assessment of the realistic and constructive approach of the leadership of the
Palestinian struggle, the Bulgarian delegation takes the view that in their

entirety these decisi.ons of the Palestine National Council represent a substantial
contribution to the process of the just (Xllitical settlement of the situation in
the Middle East. Giving due consideraticn to what I have just said and proceeding
from its own position of principle, on 25 Novenber last the People's Republic of

Bulgar 1a officially recognized the proclaimed independent Sta te of Palestine. It
is a matter of satisfaction that the proclamation of the Palestinian State enjoys
broad international support.

The historic decisions of the Palestine National Council session at Algiers

reinforce the convictioo that there exist real opportuni ties for a settlement of

the Middle East confl ict in the near futl!re. It is necessary to exert utmost

efforts to do away with that dangerous hotbed of international tension. To achieve
that objective the world Organization has been called upon to play a paramunt

role - a role dictated by the Organization'o particular responsibility for the
destiny of the Palestinian people and for the establishment of a just peace in that
part of the world. That is so because the past few years have seen a most
satisfactory, indeed remarkable, evolution - that is, the growing United Nations
role and presticze as it takes part ever more actively and successfully in the
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regulation of some of the most explosive and loog-simmering hotbeds of

international b!nsion.

We feel encouraged in our conviction - namely, that the achievement of a

poli tical settlement of the Middle East conflict is feas ible - by the posi tive
changes in the international political climate and the progress reached in the
efforts to solve other regimal ccnflic:ts.

In this context we commend the new Palestinian initiative announced yesterday
by the Cha irman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Lib era tion

Organization, Mr. Yasser Arafat. We believe that it is high time for the Israeli
leadership to take the hand extended to it and co-opera te in the peace process,
which would fully correspond to the basic and best interests of the people of
Israel themselves.

. -"'" .... '. :.... . ..-
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It is for that reaSal that my country is following with keen interast the

processes initiated in the MiddlC! East. My dalegatien hopes that they will lead to
tht! settlement of this burning problem, thus opening up a new, bright page in the
tragic history ef the Palestinian people.

Beyond any doubt, the cardinal way to the practical implementation of this

noble and humane 90al is the convening of an international conferenCe! on the Middle
East, under United Nations auspices and with the participation of the £j._

permanent memers of the security Council and all interested parties, including

representatives of the newly creatod State of Palestine.

'lb conclude, let me state that the People's Republic of Bulgar ia believes in
the just cause of the Arab people of Palestine. We are convinced that its rights
will be attain~d.

!t ~ AL-ERYANI (Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the
Arab Republic of Yemen and its President, Government and people, I extand to the
President of the Assenbly, the Secretary-General of the United Nations,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and the Chair.,an and Rapporteur of the committee on
the EXercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, our th~nks for

the tremendous efforts they have made to ensure the success of these important
meetings in the city of Geneva, under the auspices of the SWiss Government and the
noble Swiss People. Thrcughoot the centuries SWitzerland has been a beacon of
frei!dom, providing refuge for hundreds and thousands of persons who had been

persecuted and driven from their homes. we express our sincere appreciation to the
Government and people of Switzerland.

The international oommurdty, made up of so many different peoples and

Governments that advocate differing policies, was united as never before in
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of a selfish whim.

that anyone in the international community or a Memer of the international

international community - to heed those words. Can anyone really think that they

the United States if) order to come to the Headquarters of the Utited Nations. That

The historic decision was taken after the United States Administration adopted
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the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization, a visa to enter

the shamaful course of refusing to grant comrade-in-arms ~asser Arafat i Chairman of

The world heard the historic statement made yesterday by the Chairman of the

(Mr. AI-Eryani, Yemen)

this Organization in deciding to hold these meetings of the General Assenbly away

Organization's Headquarters in New York to Geneva, in order that our

Mministration took that decision in spite of a binding international Agreement.

from Headquarters. The Assembly has undoubtedly regained its international

just cause. Indeed, the words of justiCE: and peace that he repeated were heard by

the entire world. Only those who are arrogant and stubborn can fail to heed those

comrade-!n-armsi Mr. Yasser Arafat, could address the Assembly .md set forth his

prestige by taking this historic decision to transfer these meetings from the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization, calling on the

about the sincerity of the intention to move towards a jUIJt and lasting peace for

international coJm\unity to help him carry the olive branch of peace, before it

As we meet together here today, we are overjoyed that the era of arrogance has
passed forever and that words of justice wUl not have to be ignored simply because

~11 parties to the conflict in the Middle East - a peace guaranteed by the

wi thered, to the land and city of peace. we can only urge those who have doubts

were prejudicial in any way or to the detrllll9nt of any party? We do not believe

--..----------------------
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behayiour of our sons.

are made by those who do not really want peace. But the international enJllllunity

All kinds of pretexts are used, various cbcumants are mentioned and excuses
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(Mr. Ai-Errant, Yemn)

Organization could thilic theyw4!Z'e - unlesB we have lost confidence in the

The Jewish society that was born in Falestine stands out by the ghetto

the bar of mankind when they show ccmtempt fer mankind's wisdom and justice and for
the just resolutions adopted by the United Nations and its bodies.

we should like to say to the Uni ted Sta tes ancl all those in its orb! t who use

We can only say to those who try to sow cbubt that they are oondemed before

cannot aband,Jln its tradi tional procedures ;aarely because a comma, an adverb, a

pioneers and one of those who created and who suppor f .Ind protect this entity.

Organization, or in our humanity, our sense of justice, and the sincerity of the

word, is not to the liking of those who use these excuses and pretexts. They show

var ious subter fuges that by failing to reoognize the Palestinian people and their

contempt for the wisdom of the Organization - even thou«;lh they are one of its

right to self-determination and independence they are not even protecting Israel.

mentality that has characterized successive. generations since their establishment
during the Middle Ages in aJropean cl ties, where they were the victims of the most

horrible kinds of oppression and injustice at the hands of Europeans.

&
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are we to believe in these circumstances?

How could that ever lead to the destruction of a State Memer of this

181 (Ir) of 1947. The Palestine National Council has reaffirmed its recngnition of
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independent Sta te based on Interna donal legi timaey and wi th a Palestin ian Sta te

(Hr. Al-Eryani, Yemen)

'!bday we find the Jewish State doin9 things even the Naz i butchers did not

through the Palestine National Council's call for peace and its establishment of an

Is~ael was fOll'lded by a group of people who sou9ht refuge in Cl land to find good

justice in the Middle East.

and justice. Women and children armed with stones are fighting Israeli oppression,

an oppression that belies the false notion that Israel is a bastion of peace and

Yesterday, our brother in arms, Yasser Arafat, stated that from this rostrmn.

For more than a year, the Palestinian cnJ1't)atants have rejected occupation and

People are bein9 buried alive, and we hear: the entity falsely claiming that it

is only trying tJ) protect itself from what it calls Palestinian terrorism. \flat

do. An aim of the intifadah is to demonstrate the fals ity of the notion that

including Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 339 (1973).

Did it not support the Fez plan? Did it not support the Brezhnev proposals fur

security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

side by side with a Jewish State, as established by General Assenbly resolution

Organizatior.? That could take place only if that Sta te feared peace, ha ted freedom

which can count on some anong us to support i t:s destructive policy, maware that

Has not the PLO adopted resolutions calling for an end to this situation? Did it

not endorse the Vance-Gromy!co statement? Did it not endorse the 1947 agreement?

peace in the Middle East? Mr. Arafat said that Palestinians were fully prepared to

oppression through the in tifadah. The Palestinian ITOvement has appealed for peace

and departed from the path of legality. Such is the State of Israel - a State

sit down at the negotiating table in cnnformity with all those initiatives,

----------------------
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results of the most recent session of the Palestine National Council.

COuncil session held recently.

the other. Althoucjl it is true that the problem of peace 1n the Middle East has

(Mr. Al-Eryani, Yemen)
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We listened with great interest to the speech by Hr. Yasser Arafat, Chairman

territories of the west Bank and the Gaza Strip and the ensuing Palestine National

issue of Palestine. Those changes include the inti fadah in the occupied

Since the beginning of the year, thanks tlO the efforts of the

May peace be wi th those who have chosen the path 'of peace lInd righteousness.

injustice. On that day the oppressor will suffer the oonsequences of his actions.

turning-point. We are all here to speak words of peace and justice and to work

olive branch will eventually wither and there will be conflagration in the world,
for one day right, jus tice and equali ty will tr iumph over oppress ion and

together to albpt decieions that will ensure justice and equality for all, and

guarantee the rights of all parties tn the ccnflicts. If we do not Cb this, the

Mr. RATANO (Japan), At the outset! wish to express our satisfaction

they are thereby placing themselvee in jeopardy.

The Yemen Arab Republic considers that today we are all here at a historic

that since yesterday intense and f.ruitful discussion of the question of Palestine
has been under way at these plenary meetings, with the participation of Mr. Arafat,
Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).

been deemed to be the most deep-rooted and di fficul t issue among those major

SecretarY-General as well as those' of the countr ies concernC!'d, clews to the
sollltion of the world's long-standing major oonflicts have been found, one after

~onflicts, I wish to draw attention to the fact that important changes have
occurred in the Middle East peace problem as well, particularly with respect to the

of the PLO, and were impressed by his ser ious and forward-look ing posture in search
of peace. He explained the PLO's position on the Palestinian issue based on the
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so as to guarantee equality and the balance of interests, especially ou~

It was one year ago this mnth that the intifadah began. Who CDuld have

It may be pointed .out that the intifadah, which is now entering its seoond

(Hr. Hatano, Japan)
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brought about, at least in part, by the uprising. By showing the world that a

and the developnents at the recent session of the Palestine National Council were

right of all the parties to the oonflict to exist in peace and security".

imagined last December that the outrage would not be quelled and that it wr.>uld

EM8/22

that it has formed an important basis for the new approach expressed in yesterday's

year, has made a great impact on the basic framework of the Palestine issue, and

The Government of Japan places great importance on the PLO's pod tive posture,
which should cont: ibute to the advance towards peace in the Middle East. In

realization of peace the fact that Hr. Arafat called for a comprehensive settlement

East, on the basis of security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1974),.

"within the framework of the international peace oonference on the Middle

(A/43/pv~78; 'p_ . 34-35)

among the parti6S concerned in the Arab-Israeli conflict

people's rights to freedom and national independence, and respect for the

particular, the Government of Japan welcomes as an important step towards the

to the right of self-determination.

policy of force and repression cannot ensure any degree of calm in the area, the

no exaggera tion to say tha t Jordan's decis ion to change its policy on the West Bank

Palestinian people's sense of identity and their convictioo that they are entitled

Palestinians in the occupied territories have focused our attention on the urgent
need for a negotiated peace. "breover, the uprising has strengthened the

speech by Mr. Arafat.

affect the political situation in the region in very significant ways? For it is
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Secretary-General stated in his report of 21 January 1988, Israel must accept the

Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War does not apply to the

use of plastic bullets and the arbitrary detention of civilians.

(Mr. Hatanol/ Japan)
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Needless to say, peace based on those principles should be achieved not

Furthermore, I wish to reiterate my Government's condemnation of the excessive

reconsider its posi tion on the deports tion of Pales tin lans. As the

~.~ (1967) and 338 (1973) and the recognition of the Palestinian people's right to

the Middle East should be achieved a\ the basis 0.; security Council resolutions

According to various reports, there were more than 300 victims during the

Japan recognizes that the Palestinian issue lies at the core of the Middle

use of force by the Israeli authorities against Palestinan civilians, including the

find it deplorable that Israel, in utter disregard of Security Council resolutions

first year of thp intifadahJ over 5,000 Palestinians are still being detained. We

situation in the occupied territories. Also deplorable is Israel's refusal to

through unilateral action or force, but through negotiations by the parties

de'jure applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention in the occupied territories
and protect the civilian population there.

607 (1988) and 608 (1988), continues to insist that the Fourth Geneva Convention

in the Middle East should be achieved on the basis of the follQling three
principles: the withdrawal of Israel from all the territories' occupied as a result

Pales tin ian people's right to self-determina tion, including the right to establish
an independen t State.

!MS/23

East peace problem, and considers that a just, lasting and comprehensive peace in

of the 1967 war, recognition of Israel's right to existJ and recognition of the

self-determination. Hence, the Government of Japan has taken the stance that peace

a
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some way or other, should be secured.

peacefully.
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IIOment, when we are meeting in Geneva, many Palestinians are facing economic

Those political efforts aside, we can never forget the fact that at this very

useful in terms of exploring ways and means to advance the peace procees.

June. Foreign Minister Uno made that visit, first, in order to elucidate Japan's

progress is being made towards that goal. I should like to add that the visit to

Palestinian issue, and that its participation in the international conference, in

The recent developnents on the Palestinian side, ae set forth in the political

international conference can be convened wi th a view to resolving the issue

represents the Palestinian people, is a party directly concerned with the

basic posi tion en the issue of peace in the Middle East and, secondly, to urge each

ear ly date, and has appealed to the coun tr ies concer ned to convene such a

leaders of Syr la, Jordan, Egypt and Israel when he visl ted those comtries last

EMS/23

in the Middle Eact~ including the Palestinians, and the lbgitimate security

With such basic considerations in mind, Japan has consistently supported the

Foreign Minister Uno has enunciated that pr Inciple in talks he has had with

Japan of Mr. Kaddoumi, head of the political d9pattment of the PLO, imnediately

of those cnuntries to acbpt a realistic and flexible approach so that an

convening of an international conference on the Middle East peace problC!m at an

conference. Japan also considers that the Palestine Liberation Organization, which

(Mr. Hatano, Japan)
concerned, fully taking into account the aspirations of all the parties concerned

statement of the Palestine National Council (PNC), give us reason to hope that

prior to the convening of the lINe session in Algiers last mnth was extremely

'requirements of every State in the region.

........_-------------------
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Although, regrettably, there exist conflicting views among the parties

r ecent developnen ts in the situa tion •

FUlly sharing the view expressed by the Secretary-General,

(Mr;, Hatano,· Japan)
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Palestine issue, demonstrating eloquently that the desire for a prompt solution of

Development Programme (UNDP) with Japanese financial contributions in this fiscal
year.

hardship in refugee camps. While making efforts towards the political solution of

East, I wish to urge the parties to make the best use of these plenary meetings in

the Palestinian issue, the international community must, as a humanitarian

Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and to announce tha t Japan has recently

the Middle East peace issue, and especially the Palestine issue, has beoome the

should like to reaffirm that Japan will continue its efforts to assist the

In closing I wish to echo the many voioes heard at the current debate on the

Palestinian residents in th~ west Bank and the Gaza Strip. In that regard, I

Palestinian people through the United Nations Relief and l'brks Agency for Palestine

an international conference possible.

established a Japan-Palestinian Development Fund within the United Nations

Geneva as a precious occasion to establish comllQ1 ground, making the convening of

concerned about the convening of an international conference on peace in the Middle

obligation, extend assistance to those Palestinian refugees and to distressed

common platform of international public opinion.

East peace can be realized as soon as possible through the early convening of an

international conference, without losing the new ncmentum to that end generated by

Mr. Perez de Cuellar, that as a result of the PNC session fresh opportunities now
exist for progtess towards peace, X wish to express our sincere wish that a Middle

Jrt
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Mr~' INGLES (Philippines) l! The Philippine delegation renews its

congratulations to the President: as the General Assemly continues its work in the
beautiful city of Geneva. This city has been witness to breakthroughs towards the
settlement of major oonflicts. We hope that: this Geneva spirit will pervade our

consideration of the question of P~lestine, which is the heart of the most tragic
oonflict that has plagued the United Nations almost since its inception.

The problem of Palestine is tragic in more ways than one. The United N&tions,
the embodiment of the universal conscience, has been the first: casualty in that
tragedy.
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fundamental freedorns.

Human Rights, whose fortieth anniversary we celebrated last Saturday, 10 December.

of virtually all the hUlMn rights enshrined in the Un1vel'sal Declaration, such as

(Mr. Ingles, Philippines)
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the r!ght to life, Uberty and physical integ:.1ty, and freedom of expression,

The Palestine problem also brings into focu'3the need to give subste-nce to the

This year's report of the Committee on the EKercise of the Inalienable Rights

Charter can be implemented or made workable in this day and age.

into question the very efficacy of the United Nations itse}.f - whether and how the

~cause their primary right to self-determination has been violated, the

human rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Universal Declaration of

It has come to pass that the United Nations has not been able to cooduct the

bonour the Reacquarters Agreement. Nothing daunted, we are met here today to
pt'oceed with our appointed task and contr ibute our share to the maintenance of

For the Palestinian people it has been 40 years without having been able to

intern~tional peace and security, which is the ma~ purpose of the Uni ted Na Hons.
I can say without feal' of contradiction that the Palestine problem has called

business at hand prop2t'ly in New York because of t."ae failure of the host country to

the youth, who must have knOdn noth 1ng in all their younq lives but occu~tion and

Palestinian people suffer consequent violations of other human rights and

instances of more tragic human CQ'ldi tions. tIlat pains us most is the candl tion of

of self-determination or to achieve national independence and sovereignty~ A

exercise their right to retU1'n to their homes and property, to exercise their right

generation of Palestinians has suffered under the yoke of Israeli occupation.

association and ed_cation. There ar~ in all the history of mankind very few

of the Palestinian Peopl~ oocuments unabated violations by the Israeli authorities
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Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War?

one of five Jnen.aets elected to the O1ited Nations Commission established by the

the Chartel: of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

("ro Ingles,Philippines)
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providing for the establishment in Palestine of ;m Arab State Md a Jewish State

Is that the pro~r response to what the 1tcting Permanent Representative of

The Philippines '"oted in favour of resolution 181 (I1), on the future

General AsseJ'l'bly on the salM day to implement the so-called Plan of Part! tion with

COlllllittee!s report an~ as seen by the world through television, young children -

the law of nations? Does not Israel feel bound by the 1949 Geneva Convention

inherent right of self-determina tion and the establishment of an independent

internationally reoognized borders) the exercise by the Palestinians of theit

Israel admits are the ·slingshots, bricks and stones ll hurled by those children?

to their h0m21and and freely and fUlly to enjoy the inalienable rights enshrined in

What needs to be done is very clear. We have spelled it out year in and year

Palestinian State) and recognition of the right of the Palestinian people to return

Social Council and the Commission on Human Rights. It involves essentially, the

Are Palestinian children fair game for the Israeli Ilrmy of occupation? Are the
Israelis free to kill Palestinian children without trial under the law of Israel or

schoolchildren - have been shot, maimed or beaten to de&th.

war, harassment, humiliation, sorrow and suffering. As cbcumented by the

and the internationalization of th city of Jerusalem. In fact, the Philippines was

Government of Palestine, adopted by the General Assellblyon 29 Novemer 1947,

out in resolu Hons of the Gener al Assembly, the securi ty Council, the Ecatlomi c and

wi thdre'1;1al of Israeli forces from the occupied terri tor ies to secure and
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thereafter.

Provisional Councils of Q)vetnment of the Arab and Jewish States within two months

Economic tl\ ion. Having in view the declara tion that the thl ted Kingdom, as a

(Mr. Ingles, Philippines)
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Jerusalem as a corpus separatnm administered by the Trusteeship Council.

As a menber of the Trusteeship Council, we also participated on behal~ of the

JMS/24

Philippine delegation in the drafting of the Statute for the international city of

mandatary of the IAtague of Nations, should complete its evacuation of Palestine by
1 ~gust 1948, the Commission was asked to complete the establishment of
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resolution as out-lIDded.

accorded him by the General Assembly in 1974.

The Palestinian ~ople have real bed that unless they have their own
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As we have repeatedly stated, it is passing strange that Israel, which is the

the Palestinian Arabs in the area of Palestine reserved to them by the General
•

(Mr.' Ingles, Philippines)

Unfortunately, all those alaborate plBns, which were the result of long and

product of self-determination, should den. that same tight of self-deter:l'llination to

22 November 1974 inviting the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), as the sole,

The Philippine delegation supported General Assembly resolution 3237 (XXIX) of

careful study, were mborted when Israel proclaimed its independence in the are

inherent right to self-determination.

assigned to the Jewish State and unilaterally annexed West Jerusalem as its

capi tal. While the Palestine Arabs initially rejected the General Assenbly

independent State in the remaining area reserved to them, in the same manner that

Israel has proclaimed an independent state in the area reserved to the Jewish State.

resolu tion because it would nu tila te the it homeland, they have now opted for an

independent State, they will remain strangers in their own homeland. Israel illnd

basis of its declaration of independence, Israel now disdainfully discards the same

the said resolution, and speaking on behalf of the Philippine delegation, we

Assembly. After having made use of General Assembly resolution 181 (I1) as the

l~itimate representative of the Palestinian people, to participate in the sessions

legi timte rights of the Palestine Arabs are duly recognized, including their

other States must realize that there can be no peace in the Middle East unless the

and the work of the General Asaenbly in the capaci ty of oCserver. In the li~ht of

speaking before the Coltlllission on Human Rights on 19 February this year, as was

supported the right of Olairman Arafat to be accorded the same privilege of
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negotiations between Israel and the PLO.

self-determination and independence. It views Israeli occupation of the Palestine

Normally, any negotiation should begin without any pre-conditions, which
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(Mr. Ingles, Philippines)

Since 1967, the Philippines has joined commQ'l cause with the international

JB/25

the two pre-condi Hens laid down by the Uni ted sta tes and Israel for direct

its forms, including State terrorism. In our view, those assurances squarely meet

the Gaza Strip, the Golan Heights and southern Lebanon.

unequivocally Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and the right

Palestine problem. The PID has now come round to recognizing explicitly and

territories and the implementation of the right of the Palestinian people to

in violation of the provisions of the Fburth Geneva Convention relative to the

international colIIDunity, it has ur'led Israel without success to abide by Security

The Philippines deplores the escalating violence and increasing violations of

It is with a sense of gratificatim that we welcome the statement made

Protection of Civilian Persons in Tilfte of War of 1949. 'lbgether wi th the

human rights in Israelio<>ccupied Arab territories in the West Bank, East Jerusalem,

Arab territories as a continuing aggression, which has taen carried out, moreover g

negotiate with Israel on an equal footing. We believe it to be a realistic and

comnunity in advocating the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the occupied Arab

of Israel to exist within secure and internationally recognized boundaries.

yesterday by the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the PLO, Mr. Yasser Arafat,

Similarly, we endorse Ola irman Arafat '9 ca tegorical repudia tion of terror ism in all

constructive step in the long and arduous search for Cl political solution to the

Council resolutions 242 (1967), 338 (1973),605 (1987),607 (1988) and 608 (1988).

outlining the PLO peace initiative and the readiness and willingness of the PLO to

should properly be the subject of negotiation. Since Chairman Arafat and the PLO
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resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1913).

-the General Assembly should call once again for additional concrete and

We welcome the political declaration of the Palestine National Council in
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the Philippines will lend its support to all efforts towards the attainment of

East that will guarantee the territorial inviolability and political independence

parties concerned for the establishment of a just and durable peace in the Middle

to convening the Conference. - (A/43/35, para. 146)

We hope that that will be the beginning of meaningful negotiations by the

Assembly resolution 41/43 D, and renew the mandate of the Secretary-General,

up the preparatory committee for the Conference in accordance with General

of the Security Council, for the convening of the Conference and for setting

constructive efforts by all Governments, in particular the permanent ~embers

in consultation with the Security Council, to continue his efforts with a view

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian people that

we therefore fully endorse the recoml'Mndation of the Committee on the

the Stockholm communique of 7 December 1938.

Algiers on 15 November as well as the interpretation of it by Chairman Arafat in

protestations against any pre-conditions to negotiation based on Security Council

two sides to negotiate in earnest. Yet it is Israel that is now loud in its

(Mr. In9l8s, Philippines)

have demonstrated their good will to satisfy the pre-conditions unilaterally set by
the other side, it remains for the other side to do likew ise by renouncing its

peace and progress in the Middle East.

continuing aggression against the Palestinian people. As the saying goes, it takes

of all states in the region, including both Israel and Palestine. As in the past,
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East.

central role of the ~ited Nations in the settlement of the situation in the Middle

which is at the heart of the Middle East conflict. let no one derail the peace
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Mr .. MAIfIIUD (Bangladeshh Year: after year, the tmited Nations General

It was in Genevll in 1983 that: the internatinnal oonnunity adopt-ed the Geneva

have invited the secretary-General to pursue his efforts and consultations tn tJUlt

three great monotheistic religions, which are the spir itual legacy of Palestine,

regard. we share his confidence that, ",i th the full support of the securi ty

nade towards a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

(Mr. Ingles, Phil ippines)

The Philippines notes "'i th optimism the encouraging report of the

process being mdertaken mder the auspices of the thi ted Ms Hons or denigra te the

D!clara tion on Palestine and the Programme of Action for the Achievement of

desirable to convene an interna tiooal conf~rence 00 the Middle East and that they

As ",e said in New Yor: k Q'l 25 Noverrber th is year, 1et us not miss th is gol den

Palestinian Rights. It was in Geneva that the remarkable spirit of co-operation

Secretary-Gener: al that: all of the menber s of the SeCUl'ity Council new bel ieve it

Council, and in ~rticular the co-operation of the major Powers, progress can be

opportunity to find a just and canprehensive solution to the Palestine question,

bringing peace to a troubled land.

Asse'ft'bly has addressed the question of Pal'..s;7i':ine. It has grappled wi th the task of

beneficent winds of change in the settlement of many of the major conflicts in the

pool the ultinate good will in the hearts of all its peoples and bring peace and
joy at long last to that. Holy Land.

world. I.et us, in the name of the Uti ted Nil tions and in the name of the world's

between the two super-Powers had i to beginnings a year ago. Thoae have spaVled
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its horrific nature will forever be recalled with disdain and dismay •. It has

of human di 90 i ty •
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(Mr. Mahmud, Bangladesh)

Its lack of success is due to the intfansigence of a single entity, Israel,

It has terrorized its neighbouits and cotmlitted acts of aggression against them with

indiscriminately killed men, women and ch lldren and forcibly evicted innocent

impmi ty.

Israel has perpetrated such ruthless savagery in the occupied territories that

Secondly, this meeting takes placa in the wake of the historic Declaration of

the Holy Ia~d, but have also inspired peoples everywhera who value freecbm and

Several factors have <Dnu ibuted to the importance of this session in Geneva.

Thirdly, as we del ibera te in Geneva, the inti fadah rages unaba ted. It is

we deeply regret that we were unable to listen to Chairman Aufa t in New

It is not surprising, t.'1erefor~, that the val iant Palestin ians have themselves

the Independence of Palestine. Reactions amply attest to the fact that the world

following the path to a lasting solutioo charted by him are most convincing.

voice of Paleatine. His call for peace was most touching. His arguments for

First is the presence of Chairman Arafet. Through him we are able to hear the

JB/26

truly a glowing example of a nation's valour and determination to shape its own

abhor tyranny. The martyrdan of those who have died is the bravest mani festa tion

people from what has alway..,. been their ho~. It has illegally detained many more.

assumed in a nat-violent way the responsibil ity of thrusting as ide the yoke of

des tiny 0 Sparks from the uprising have not ally set the torch of liberty alight in

which has defied global public opinion and mocked the voice of rUSat.

approves of the decisiont which doubtless wUl contribute to the peace process.

oppress ion and set ting the ir pec.ple free.
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In the achievement of that, the United Nations has a role to play in the
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(Mr. Mahmud, Bangladesh)

The tragedy of Palestine is lD'1paralleled not atly in magnitude but also in
duration. It is inexplicable how Israel could be doing to others what was so
brutally date to its own people by the fist of fascism less than half a century

Sadly, however, there still exist differences on details. In his report in

We are gathered here once again to focus our minds and hearts on this crucial

There is intleed a way out of the impasse. Its essential elements have also

issue, whi ch is at the core of the problem in the Middle East.

territories. The Palestinian people's inalienable rights, including the right of

cl ty of Al Quds al-Shari f as its capi tal.

ago. It is is painful to see ourselves so ineffective against such abhorrent

General Asserrbly resolution 38/58 C and repeated thereafter. We are heartened to

been identified. Israel must wi thdraw cailpletely from all occupied Arab

context of the call foe an internatiat8l c/;.'lference 00 the Middle East endcxsed in

perceive an emerging consensus among the Securi ty Council menbers tha t such a

self-determination, must be restored to them. They must be allowed to chart the

circumstances it is insufficient to concentra te at procedural matters ra ther than
""

preparatory committee within the framework of the Security Council to undertake

conference is not only desirable but necessary.

address fundamental questions. We firmly bel ieve that it is nQf time to set up a

document A/43/867 the Secretary-General has aptly observed that in the prevailing

necessary measures to that end.
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Independencn. It is our firm conviction that it is a step forward in the

I should like to ack'l that Bangladesh's PJsition on the issue is clear and

(Mr. Mahmud, Bangladesh)
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the objectives of a lasting solution.

The permanent members of the Council have a special responsibili ty in that

Palestine attests to our solidarity with that glorious cause. We believe that it

The Proclamation of 15 November 1988 by the Palestine National Council is a

regard. The world looks up to them for an initiative on the matter. If Palestine

unambiguous. We have time and again underscored the need for a durable and

fulfilment of Palestinian aspirations. Our early recognition of the State of

Non-Aligned Committee of Nine on Palestine and in the Al Quds al-Sharif Committee

smoulders nuch longer, the world will stand threatened wi th a fire of immeasurable

comprehensive settlement based on justice and honour. OUr active merrbership in the

has generated a new momentum towards peace that must not be allowed to peter away.

significant event. we in Bangladesh have welcomed that historic D:!elaration of

of the Organization of the Islamic Conference reaffirms our determination to pursue
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Palestine question, which cannot be SOltled until Israel withdraws from the

end. This can be done. This must be done. This body in the recent past has

May Cbd be wi th us and bless our efforts.
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(Mr. Mahm~d, Bangladesh)

Bangladesh commends the tD'ltiring efforts of the Secretary-General in the quest

NS/m

their ~rritDries and that they do not shrink from making the greatest persooal

Hr.' KOVACS (Hungary) ~ The past year has seen tangible progl'ess towards

The necessi ty to make progress in those areas was emph as ized drama tically by

including their right to self-determination, are recognized and implemented.

territories occupied in 1967 and the inalienable rights of the Palestinian PeOple,

message of love and peace originated return once again to blissful tranquility.

Palestinians a share in this. Let us not deprive them of the realization of their

the Arab-Israel i oonfl iet, which continues tD threa ten international peace and

the solution of most of the regiooal conflicts in the world with the exception of

endeavours. let us here in Geneva, in the ci ty whose name is slll'lonyl1Ous wi th

for peace. We are always prepared to extend to him our fullest support in his

peace, pl~dge to make a massive attempt to bring the SUffering of Palestine to an

the intifa.~, the unarmed struggle of the Palestinian people living under Israeli

succeeded in ending many intractable oonfliets. There is a growing spirit of

Palestinians ha~'e not accepted, nor will they ever accept, Israel's occupstion of

upr is ing is oonvincing proof - if, indeed, any proof were needed - that the

security. It has long been accepted that the core issue o~ the conflict is the

optimism tDday that has come OIrer the internatiooal community. let us not deny the

wishes and aspira tions in a just and legi tiilB te cause. let the land from where the

occups tion. The ou tbreak and the cootinua tioo for over a year of this popular

sacrifices, including the loss of their lives, to attain their inalienable rights?

• • • D' 4.... .. ... • ...... ..
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The val iant and unarmed struggle of the Pales tin ian people has evoked grea t respect
and adniration throughout the world, but it has also evoked the harshest imaginable
repress ive measures on the part of the Israeli occupiers.

It would unduly prolong my statement if I were to give even a partial list of
the atrocities commitmd by the occupying army against the unarmed populationv such
as the killing and wounding of defenceless civilians, the deJl'Olition of their

homes, the arbitrary arrests, deportations and collective punishments. There is a
long and sad record of concrete events in the annex to the report by the

Secretary-General (A/o1t3/806). Those measures have rightly been conde1Med by the
General Asseldlly in its resolution 43/21, adopted on 3 Noverrber 1988.

The violence against the Palestinian Arab population cannot bring the results
hoped for by Israeh it will not ensure peace in the occupied territories. On the
contrary, it is likely to increase hatred and stiffen the resistance of the Arab
population. A realistic and lasting solution has to be politicah it can only be

found in the recogni tion both of the legi tima te poli tieal rights of the Palestin ian

Arab people and of the right of Israel to live in peace within secure and

recognized boundaries.

From the point of view of further developing and clar ifying Palestinian

pesi tions regarding the poli tical settlement of the coo fli ct , the sess ion of the
Palestine National Council (me) held recently in Algiers was an event of

outstanding importance. It proclained the establishment of the State of

Palestine - a proclamation which the Hungarian people's Republic recognized. It

reaffirmed the detE:l'minat1on of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PlO) to

reach a comprehensive pol itical settlement of the Arab-Israel i oonfl iet: in the

spirit of the il1ited Nations Charter on the basis of the relevant resolutions of
the Organization.

I !....~,.. . .... .: M.
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(Mr. I('ovacs, Hungary)

•

Speaking about the need of the convening of the internatiooal conference on
the Middle East, the political communique emphasized that that conference should be
convened Q'l the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) - a
realistic and constructive position with far-reaching implications that, together

with the rejection of terrorism in all its forms, has been widely welcomed and
s uppor te d by th e in te r national commun i ty •

The Hungarian People's Republic considers that the decisions of the Palestine
National Council's sessions represent important steps towards both the e~ercise of
the inalienable rights of the Palestinian Arab people ana a just and comprehensive
solution to the Middle East conflict. Hungary, as in the past, expresses its
solidarity with the Palestinians in their just struggle for the exercise of their
right to self -de termina tion.

We share the assessment of the Secretary-General of our Organization that

"The recent sess ion of the Palestine Na tional Council in Algiers has

generated a new momentum in the diplomatic process." (A/43/867, 'para.· 37)
We agree wi th him that

"it offers fresh opportunities for progress towards peace which ahould be

seized ".

But in order to seize this opportunity we have to open doors, not to close them.
We have to engage in a dialogue to know and understand each other's posi tion and

interests better, dispel mistrust and orea te the necessary trust upon which

relations can be built. Hungary does its utmost both through its bilateral

relations and in international forums to promote a oonstructive dialogue among all
the parties concerned. We appeal to them not to let this opportuni ty pass, but to
let diplomacy take over •
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(Hr;, . Kovacs, . Hungary)

The framework for a settlement that enjoys the widest support is the convening

Ha tions, wi th the par ticiP1l tion of all the parties Catcerned, including the PLO,

of an international conference on the Middle East under the auspices of the United

the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people
c

as well as the five

permanent members of the Security Conncil. The Hungarian delegation welcomes and .

fUlly supports the peace initiatives put forward yesterday by Hr. Yasser Arafat,

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

We are convinced that in the improved international climate, with the

CO-operation and support of the major Powers and the Security Council, progress can

finally be made towards a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

--------_-.._----------
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~'.' roR'lUNE (New zealand) ~ New zealand last spoke on the question of

Palestine at the special session in 1982. fotlch has happened since then, but the
parties to this dispute, and those who have a direct role in reaching a settlement,
still appear to be far apar.t in their respective posi tions.

We regret the actions that led to the General Assenbly debate on this

important issue being transferred to Geneva. Peace in the Middle East requires the

proj~etion of statesmanship from all who can contribute to a resolution. This

means that concessions have to be made and at times unduly legalistic

interpretations put to one side. Four weeks ago we saw evidence that one side was
prepared to move." At its mee ting in Algiers the Peales tine Na tional Council (mC)
lIIade a significant gesture in terms of Israel's right to exist. New Zealand has

welconed th is announcement.

New zealand has long held that Security Council resolution 242 (1967) provides

the basis for a just, durable and cauprehensive settlement in the Middle East. The

Palestine National Council's endorsement: of this resolution, and support for an

internatiooal peace conference, provides a foundation on which to build a

negotiated settlement. Delegates to this meeting are well aware of the contents of
8ecuri ty Council resolu tion 242 (1967), which affirms that every Sta te has the
right to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or
acts of force. Last week in Stockholm Ml:. Arafat said that the Palestine National
Council explicitly accepted the existence of Israel. This was a courageous

sta tement and ate which was particularly welcomed by New Zealand.

The Palestinian people has shown over the last year through its spontaneous

uprising that it rejects 21 years of Israeli occupation ef the West Bank and Gaza -
territories to which Israel has no right under international law. We have seen
those expression of Palestinian hopes and wishes turned into a political initiative
which exhibits much of the flexibility and compromise necessary if the rights of

_----I.---------~
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(Hr;,· Fortune,· New Zealand)

all parties are to be respected. The other parties must nCM come to terms wi th

this changing situation and 11l0~ step away from the positive moves made. Progress

depends as JlUch on the creation of a cUma te of confidence as on seeking

appropr ia te formulas.

In the light of moves by the Palestine National Council and the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PID). it is important that Israel now recognize that the

~alestinian people has a right to a national homeland. This is a fundamental
element of the right to self-determina tion. Hew this right is expressed is a
matter for the Palestinians themgelves to decide. The Algiers Declaration included
the proclama tion of an independent Palestinian State, wi th its capital as

Jerusalem. There can be no clearer sign that Palestinians reject Israel's policies
and practices in the occupied terri tor ies. New Zealand h as long held tha t the

Palestinians have the right to establish their own State if that is their wish.
The final status of those territories, and of Jerusalem, will have to be

determined, however, in the context of an overall peace settlement.

The Uni ted Na tions has, s inee its inception, addressed many seemingly
intractable disputes. The Palestine queation is one of the most laag-standing of
these and one wi th which the 0\1 ted Ha tions has had a long historical involvement.

This year the beneficial role that the United Nations can play in contr ibuting to

wor:ld peace through caafUct resolution has been clearly demonstrated.

It seems that the only way forward to a negotiated settlement is through the
convening of an internatiaaal peace caaferenct'! under lt1ited Nations auspices. We
support the participation of all parties directly involved and of all others that
have a contribution to make to the successful outcome of the negotiations. No

settlement will be acceptllble without the participation of representatives of the
Palestinian people. It is for the Palestinians the_elves, Md not. the other

A:
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has accepted Israel's right to exist,

has come to reflect Palestinian aspirations and represent Palestinian opinion.

by its actions in the oc-cupied territor ies, has attempted to stifle the growth of
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NS/ed

Palestinian leadership in the West Bank and Gaza. 8Jt in spite of this, ooe body

It is nCM time for Israel to adopt. an imaginative response. A start could be

parties to the dispute, to de':ermine who those representatives should be. Israel,

This mus t be accepted and recogn ized by all. The Pales tine Libera Hen Organ iza tion

made by Israel's accepting that it will have to negotia te directly wi th the
Palestinian people and that this must include the Palestine Liberation
Organization. That Israel can find no Palestinian leaders acceptable on its terms
is a problem of its own creation.

Israel's rights in the west Bank and Gaza are those of an occupying Pow~r
001y. I arael is obliged un der in terna tional law to a ct in accordance wi th the
prOl7isions of the Fourth Geneva Convention. Israel's response to the intifadnh has
failed to address the political causee; of the unrest and can only serve to deepen
hatred and mistrust. It is our hope that Israel will take the opportunity to
respond positively to the Palestine National Council initiative and so demonstrate
its ooJlllli tment to Middle East peace. New Zealand appeals to all parties to move
towards each other in a spirit that seeks a just and durable solution to the wrongsthe Palestinians have suffered for too 100g.

Hr. MAIIUSANI (Singaporeh This is the first time that Singapore has
participated in the debate on the question of Palestine. We do so not only to
register our disappointment with the hos.t country's violation of the Headquarters
Agreement signed wi th the Uni ted Ha tions in New York, bu t pr imar 11y because a rare
opportunity for peace has presented itself in the Middle Fast. As Shakespeare said,

_ ••_-----------~
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(Mr. M4hbuban i, Singap?re)

WThere is a tide in the affairs of men

Wh ich taken at the flood leads on to fortune)

Omi t ted, all the voyage of the ir li fe

Is bound in shallows and in miser ies. n (Jul ius Caesar: IV~ Hi 212.)

That tide has come now to the Middle East.

Two new tr.ends have emerged surrounding the core issue of the Middle Eas t

problem, namely, the question of Palestine. First, there is a global trend towards
the resolution of regional conflicts. Secondly, there have been remarkable

statements made recently both by the Palestine National Council and by

Mr. Yasser Arafat. It would be tragic to waste the opportunity that has presented
itself. That is why this year's debate on the question of Palestine is especially
significant.

~ major obstacle to peace in the Middle East is Israel's refusal to accept a

fully independent and sovereign Palestinian State. Q'l the other hand, the

perceived absence of a clear and unequivocal acceptance of the existence of Israel

presents another obstacle. Nevertheless, recent decisions by the Palestine
National Council lend hope that this could be overcome soon.

Several proposals for autonomy or limited self-determination for the

Palestinians have been put f?rward, but none of them will work. It is inevitable

that a Palestinian State will be created. The sooner Israel accepts its

inevitability the better off it will be in the long run.

We speak here today as a friend of the Israeli and Pales tin ian peoples. Our

hearts go out to the Palestinians in their hour of suffering and we welcome the
strong and courageous statements made by Mr. Ya1sser Arafat and the Palestine

National Council. 'I'bday, however, we should like to address our remarks to the
people of Israel and suggest why the establishment of a Palestinian State is in

Israel's interest.
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said, they

reality. Despite the current denials, wiser Israeli leaders have in the past
accepted this essential fact. David Ben-Gurion, one of the founders of modern-day

(Mr. Mahbuban i, Singapore),
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First, the Palestinian people exist. They have clearly announced their desire

Israel, is report.ed to have recognized that the Arabs of Palestine were a na tion

for a separate nation. Israel can neither wish nor wash away th is fundamental

Scr"'4'IM

distinct from other Arabs, not merely a part of the greater Arab people, and, as he

"should enjoy all the rights of ci tizens and all pol itical rights, not only as

individuals, but as a natiooal community, just like the Jews".

Recently, one of Mr. Menachem Begin's former aides, who was also a former chief of
military intelligence, Mr. Yehoshafat Harkl'.bi, published a book entitled Israel's
Fa teflJl' Hoar on why Israel should begin negotiations with the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) to establish an independent Palestinian State.

Secondly, it is not in Israel's long-term interest to annex the occupied
territories. tIlile denographers disagree on details, the main trends are clear.

•

By the year 2015 the total population of Arabs and Jews in Israel and the occupied

territories will be about equal. After that, the Jewish population will become et

minority if Is!ae1 decides to annex the territories. The Jewish population will

then have a very painfUl dilemma to resolve~ either retain del1Dcracy and accept a
minority status in the government or reject democracy and create a new form of
Regregated society. Even without annexation, Israel has paid a heavy political

price for its denial of Pa1estlnian statehood. The brutal efforts to suppress the

intifadah - a word that has become as nuch a global household word as E,!!restroi~

and glasnoet - have caused dismay and disillusionment among Israel's friends. How
moh longer can such killings and beatings cCl'lt!nue before eroding the moral fibre
of the Israel i nation?
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(Mr. Mahbuhan i, Singapore)

Thirdly, the moin ~ecurity argument for hanging on to the territo~ies is no
longer valid today. Buffer zmes have become irrelevant in the era of Img-range

artillery and missiles. C'!rtainly such zones are of little uS(: if they become
populated with one's own ci tizens. As recently as 30 May 1988 the Hebrew newfl'papar

Ma'ariv reported that Major-General Ifrayem Sneh, the former commlWlder in charge of

the occupied West Bank, told a press conference in Tel Aviv that the major ity of

Israeli army generals wanted a wi thdrawal from the occupied west Bank so that the

security of Israel would not be undermined. As Hr. Mikhail Gorbac::hev told the
Uni ted Na Hons las t week,

"What is mre, one-sided reliance on military power Ultimately weakens other

canpooents of naticnal security". (A/43/PV.72, p. 11)

Eburthly, in today's interdependent world, no man, no nation can remain an

island. It is not in Israel's interest to increase its isolation. When over

four-fifths of the United Nations Menber States begin to vote regularly together on

current Palestinian and Middle East resolutions, Israel sho1)l~d PElY some heed to
their views. History has taught us, after all, the dangers of any small State

relying on me great Power for its security. The pendulWil of history swings
relentlessly. The absolute suppor t of today can disappear tonw:>rrow, especially

when the interests of a small State and a great PCMer begin to diverge, as they

surely will some day.

Fifthly, it has also beer.. suggested that a Palestinian State created in the

oca.apied territories is inherently unstable or unviable because it will create a
densely populated Sta te with few natural resources. Here, we hope that Singapore's
experience may be helpful. If a Palestinian State is created today in the West
Bank and the Gaza Str ip, its total land an:a will be alll¥)st 10 times that of
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(Hr. Mlhbuban i, Singapore)
Singapore's but its population will be nuch smaller than Singapore's. Even the

Gaza Strip on its own is only half as densely populated a8 Singapore. Yet

Singapore's total foreign trade ifJ seccnd to none in the developing world. <:ne
lesson we have learned in East As ia is that when Sta tes co_i t themelves to

econoraic development and growth they have a powerful vested interest in peace and
stability. If an independent Pales tin lan State develops into SOlMtth Ing I ike the

Singapore of the Middle East, it will have an interest even grElllter than that of
Israel In peace and stability.

I am aware that the Middle East problem and its core issue, the question of

Palestine, are incredibly canplex. The argu~nts I have sU9gested here llIly appear
to be too simplistic to those who know the bC\Jo well. But, as ftf/ Prime Minister
said recently, in a reference to the Middle East issue in his N! timal Day Rally
remarks,

·r"/O heard the whole argument. I've read loog articles on it. There are

books wri t ten at the ma t ter. It's so canplex, it goes back 90 long • oe some

time, some place, somebody has qat to aay, 'look, thj.s is not worth it.

IA!t's take a risk, have peace. Because the other way is to risk another war u. •

We believe that the Palestine National. Council has sent a clear si9flal of its

desire for peace. we were impressed by the Council's Political Communique of
15 November 1988 issued in Algiers, and my Government said in response in its
official statement,

"The Singapore Government reiterates its support for united Natione

security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), which should form the
fraarework for the establishment of a just and lasting peace in which every

state in the region, including Israel, can live in peace within secure cnd
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international CX)nference in accordance with resolutions 242 (967) and

important adYcences toward a durable solution of the Palestinian problem.
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-The Singapore Government supports the right of the Pales tin lan people to

(Hr. MD hbuban i, Singa pOr e)

recoC)l'l1zed boundaries. The Palestine National CouncU's support for an

BC'l'A4'lM

a homeland. In this regard, it welcomao the proclamotion of an independent

Palestinian State and sees it as a I'IllIjor first step in realizing the

aspirations of the Palestinian people and towards peace in the Middle East.-
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ti! were pleased to see that there were at least some positive reactions froll

elements of the 1tmerican ·Jewish ooJ'llllunity that met Mr. Yasser Arafat in Stockholm

on 6 and 7 DecenOer. Mrs. Rita Hauser, a participant, said after the meeting,

-We hope deeply that the United StateD Government will now open a dialogue

wi th the PLO. 'rhe PLO has stated what the uni ted States has demanded since

Finally, each year, in our explanation of vote before the voting on the
Assemly's annual resolutions en the question of Palestine, we hav\! cons is ten tly

been calling for a dialogue between the PLO and Israel. Since this call is stUl
relevant I we should like to repeat it once again this year,

"My delegation is of the view that a just and durable solution of the

question of Palestine must, at one and the same time, reoo~ize the rights of

the SLite of Israel. In this regard we would suggest the exchange of

recognition between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO).

In order to encourage Israel and the PID to move in this direction, the

international community should urge them to pursue a course of nutual

accolll'llOdation and <.:ompromise. Those who ex>ntinue to urge Israel not to have

any dialogue wi th the PLO are not helping the process of nutual

aCCOl'llllOdati<NL On the other hand, those States which oontinue to deny the

right of Israel to exist are also not helping the cause of peace. My

delegation therefore appeals to both Israel and the Palestine Liberation

Organization to recognize each other's legitimate rights". (A/42/PV.89, p. 38)
We call upon both sides to r'l!cognize each other's legitimate right to exist

within secure and recoqnhed boundaries, and to agree to the early convening of an
international conference to br ing about durablf! and lasting peace in the Middle
East.
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Mr. DJBRMAlCOYB (Niger) (interpretation froll Prench), This year,

exceptional circulIBtances haye prOllptt!d us to consl der here in Geneva, in the

Palai, des Nations - another eminent place for the international O)_unity to meet

.,d engage in dialogue - the agenda item now before the A8sambly.

Since the last session there has been a notable developnent that deserves to
be followed wi th the greatest attention and the keen~st interest.. The Pales Un ian
,:Jeolt)le haR taken the histor ic decision to establish a State. Thus, in the spirit
of responsibllty so characteristic of great peop~0r g it has decided to elllbark on
the path of constructive dialogue by accepting the provisions of Security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). That is an important step which in our view
deserves conmendation. But what do we see in response?

Israel, violating the mat elementary rules and principles of international
law and showing contempt for ~e relevant General Assembly and security Council
resolutions, persists in its policy of aggression, illegal occupation and
spoliation in Palestine and the Middle East.

At a time when a new wind of peace is blowing in vaiious arenas of conflict,

the tragedy of the Palestinian people is as terrible as ever. The heroism and

dignity with which that people is resisting and rising up in the occupied

territories proves thet the Palestinian phenomenon continues to be ever more real,

that brutal force has not varquiBhed the determina tion of that people, which has
not abdicated its national rights or its claims to a State in ~e land of its
ancestoril.

Is not the growing awaroeneas among the youngest sectors of the people of the

occupied terri tor ies both moving and st,. ~iC ing? Should not thiB uprising - this

lntifadah - of children whose only w~apons are stones and the faith of their youth
be a warning to Israttl that should induce it to agree to open dirf)ct negotiations
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This uprising and the atrlJggle that the peOpl6 of Palestine have been waging

(Mr. !?jer_koye, Niger)

vi tb the legi tima te represen ta tive of that people, the Pales tine Libera tion
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for 40 years poses, in all its clarity, the problem of and the conditions for the
achievelll8nt of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East. !br let there be no

lIIistake about it, the question of Palestine is the core of the- Middle East

conflict, the tragedy of the Palestinian people temains the tragedy of this

century) no credible or lasting peace can be established in the Middle East wi thout
the involvement of the Palestinian people and its legitimate representative, the
PLO) no ser ious solution is conceivable in that regien that does not include the
Palestinian people and the PLO or, a fortiori, is imposed against them.

we are familiar with - because for several decades we have been attentive
witness of - the commendable initiatlves taken by the United Nations in an attempt

to find a just and lasting solution to this pair.ful conflict. We are familiar with
and support the praiseiforthy efforts made, with tenacity and a spir it of

responsibility, by the security COuncil. We are familiar with and support the
personal action by the Secreta::y-G.!ner~l designed to achieve progress on this

thorny issue, create the conditions for resolving this tragedy and put an end to
the suffering and wandering of the courageous Palestinian people.

But the arrogance that: characterizes Israel's attitude towards the entire
international col\lllunity has thus far hlndered - and even blocked - any noteworthy
progress on this issue" It is Precisely that attitude which, a few days ago in New
York during the conside£'ation by tile plenary Assenbly of the draft resolution under
which the decision would be taken to transfer this debate on item 37 to Geneva,
prowpted the representative of Israel - in eKercise of what he claimed WZ1S hie
right of reply - to say that once again the Palestinians, as had become their
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us to meet here in Geneva.

Uni ted Nations, the only valid response is the firmess and unanimi ty tha t h~s led

(Hr. Djermakoye, Niger)
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,
habit, wished to sidetrack all the delegations, all our States, and force them to

meet in Geneva. '1b that soornful and defiant atti tude towards the author ity of the

We think that this is no longer the time for speeches and condemnation.

Israel has heard enough of that. fok)reover, the question of Palestine is 80 old and

its contours are so well known that there is no longer any need to delay b"!

engaging in recr imina tions a.l"ld inve ctive. Deeds mus t accompany words.

Each State Manber of the United Nations must, in all responsibility, ask

itself the only question that, in our view, counts~ wha t has it done so far and

what can it do to make a contr ibution to the solution of the problem of Palestine

and help the Palestinian people recover their rights? Each Merrber Sta te must

become convinced that the oomprehensive and final settlement of the problem of

Palestine, on the basis and within the framework envisaged in security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 339 (1973), will make an essential oontributian to

international peace and secudty.
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such a conference sucC9~ds~

returning there one day.

struggle waged by the Palestinian PeOple.

(Mc. Djermakoye ,-!figer)
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Islamic Conference and the tbn-Aligned fbvement and in our bilateral relations, the

But Niger does not mean to stop ther.e. In the context of fraternal Afro-Arab

injustice. In that regard, Israel and its friends should look back and remel'lber

We rei tera te our active solidar i ty wi th and unswerving support: fer the heroic

Ali Saibou, wel(X)mes the emergence of the new state and congratulates its leaders.

the P~lestine National Council on 23 November, Niger, with its President, General

As one of the first countries to reoognize the Palestinian State proclaimed by

the context of Israelis own birth 40 years ago. Israe! may have forgotten wha t

Every State must recognize that the rights of the Palestinian people are

framework for global dialogue and negotiations. Acceptance of that principle

E"ery State - particularly Israel and all its fri&.lds - must work towards the

Palestinian people, the PLO, alongside the other parties to th~ conflict. That

Every State here must see that not to recognize that right is truly a grave

history cannot erase\ that each people has its sacred land and will dream of

Government of Niger will work tirelessly for the consolida ticn and de jure

EMS/Jl

legitill8te and inalienable, like its own, and that the rig~'>~ of peoples to

peace in the Middle East wi th the participation of the representative uf the

speedy convening under United Nations auspices of an international confecence on

confetence ou"}ht not to be a triblDlal to condemn any party, it should rather be a

oo"'Operation, in the Organization of AfricW1 Olity (OAU), the Organization of the

self-determination must be the same throughout the wor:ld.

cansti tutes a posi tive step and a willingness to seek peace. We must ensure that
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Now, the ball is in Israel cs court.

unacceptable.

-....' '. '-.. . -' ..:. " •.

(Hr. Djecmakoye, Niger)

•
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Recent and present events in occupied Paleatineadd furt.'1er to the concern of

Unfortunately, the Palestinian people has not benefited from a trend that in

these positive developments, which bear hope for a better future for all mankind.

recogni tion by both parties to the conflict, on the grounds that it alone allegedly

a.l:'e at stake. Nt-ver. has a solution to the Palestinian problem been so close. Yet

respect to Palestine. We believe that its credibility, its f'.Jture and wodd peace

Mr. MOtMIN (ColllOros) (interpretatiol'i ftom French)" This year has been

the region. How can Israel h~pe to win a IlBtell in which it refuses to participate?

holds the key to the truth of this complicated issue affecting all the peoples of

there re11Bins the fear that, owing to Israel's customary intransigence, we could b.e

working to end the Palestinian nightmare. That is indispensable for the

The entire international community must shoulder: all its responsibilities with

today Israel has rejected all proposals for a settlement, including mutual

Q11y yesterday the world heard ChCliirilum Arafat's appeal for peace and harmonYJ

recognition of the new State, so it llBy racoverall its rights. Wa shall thus be

maintenance of wcrld peace.

ins tab ili ty for the en tire world.

EMS/31

~t the brink of a conflict for tJhich Israel will bear sole responsiblity.

certain areas has given us reasonable hope of finding peace or: easing disputes. It

marked by a wave of peace-making and COilCiliation, easing crises and conflicts in

is even more regrettable that the Middle East remains a source of great danger cmd

var 10u9 regions of the world. The (bveiCnment and the paople of the COlllOros weloot.~~

all peoples and Governments that cherish peace, jusUce and law. The international
ool1lllunity must work vigorously to resolve 8 conflict whose psrsistence is
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(!!!.:.. 'bumin, Oomros)

The Palestinian inttfadah has shocked the world conscience, reminding it that

EMs/n

the tragedy 6f the Palestinian people cannot indefinitely be met with total

indifference. The formidible impetus of the intifftdah cannot be regarded as a

brief outburst. The Palestinian population of the occupied territories is inspired

by ita rejection of the humiliation, the exactions and the constant denial of their

rights imposed by the Israeli occupation authorities.

In &ddi tton to the well-tes t~c:1 reprt~8sive arsenal 0 f admin is tra tive

internllent, expulsion and the dQstruction of houses, there is e systematic policy

of beatings and the use of rUbber bUlleu, which are often fatal, against

dellOnstrators irrespective of age or sex. We all know the large numer of deaths

and serious injuries that have resulted. In fact, as the scope and depth of the

Palestinian uprisin'j has beoome apparent, Israel has become determined to break it

thought had eJOne fOr ever.

by any Hans, including the use of methods and practices that recall behaviour we
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them. The Israeli fOrces blithely continue along the same path. In that

cOMection, certain recent statements by Israeli politicians are particularly

(Hr. fb,,!!!!!in, 001lOr08)

But the general condemna tion of those mthod8 has not reduced or elimina ted
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worrisome, given the history of those who have uttered them.

The lxutaUty and heightened repression will not deal with the real problems
behind the uprising. It is a movement for dignity and the just demands of the

Palestinian people. Beatings, tear-gas, guns and the ill-treatment that has become
insti tu tionalized cannot hide that fact. Such methods of paci flea tion have always
failed.

The true question and the right answer have nothing to do with pacification in
the illusory and unstable police or mili tary sense. They deal ra ther wi th the

quest for and implementa tion of an appropr iate process towards a just and lasting

peace for all the peoples of the region.

The Cbvernment and people of the ConiOrCiS support the just struggle of the
Palestinian paople for recognition of its legitimate right to self-determination

and a sovereign national futur.'e. In that spirit, the Islamic Federal Republic of
the Comoros has reco(J'lized the Palestinian State proclaimed at Algiers on

15 Novenber 1988 by the Palestine National Coun~il, under the leadership of the

Pal es tine Libera tion Organ iza tion (PLO).

The PLO is the sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. The

peace process in the Middle East cannot proceed wi thout the participa tion of the

PLO as IS party directly concerned and properly representative.

The Comoros delegation is aware of the complexity of the Middle East problem.

However, we cannot accept an Israeli policy based on rigidity and the status quo.
Such a status quo causes suffeting and hardship for an entire people.

----~----_......_---------
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The decisions taken by the PLO at Algiers, and the statement made yesterday by
Mr. Arafat clarifying various points of the Algiers decisions, show a will to

achieve peace on the basis of the relevant resolutions of the tl'tited Nations,

including General Assenbly resolution 181 (II) and Security Council resolutions

242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and <Xl the bas is 0 f reGDqni tion of the right of the
Palestinian people to self-determinatlon.

This is a remarkable eVolution of the PLO towards realism, which cx>uld finally
enable a viable peace process to get under way. 9.1t we must observe that the
Israeli leaders prefer to pursue a policy of repression rather than trying to

change the'.r can for table mentality and contemplate pnctical measures for the
establishment of a just and las ting peace in the Middle East.

The intifadah shows the national cohesion of the Palestinians and reaffirms
their devotion to the Palestine Libe:ation Organization. All parties oonoerned
shou.td take note of this.

Histoi:Y shows that war and hatred among peoples is not preorda ined. A

commitment to conciliation and reconciliation among the peodes of the Middle East
is more than ever necessary, for violence breeds violence~ injustice and domination
lead to revolt.

The failure to resolve the Palestinian question threatens world peace and
stability. it condemns a region to devoting a very large part of its resources to

mUitary expenditure, diverting them from social and economic development and the
well-being of the peoples. No one can find this aCCfrl?tciDle.

Courage is needed to make peace'. one does not discuss peace with one's

friends, but with one's adversaries. Israel's rejection, and its persistence in
wanting to choose a negotiating pllt'tner of its liking, ara an easy way for it not

to face the question of peace in a genuine, concrete way. tb one can be deceived
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by that attitude. The PLO's realism and willingness to compromise should be

reciprocated by the other party.

The Government and people of the Comoros strongly support all initiatives

towards a just and lasting peace, such as those outlined in the relevant resolutions

of our ~ganization, which would ensure respect for the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people and the security of all peoples and States of the region.

The Government of the Comoros regrets the United States decision not to grant

a visa to His Excellency Mr. Yasser Arafat to go to New York and participate in the

debate on Palestine, which runs counter to the provisions of the Headquarters

Agreement between the United Nations and the United States of America. Moreover,

the United States decision is itself a dangerous precedent with respect to the

W'liversality of the work of the General Assembly and does not prollDte the search

for a solution to the problems of the Middle East. Depriving a just cause of a

forum in which positions may be expressed does not foster a peaceful evolution of

the problem.

Mr. DELPECH (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish), The first special

session of the General Assemly, held in 1947, was devoted to the question of

Palestine. tbthing could better reflect the importance this Organization attaches

and has always attached to this question, which the United Nations has been

discussing virtually since its inception, the question has been on our agenda

practically from the outset. This shows the Organization's commitment and special

res~nsibilitywith regard to this subject.

Unfortunately, more than 40 years have passed, with the situation of the

Palestinian people only deteriorating as a result of the worsening of the

conflict. The Middle East must not continue to be a flash-point~ what happens in

that region obviously affects international peace and security.
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people, unless we are ready to perpetuate the instability in the Middle Fast.

than the free exercise of its right of self-determination. That pr inciple,

peacefully. That principle, whid'l is now being applied in many areas, must guide
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us in dealing wi th the ques tien we are consider 1n9 today. It is unacceptable tha t

(Mr. Delpech, Argen Una!
History has taught us time 8.'1d again that no right is more sacred to a people

The Argentine Government firmly supports the need to settle all conflicts

enshrined in the Uni ted Ha tions Char ter, can no longer be den led to the Pales tin tan

at the end of the twentieth century the international oolllt\unity should be unable to
find a viable formula for solving a problem which on account of its moral and
political dimensions long ago transcended regional boundaries.

The Argentine Government has consistently supported the need to find a
permanent solution to the question of Palestine on the basis of Security Council
resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Adopted unaninouslyat times when the
Argentine Republic was a non-permanent menber of the Security Council, those
resolutions contain the fundamental elements for achieving a just and lasting
peace. In its resolution 242 (1967) the Security Council unequivocally recognized
the right of all States in the region, including Israel, to exist within secure and
internationally recognized boundaries. That principle must be implemented as soon
as possible to put an end once and fOl' all to thl! current cycle of violence that
only increases the sl1ffering and pain of all the peoples of the region.

In that connection, the Argentine Government ia extremely concerned at the
even ts that have been tak ing place in the occupied ter ri tor iea over the pas t year.
The uprising of the Palestinian people is in large measure the reaction of a people
that no longer wants or is able to live under foreign occupation. This new element
of tension, which has persisted for more than a year now, makes it all the more
urgent to find a peaceful solution to the question of Palestine.

-------_..............---------~
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reg ional and in terna tional peace. The decis 100 taken by the Pales tin ian peep! e

Palestine National Council at Algiers on 15 Nov~mber consti tuted ~ step towards

(Mr. Delpech, Argentina)

The declaration of independence of the Palestinian' State issued by the
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through its organizations represented in Algiers adds a positive element to the
Palestinian equation which must not be ignored.

In that c(lnnection, the statement of Mr. Yasser Araf&t, Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization (POO), is another very
positive element to be considered. My delegation is glad that Mt. Arafat was

enabled to present the message of the Palestine National Council to this Assenbly.
rbre than ever befor e, it is necessary to find a jus t and las ting sol utioR to

the question of Palestine. In this connection, my delegation feels that the
convening of an international conference under United Nations auspi-ces, with the

participation of all the parties directly concerned, is an effective and viable
option.

~e United Nations has brilliantly shown in practice its capacity to help in

the peaceful settlement of major cooflicts. It is interesting that the year now
drawing to a close was partiCUlarly fruitful in terms of the achievement of

;

negotiated solutions. The O1ited Nations was at the centre of the settlement of
such critical oonfl icts as the question of Afghanistan and the war between Iran and
Iraq. Moreover, the Organiza ti'Jn is involved in such si(J1ificant peace processes
as those in cyprus, Namibia and Mestern Saharao

It is therefore even more difficult to understand why the question of

Palestine has been bypasaed by this tide of peace. The international community has
a special responGibili ty to find peaceful means of overcoming all these b~. tter
rivalries once and for all. To do this it has at its disposal all the United
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The Argentine Government today renews its col1l!litmant to work tirelessly for a

"ise, able and cutstanding guidance of the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez

(Mr. Delpech, Argentina)
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Rations machinery that has served the noble cause of peace 80 effectively under the

84S/33

jU!Jt and lasting solut1C1\ finally enab!.ing all the peoples of the region withoot
exception to live in peace.

Mr.. INSANALLY (G1yana), "Man was born freeJ ye t everywhere he is in

chains.· That was the observation of Jean-Jacques tlousseau, the illustrious
philosopher of Geneva, some two centuries ago. '1Oday, of course, the human

condi Hen is mm improved and most peoples released from colon id bondage have won
their freedom and independence. A sad exception, however, is the Palestinians, who
remain de pr ived of their fundamental human rights and are condemed to live in a

political wilderness.

Were he alive today, Ibusseau would most certainly have come forward to
champion the c&use of the Palestinian people. SO strong was his abhorrence of
oppression that he advocated the adoption of a social contract which, based on the
general ",ill, would guarantee all men freedom from injustice. we, the ll11 ted
Nations, have such a contract today, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

whose fortieth I1M!versary we celebra~d only a few days ago.

As we are all aware, that document wae conceived as the basic international

statellent of the inalienable and inviolable rights of all men06rs of the human
fam11y. It was intended to serve 8S the (X)lI1iIOn standard of achievement for all

peoples and all nations in the effort to secure universal and effective recognition
and observance of the rights and freedoms which it enshrines. And indeed it has
proved to be the boacon by which many have SQJght and fOlU'ld theii: fund&menta.l human
rights •
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elllpty document, a pious statement which has yet to be translated into reality.
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(Mr. Insanally, Guyana)

&lppily, however, the Palestinian struggle now appelllrs to be within sight of

victory. The intifadQh, which began a little over a year ago, has served not only

to inspire the campaign against injustice but to impr~ss upoo the international

community the deep yearning the Palestinians have for a homeland and an identity of

their own. That popular passion was certainly reflected in the recent declaration

in Algiers of the independent State of Palestine and in the unfailing pUl'suit of

Palestinian nationhood.
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These signific:ant events compel greater attentioo. to the problems of the
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Middle East and to the need fQr an urgent political solution. The question of
Palestine lies at the heart of the region's instability and is consequently a major
obstacle to a peaceful and definitive settlement. unless it is quickly resolved,

the prevailing conflict is likely to escalate even further. It is ill"lperative

therefore that the major Powers and all concerned parties in the region - and,

indeed, the international community as a Whole - should now make a renwewed effort
to bring about an end to the prevailing hostiU.ty. We cannot safely allow the

hatred and suspicicn that now separate the parties to become engrained.

In addressing itself in recent years to the situation in the Middle East, the
General Assembly has condelll1ed the continuing occupa tion of Arab terd tories,
underscored the need for resolving the core issue of Palestine and appealed to all
States to refrain from any acticn that would aggravate matters. Specific

resolutions have reaffirmed the right of the Palestinians to self-determination and
called for international assistance to their cause. The si tua tion, hC71lever, has
now become more acute and thus demands a concerted effort to bring it under
control. We must therefore attempt to devise ways and means of giving effect to
the relevant resolutions that have sought to address the problem.

The peace process, which has been at best sporadic and tentative, must be
revived and stimulated into reaching a rapid conclusion. The Palestinian people,

through their National Council and their liberation organization, the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO), have signalled their willingness to work bowards a

political settlement. Those assurances, which were reiterated yesterday by
Mr. Yasser Arafat, can only be seen as a genuine desire for peace and should
therefore be welcomed as a basis for serious negotiation. TO deride and dismiss
them would be poor diplomacy and result in the loss of a unique opportunity for
mak ing a break through to peace.
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control cannot be tolerated as a way of life by a people intent on freedom. The

the Palestinian people. There has to be an end to the aettlement programme in the

'the intifadah has demonstrated by its fervour that foreign occupation and

(Mr. Insanally, Guyana)
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practices that, by their inequity and illegality, impose unbearable hatdships on

United Nations 13 therefore obliged to up\old its protest against policies and

occupied territoriesJ there has to b-a a halt in the systematic destruction of
Palestinian homes and in the deportation and expulsion of Palestinians: for until
such steps are taken, there can be no hope for peace.

It must also be acceptod Lpriori that all peoples in the region have the
right to independence and survival. This principle requires the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of each State to be respected ant! the inalienable rights of
the Palestinians to be recognized: that is, the right to self-determination and

the right to return to establish their own independent State in Palestine.

In recognition of those principles and of the need for a comprehensive, just
and lasting settlement to the problems of the Middle East, the General Assembly has
called for the convening of the international peace oonference in conformi ty with

provisions of Genll!ral Assembly resolution 38/58 C and has requested the

Secretary-Gener.al, in consultation with the Security Council, to continue his

efforts wi th a view to convening the conference as quickly as possible. Guyana
reiterates its support for such a conference and in this regard we note that there
is virtual consensus that participa tion in such a forum should involve all parties
to the oonflict, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole,

legi tima te representa tive of the Pales tin ian people, on an equal footing, in
addition to the permanent melfbers of the Security Council. We should therefore not
unduly delay the holding of such a conference, for to do so is to postpone an

excellent opportunity to resolve the Palestinian question through peaceful dialogue
and negotiation.
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In the interim, we should keep, the Palestinian problem at the forefront of

international public op1.n.lon. The most powerful weapon in the armoury of the

Palestinians is the justice of their cause and the support of international public
opinion. it is important therefore that their tragic story be told to the world.
To tha tend, the Un! ted Ha tions should be asked t:c expand its role in the

dissemination of accurate and comprehensive information on the Palestinian issue.

There is an obvious need to proP.Ote ~ better image and understanding of the

Palestinians. Far too often they ISre portrayed tiI the terrorists instead of the

terrorized.

The intifadah has launched the Palestinian movement on a path from which there
can be no turning back. It has created a momentum which, if maintained and
accelerated, can impel the Palestinians forward to their goal. The Assenbly must

therefore be read)" to support the thrust of their aspirations.

We have been obliged by the force of circumstances to meet in Geneva instead

of our tradi tiooal venue in New York. It is to be hoped that the chanCJe of

arrbience will inspire us, as it did the French writer Voltaire, who also came to

Geneva to seek "the b~st of all possible worlds" in which each nation, inclUding
the Palestinians, may be allowed to cultivate a garden of its own.

Hr.' PERPRA (Sri Lanka) I It is sometimes more difficult a struggle to
make pea0'4 than to wage war and more ex>mplex a task to build on positive overtures
than to negate promising developments. We are meeting in historic circumstances

when the promise ~f peace seems nearer.

It is a little over a year 8g0 since the intifadah, nurtured over the years in
the anguish and sacrifice of an entire people, began to crystallize into a
sweeping, inexorable national mo',ement, enoracing all the Palestinian people in
common resolve to regain their usurped birth-right as a nation. At the

forty-fourth session of the COl1lfllission 00 Human Rights 10 months ago, a sessionDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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distinguished by the adress of Chairman Alt'aftlt, at a time when the intifadah was

gathering momentum, Sri Lanka stated that: the heavy weight of military might must

not be advocate and judge in international relations. Military force deployed

against just causes has not endured. Humble stones hurled by youthful hands ha've

brooght down and preva!led over mi ghty Gol ia ths. In a sense, wha t the physical

disparity of conflicting forces reveal~d in the Pirs~ Book of Samuel was the limit

of military might. History is repeating itself in modern Palestine in a curiously

ironic way, teaching those who would learn the same ineluctable lesson.

we are meeting today a month after the conclus ion of the 19th extraordinary

session of the Palestine National Council (PNC), appropriately called the session

of the intifadah. Its crowning achievement, the proclamation by the mc of the

State of Palestine on 15 Novenber, is now part of history.
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A political declaration acbpted by the mc by a vote of 253 to 46 with 10
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proclamation of the State of Palestine on 15 November 1988, Sri Lanka recognized

In practical expression of Sr i Lanka's acceptance of and commitment to those

Pales tin ian people, must be represented as an equal partner in any nego tia tions or

Liberation Organization (PLO), the sole, legi.timate representative of the

in the region, including the Palestinian Sta te and Israel. The Palestine

dismantling of settlements established in those territories, the restoration of the

independent Sta te in Palestine wi thout external pressure, and arrangements to

inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, inclUding its right to establish an

resolutions. A central element it'll the convening of an interna tional conference on

The prerequisites for a just and lasting peace in the Middle East clearly

242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

the Middle East on the basis of, inter alia, Security Council resolutions

all illegal measures taken b~ Israel in the occupied territories, including the

include the withdrawal of Israel from the territorhs it occupies, the annulment of

Arab-Israeli conflict and the question of Palestine wi thin the framework of the

United Nations Charter, the rules of international law and United Nations

the PI£) in 1982 and a PID embassy was established in Colombo. Ebllowing the

principles, the Sri Lanka Government formally extended diploma tlc recogni tion to

conference on the question of Palestine. Those conditions, which are self-evident,

abstentions describes in some detail a comprehensive political settlement of the

guarantee the territorial inviolability and political independence of every State

have long constituted the basis of the position held by the non-aligned S,"-ates,
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I believe that over 60 countries have now formally recognized the proclamtion
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of the State of Palestine, while many others are actively considering doing so.

The 11Dmentum for peace has indeed IOOved forward in the last IOOnth. Here in

Geneva and in St"ckholm, Chairman Arafat has made further clarifications that have

helped create a propitious political climate in which the potential for peace can
be advanced.

In the proclamation of 15 November 1988, the State of Palestine exhorts the

United Nations to take upon itself a special responsibility for the Palestinian
people and to put an end to the tragedy its people are suffering by providing them

with security and endeavouring to en.d the Israeli occupation of Palestinian

territories. In a sense, the Palestinian people's exhortation is one which, if

implemented, would bring peace to lIDre them Palestine. The problem of Palestine
consti tutes the core issue in the instabil ity that has for so long plagued the
Middle East region.

looking peace in the face may intimidate thl.)se who wish to reverse the

IIDmentum of posi tive developments and thwart their inevitable outcome. The

shibboleths of the past must not slay the emerging hope for a real breakthrough in

the Middle East, one that has been widely welcomed throughout the world. '1b let
this opportunity pass would be to permit the perpetuation of the tragic cycle of
repression, resistance and violence in the Middle East.

Mr~'IDHIA (Papua New Guineah The people of Papua New Guinea have come
to know that the Middle East region was the "cradle of civilization" and through
the Bible we have also learned that Palestine was the holy land where Jesus Christ
was born. For many of us, Jesus Christ is a symbol of love and peace on earth and
in Palestine and the Middle East, and yet for decades that Holy Land has been a

Er1
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land of deep suffering and conflicts. The General Assenbly is once again
considering the question of Palestine, and it is doing so with the knowledge of the
Algiers Declaration of Independence of Palestine proclaimed by the Palestine
National Council on 15 November 1988.

As a distant observer of the Palestine question, Papua New Guinea has
moni tored wi th keen interest the developments in the occupied terri tories that
culminated i,n the Algiers Declaration of Independence.

The declaration of Palestine's independence by its National Council came after
the ll-month long uprising by the Palestinians - the intifadah - in the west Bank
and Gaza Strip, where more than 300 lives - both Ai:'ab and Israeli - have been
lost. The uprising is nothing more than a manifestation of the Palestinians'
humiliation and indignation over Israeli domination.

The move by the Palestine National Council also came three and a half months
after Jordan had renounced all claims to administer the affairs of the Palestinians
under Israeli occupation. That, perhaps, was the turning point in the history of
the Palestinian people. It was also an opportunity for the Palestine Liberation
OrganizaUon (PLO) to determine the pol itical future of its people on their behalf.

Papua New Guinea pleads with Israel and its supporters to let the Palestinian
people go and to set it free from every form of domination and oppression.

The Palestine National Council's endorsement of the crucial security Council
resolution 242 (1967) is a welcome development. Papua New Guinea believes that
that resolution forms the b~is for peace in the Middle Eest.

The most important provision of Security Council uJolution 242 (1967) calls
for~
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independence of every State in the area a'ld their right to live in peace

within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acta of force.~
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-Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and

JB/35

Papua New Guinea firmly believes that the key to peace in the Middle East is a

change in atti t~de by all the par ties to the confl ict.

Israel must recognize the role of the PLO and must accept the PLO as the Bole,

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. Any attempt to drive a wedge

between the PLO and the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza is doomed to fail\ireo

_ .._---_....__.....--......._----""""---~
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While we call on the Israelis and their allies to make concess ions, the onus
for making such concessions does not fall on Israel alone. The Arabs must also

regards such a stance as politically and morally wrong_
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FurtherD)re, branding the PLO a terrorist organization does not do justice to

who hail the PLO as their legitimate reIXesentative and leader. Papua New Guinea

the cause of the just struggle. It is wrong to criminalize the Palestinian PEople,

make concessions, because it is our belief that peace in the Middle East is just as
important for the Arabs as for the Jews. The real test of the Arabs' peaceful

intentions will be their willingness and readiness to accept Israel's right to
exist.

The Algiers Declarationv in calling for a two-State arrangement, is a genuine
gesture by the Palestinians as a people who want a homeland and who want to 1 ive in
peace and harmony with Israel. Papua New Guinea sees this as a very significant
and importcmt first step. Since a poli tical solution of the conflict involves
territories which are inhabited by Palestinians, any political settlement must

include Palestinians.

Papua New Guinea enoorses the observations contained in the

Secretary-General's reports of 21 January 1988 (S/19443) and 30 september 1988
(A/43/691). We stand ready to support any efforts by the United Nations to bring
together all the parties directly concerned to negotiate a comprehensive, just and
lasting settlement of this long-standing conflict.

I wish to pay tribute to the leaders of the Palestine Libera.tion Organization,

including Chairrnan Arafat. They deserve credit for this timely move, taking

advantage of the change in the international climate. They have also won our

admiration for being able to make a breakthrough with a proposal acceptable to all
the important factions of the Palestine Liberation Organization. Because of

-.:....-_....-----------------
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strong sense of identity of the Palestinians. We sincerely hope that the

Palestinian people will be treated as equals by those ap:ound them &nd throughout

for us to sing in harnony.
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the world, and that their aspiratio~s to a homeland will be realized.

The opportunity exists for this international orchestra to play in tune and

our colonial experience, Papua New Guinea sharea the nationalist spirit and the

JP/edd

Papua New Guinea, as a developing country, regrets the unfortunate incident
which forced the General Asserrbly to nove to Geneva this week to address the

question of Palestine. We certainly hope that this will not be repeated. it should
not be regarded as a precedent.

Finally, the Q:)vernment and people of Papua New Guinea express t;'leir deep

sympathy wi tb, and sorrow for, the Government and. the paople of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics for the unfortunate and tragic loss of life and destruction of

property as a result of the recent earthquake in Armenia. We wish all those

affected an early and successful recovery. May <bd's blessings be upon those

thousands who have lost their lives and upon their surviving relatives.

Mr. FORTIER (Canada) (interpretation from French): In the past year the
question of Palestine, as the agenda item before us is enUtled, has taken on lA new
seriousness and urgency. The Israeli-Palestinian confrontation has intensified and
caused an ever more serious spiral of violence.

My Government has insisted on, at the very least, the need for the human

rights of the Palestinians to be respected and on the applicability of the Fourth

Geneva Convention to the occupied territories. Canada has spoken out forcefully,on
the matter, and it will continue to join the rest of the international community in
appealing for respact for the rights of the people of the West Bank and Gaza.

--------_......-----------
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Similar concerns, more than a generation ago, led Canada to take an active
role in suplX)rt of the united Nations Relief and trbrks Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Near East. We have intensified that suplX)rt and we have broadened
our efforts to assist the Palestinians through development programmes in the

occupied territories and throughout the Near East. Canadians have insisted on such
efforts, not only to assist people who are in need but also as 5n affirmation of
their personal and collective dignity. It is impossible to envisage peace without
each party being convinced of the other's dignity and according it the necessary

respect.

Assistance of any kind, essential as it is, remains a stop-ga~ in the absence

of a settlement. The need for progress is becoming more and more prGlssinq. While
the international environment has undoubtedly improved, thus reducing the prospects
of a global cataatrophe originating in the Near East, the human, moral and material
costs in the region itself have become unbearable.

Canada has refrained from prescribing to the parties directly concerned what
the nature of a settlement should be. My Q)vernment believes that outsiders can

sometimes play a helpful role in bringing parties together or in providing

arrangements to facilitate an agreement. Canada has participated in every

peace-keeping force in the region, and our experience reinforces our belief in the
usefulness of external confidence-building measures. Similarly, my Government
believes that an international conference under the auspices of the united Nations
would be the appropr iate framework for negotiations between the parties, as a means".

of demonstrating international support for a peacefUl settlement.

Of necessity, however, a lasting settlement requires the kind of cOllll'libnent
which can come only from the conviction of each of the parties that such a

settlement is in keeping with its interests. The oontent of any agreement must be

-
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It is thelon~-standingCanadian position that the Palestinians are among the
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tMr. Pbrtier, Canada)

left to negotiations between the parties directly concern~. Canada is collmit~d

parties with a right to play a full part in negotiations affecting their future.

Those negotiations will consti tute the appropr iate setting for the parties to come

to agreement on the term for peace, including the future status of the West Bank

and the Gaza Strip.

In one way, however, Canada did join the entire world community in setting the

conditions for a settlement. security Council resolution 242 (1967) is one of the

best examples of the statesmanship of which our Organization is capable. The only

OOllllOn bases for an agreement t'emain those which it provides, withdrawal from

territories occupied in 1967 and the right of all States in the region to live

including Israel, to live in peace. The resolution has bee" the corner-stone of

within secure and recognized bo~daries - in other words, the right of all States,

the Canadian conception of a comprehens ive settlel\lE;nt.

- • 10° ,".. ~ • •• • _ .' •
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For that reason, Canada welcomes the acceptance in Algiers by the Palestine

National Couneil (PNC) of that resolution, as well as .resolution 338 (1973), as a

basis for an international conference on the Middle East. Canada has long called

for an indication of the Palestinians' willingness to accept the underlying

principle of those resolutions. The realization of the Palestinian homeland,

whatever status is agreed in negotiations in which both Israel and the Palestinians

themselves participate, cannot be dissociated from a settlement which 1:11so

quarantees the security and well-being of Israel, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan.

Acknowledgement of such a coMection offers the promise of possibly significant

movement, of the kind we have all str iven so hard tD encourage. The Algiers

meeting of the ~C III&Y have begun to break the log-jam ""'ich has paralysed

prospects for peace.

That is why the Canadian Government pUblicly supported a visit tD New York by

the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization and ""'y we supported the move

by the General Assembly to hear him in Geneva. In his remarks in Stol:kholm and in

his statements here yesterday, he has improved the prospects of progress towards a

peaceful solution. By so doing, Mr. Arafat is addressing critical elements of

Canadian concern in the Middle East. These statements of the PLO post tion give new

reason for hope in a situation which has provided so little in the recent past.

Hope is a fundamental requirement in the present Near East situation. We need

a constructive focus to stimulate and channel the deep-seated longing for peace

which exists throughout the region. r-tj Government ,assures the Secretary-General of

its full support in the Security Council in order to make progress tDwards a just

and lasting settlement. We must be ready to explore all avenues for peace. We

also completely share the secratary-Generalos view of the importance of nurturing
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What is needed at this stage is determination to encourage the negotiating

every gesture in that direction if we are to ove::cone the mistrust that is so

(Mr. Fbrtier, Canada)
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process, combined with sensitivity to the complex and fundamental interests of both
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Israelis and Arabs. This patient determination is grounded in the conviction that

it has never been so clear that the status quo is a threat to what each side holds
dear, and that the present situation demands that each party clearly decide what is
in its true interests.

Mr •. LEGlAILA (80 tswana): This his tor ic debate on the que~\,tion of

Palestine is taking place here in Geneva because it could not, for reasons we all
know, take place in New York, at United Nations Headquarters, where it legitimately
belongs and should have taken place. On its own, or by itself, the expensive and
disruptive journey to Geneva to avail ourselves of the rare opportunity to listen

to Chairman Arafat plead the case of his colonized nation and occupied land is
immensely symbolic of the United Nations commitment to the liberation of the people
of Palestine and their land. on the other hand, our presence here adds a great
deal of poignancy to the monumental tragedy that is the homelessness of the people
of Palestine: the fact that their leader - a man who embodies all those longings
and aspirations - can be denied a visa to speak of these longings and aspirations

in peace. There seems to be no limit to man's inhumanity to man.

Whether one surveys it from this European vantage point or from a N:>rth

American perspective, the world has changed a great deal since our last General
Assembly debate on Palestine. The ideological war of nerves between the East and
the West has given way on what seems to be a sustained bas is to a co-opera tive
spirit of rapprochement, evidenced by the facility with which the auper-Powers, in
par ticular, are able to meet and talk peace.
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Yet there remain undaunted, ossified and frozen in immobility, two rogue

elephants in the family of nations, two black marks on the face of this, our
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In Africa, Asia and elsewhere the signs of the times point to a rapidly

meaning to the time-honoured and tested principles of peaceful coexistence.

unchangeable. Nothing seems capable of changing their inhuman ways and practices.

changing world, a world weary of the follies of its past, a world ready to give new

The injustice that is being perpetrated in the Palestinian lands of the West Bank
and Gaza, the brutal breaking of the limbs of innocent Palestinians as they

demonstrate unarmed for their freedom, the bulldozing of their houses, expulsions

and various other acts of brutality perpetrated against the Palestinian people by
Israel, stand out in star~ relief against the mood of the times.

In apartheid South Africa, too, the callousness, the indifference, the
brutality, are the same. ~artheid, too, is seemingly impervious to change.

The tragedy of Palestine is a heart-rending one, to say the least. Not only
are the Palestinian people oppressed, occupied, shot and killed in their own west
Bank and Gaza, bu t there is naught for the ir com for t and peace, even in the re fugee
camps, particularly in the tortured country of Lebanon, where Israel has no qualms
in pursuing them and raining death on them. And we all seem so utterly helpless in
the face of such inhumanity.

The Palestine National Council (PNC) has spoken, and spoken with conviction
and sincerity, we believe. The recent Algiers Declaration is not as ambiguous as
its detractors may think in its advocacy of a negotiated settlement of the

Pales tin ian issue. we cannot take lightly the nomen tous acceptance by the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
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and 338 (1973) in all their over-arching implications. It must have taken a great

deal of courage, wisdom and statesmanship for the leadership of the PLO to make the

historic decision they nade in Algiers - to en-bark on an epic journey of faith into

the future. In Stockholm last week Chairman Arafat repeated his lIOvelf.ent's

acceptance of Israel's existence and its readiness

"to enter into peace negotiations at an international oonference under the

auspices of the Uni ted Na tions".

The Chairman repeated his rejection and cont.~emnation of terrorism

"in all its forms, including Sta te terror ism" •
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rostrum. Who can say that the Chairman's speech was not a powerful reaffirmation

PLO has not made ooncessions? The United States Secretary of State said the other
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Yesterday we listened, spellbound, to Chairman Arafat speaking from this

day that the united States had for a long time stipulated certain conditions which
were to be met by the PLO if the United States was to have dialogue with the PLO.

of the historic Algiers Declara tion? On what bas is can it be suggested that the

by the PLO of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as a basis for
negotiation of Mid-East peace·, secondly, recogni tion of Israel's right to exist;
and, thirdly, the denunciation of terrorism in all its forms.

Surely, the PLO has ~t all those conditions) yesterday we heard a repetition
of its acceptance of all of them. It has accepted Se cur ity Council resolutions 242
(1967) and 338 (1973), and it is ready to negotia te peace "1i th Israel. It has

reoognized the right of the State of Israel to exist alongside a Palestinian State
in the West Bank and Gaza, and it h as renounced and denounced terror ism in all itsforms •

And yet it is still said that the PLO has not gone far enough, that it has not
earned the qualification to be a participant in the negotiations for Mid-East
peace. The question we are forced to ask is whether the intentions of those who
insist on more concessions from the PLO beyond the nomentous ones it has made are
now to call fOr total Palestinian capitulation as a price for acceptance of the PLO
as a negotiating partner. Is that the intention? Is it being suggested that the
Palestinian people should, as an irreducible minimum demand, forgo or abandon th~ir
aspira Hons and their right to freedom and independence in their own seJ?ara te
State? By what moral standard are we measuring the right to freec:bm and
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independence? By what logic is it morally permissible for the Jewish people of
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security and peace find free expression, while the sane is denied to the

Palestinian nation? We cannot understand this twisted logic.

The Palestinian people are in every respect entitled to a hone of their own,
not as an appendage of someone else's muntryor home, but a country or home of
their very own in which to enjoy in full measure the very same freedoms and

liberties as are enjoyed by the Jewish people in Israel. Any approach bJ the

Palestinian question which proceeds from the premise that the Palestinian people

can be pressured into accepting anything less, anything less than what they and the

rest of the international community know and believe they are inalienably entitled
to as human beings, is a non-starter and a dangerous del us ion.

My country remains adamant in its convictim that peace in the Middle East in
unalterably synonymous with the reconciliation of the aspirations of the Jewish and
Palestinian people, who have been brought together by fa te and history to share
space, willy-nilly, in a conrnon aneas tr a1 land.

My country has never doubted the 1egi tinacy of Israel's right to exist. We
have on several occasions voted at the United Nations for a motion designed to

defer action on a proposal or amendment to reject the credentials of Israel. We
have done so because we truly believe that the people of Israel have every right,
like any People anywhere else, to have a home they can call their own. It is in
this mntext that our unyielding support for the struggle of the Palestinian people
for freedom and independence in a Pales tin ian Sta te in the West Bank and Gaza mus t
be underatood. We will remain unJt¥)ved in our refusal b:) accept the perverse view
that only the Jewish people are en ti t1ed to na tiona1 freedom and independence in
Palestine. We will not accept that kind of logic.
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endur~cl the unspeakable trauma of the Holocaust, the Jewish people ought to know
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and recngnized the Palestinian State. This is an unprecedented development within

negotiate peace with Israel. Across the globe more than 80 oountries have welcolMd

338 (1973) by the PLO. They have accepted and welcoued the PLO's readiness to

injustice they are doing to their own tragic history? Should we not expect them to

threatened will be its very survival. In the long run the people of Israel will

And what does the daily carnage in the west Bank and Gaza cb to the moral

Salvation fop: both Israel and the Palestinians lies in a negotiated settlement

The time has oome for reason unencunbered by religious and ideological

insecurity in the diaspora.

presence on j. ts imnedia te peri phery of mill ions of Pales tin ians see th ing wi th

have to pay dearly for their indifference to the lessons of history.

negotiation, the more their sandwiched State will become beleaguered, and the IIIOre,

such a short space of time, and the international community would be damned if it

be secon.a to none in compass ion and tolerance? Having 1 ived under Hi tler and

well-being of the Jewish people? Have they ever stopped to imagine the kind of

did not tl'\ke advantage of it and push harder for a negot t" ,<3 settlement of the

weloomed and accepted the acceptance of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

decades-old bitterness. In fact, the more the Jewish people of Israel resist

better, slli-:ely, the agony and paln of statelessness and homelessness, of life and

of their oonflict. The State of Israel will never know peace or secur ity with the

considerations to prevail across the board in the Middle East. The overwhelming
majority of the Arab oountries have endorsed the Algiers Declar~tiono They have

welooued and reoognized the Palestinian State born of that Declaration. They have

()
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on the new concessions by the PLO. The challenge in the Middle East is no longer

the sta telessness and homelessness of the Pales tin ian people as the po:- ice for peace
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to come to terms with the unrealism and negativism of seeking the perpetuation of

that is the State of Israel; rather, it is one of persuading, or pressuring, Israel

one of persuading the Arab world to accept the permanent and indestructible reaU ty

in the Middle East. The price of peace in the Middle East can never. be

cnnfirmation of the intoler.able status quo. The status qL.'O is good neither for

Israel nor for thA Palestinians.

The Palestinians have made ooncessions, we insist. It is now Israel's turn to

make concessions. The two sides must walk to'.'1ards each other to meet each other

half-way and negotiate oonmon ground. Neither side should be asked to ooncecle more

than its share, and Israel and its friends cannot expect the Palestinians to

ooncede more than their share, just as the Israelis should not, and cannot, be
asked to make more than their share of concess ions. Each party is being asked to
oompromise for peace in the Middle East.

The backers of the two sides are also being asked to cnunsel IOOderation and

realism, not rejectionism and intransigence. 'lb encourage Israel to see nothing

but chicanery and bad faith in the positive and conciliatory pronouncements of the

Chairman of the PLO is to counsel rejectionism and intransigence on the part of
Israel.

- # - - ........ -" .. -: ; .. ..,. - •• '
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Finally, let me repeat this on behalf of my country. We harbour no ill

well indeed, as always, but we shall not allow our goodwill towards the State of
Israel to be abused and misunderstood. Botswana is a freedom-loving, peace-loving
and justice-loving country, and we cannot, if we are to continue to leave in peace
with our conscience, give succour to Israeli practices and policies in the occupied
lands, give succour to the Israelis' breaking of limbs, shooting to kill of

children arme~ with stones, very much like SOuth Africa - or does the breaking of

limbs make South Africa look like an angel?

The g:>lden opportunity to emark now on a journey to peace and stability in

the Middle East is within Israel's grasp. Why not call the PLO's bluff if it is,
believed that the P~ is blUffing? Why not give peace a chance, if Israel really
wants peace? Why the intransigence?

Hr o' O1ADRA (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish); For the past

40 years the question of Palestine has had an important place on the General

Assenb1y's agenda. Today we are dealing with the subject once again, at a critical

juncture, resulting from the Declaration of Independence of the State of Palestine
made by the Palestine National Council on 15 November.

The circumstances in which the General Assembly has had to deal wi th this
crucial issue for peace in the Middle East in the world are also exceptional. The
regrettable decision of the United States Government has brought us together in
Geneva for three days to deal with the matter. Although we greatly appreciate the

warm hospitality of the people and Government of Switzerland, their even handedness
and neutrality which provide an appropriate climate for an in-depth and calm debate
of the problem, we must express our concern at that action by the United States
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in the normal way and in the usual circumstances.

On behalf of the people and Government of Nicaragua, one of the first
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Government, which, while violating the rights of the countries concerned, is also

an attack against the Organization, preventing it from carrying out its functions

Nicaraguan delegation, the President of Nicaragua twice had to cancel his

participation in the current session of the General Assenbly.

coun~r ies officially to recngnize the new State of Palestine, we repeat here our

joy over this historic event and again express our mili tant s~lidarity wi th the
heroic people of Palestine, its vanguard body, the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PU», and the Poo's Chairman, Yasser Arafat.

The question of Palestine has been widely reO')gnized within the international
community as the basic cause of the Middle East problem. General Assenbly
resolutions on the matter have always clearly stated that a just and lasting peace

in the region can be attained only when the Pales tin ian people is guaranteed the

full exercise of its inalienable rights and when Israel has tDtallyand

unconditionally withdrawn from all the occupied Arab and Palestinian territories.
Indeed, in its resolution 3236 (XXIX) the General Asserrbly reaffirmed the

inalienable rights of the Palestinian people~ including the right to

self-determination without external inter ference, the right to independence and
sovereignty, and the right of the Palestinians to return to their homes and have
their proparty restored.

ltbre than two decades have passed since Israel occupied Palestinian territory

by force. Since then that suffering people nas not been able to enjoy its basic
rights, which are recngnized in various international instruments - particularly in

----_...------~--------
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the 1949 Geneva Conventions re1a tive to occupied terd tories. It is well known
that Israel's systematic refusal to apply those instruments to the occupied
Palestinian territories results simply from the fact that it has not the slightest
intention of withdrawing from them. On the contrary, it is seeking ways and means

to consolidate its occupation with new settlements, its expropriation of land, the
transfer of Israeli settlements to occupied territories and other kinds of pressure
designed to force the Palestinian population to leave its land.-Oppression and suffer ing are a constant in the life of the Palestinian

people. The destruction of their homes, mass arrests, the expUlsion of leaders,
deportation, closure of universities and schools and attacks on refugee camps,

cities, towns and neighbourhoods and even religious centres are daily practices of
the occupying Power, whose attitude is a flagrant violation of the norms of

international law and all the principles of the Charter of our Organization, to

which Israel owes its own existence.

Having decided to put an end once and for all to the Israeli occupation and
the resulting suffering and injustice, the Palestinian people a year ago started
the great popular upr ising, rejecting the occupation and fighting for its overthrow
and termina tion.

Referring to that historic popular insurrection, the Secretary-G!neral, in his

report on the si tua tion in the Middle East, 9 ta ted ,

"Born of the frustration and despair of a poPJlation that has lived under

occupation for more than 20 years, the intifadah is a cHrect result of the

stalemate in the search for a pe~ceful settlement of the Arab-Israel i

conflict. The Palestinian people have endured great suffering) the

perseverance of the intifadah is evidence of their conmitment to exercise

their legitimate rights, including self-determination." (A. 43/867, para. 32)
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self-determination took concrete form in the historic Declaration of Independence

the need to wnvene an international conference on the Middle East problem~ and

participation on an equal footing of the permanent menbers of the Secull:ity Council

and all the parties to the conflict in the region, including, of course, the PLO,

as the most appropr late means to seek final agreement enabling the establishment of

a stable and lasting peace in the region. The basis of the conference must be

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and the guarantee of the

national rights of the Palestinian people - particularly the right to

sel f-de termination.

_ .. __........ ··_·""0"'-----..
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every encouragement to the Secretary-General to continue his efforts and

time for the Israel i regime to realize that it cannot swim against the tide of

consultations with regard to the convening of the International Conference. It is

(~Cuadra, Nicaragua)
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We now have a historic opportuni ty that we must not waste. Therefore, we give

historYJ it is tine for it to accept the fact that the Palestinian people has a

right to self-determination, political independence and sovereignty over its

terri OOry.

Yesterday Yasser Arafat, in a historic statement, made the following appeal

for peace to Israeh

"Come, let us make peace. Let us make the peace of the bold, of the

courageous, far from the arrogance of power ane. the weapons of destruction,

far from occupation and oppression and humiliation &1d murder and torture. w

(A/43/PV.78; .p •. 37"'!Q)

Unfortunately, the replies have been negative, putting dark storm clouds on

the bright horizon created yesterday by the words of the leader of the PLO.

..

However, we are l;ure that the oonviction, heroism and justice shown in the

struggle of the Palestinian people will make this dream and ideal a reality and
that, as Araf~t said:

"The dawn approaches. Victory is at hand." (!2!2.)

Mr~' PIBt:JLSONGGR1l1, (Thailand): The year 1988 marks the beginning of a new
and encouraging trend towards peace and accommodation in international relations.

We have witnessed the emergence of a global trend towards what my Minister of

FOreign Affairs has called a new world order of peace and justice.

The prospects of a peaceful settlement of regional conflicts aroun,' the world
have bec:::ome real this year. Suddenly lights at the end of many of the world's long
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tunnels have. become visible. Yet with this new sense of optimism C".ame new

challenges to tackle and to overcome. A n~; world order of peace and justice seems

within reach, but yet not close enough to touch.

tb one can deny that 1988 has brought us great opportunities. But

opportuni ties alone do not guar an tee peace. Opportuni ties, no matter how great,

are meaningless unless we make good use of them. We must make sure that this

year's great opportunities do not become lost opportunities for future historians.

to try to learn from our mistakes.

In our interdependen t wor Id r eg10na1 confl icts affect all of us. Regional

conflicts will disappear oftly wi th the existence of a poli tical will on all sides

to work together for a peacef'.Il future, in the spir it of accolllllOdation and respect

for the purposes and principles of the Charter of the Uni ted Nations and

iner national law.

Like many other regional conflicts, the question of Palestine has been with us

for far too long. The continuation of the conflict in the Middle East benefits no

one. It can only bring pain and endless suffering to all involved. The intifidah

dur in9 the paot year in the occupied terri tories is a sad reminder of th is fact.

The question of Palestine threatens regional as well as international peace

and security. For over 40 years it has remained the core of the Arab-Israeli

conflict.

Thailand has been and continues to be firm in its opposition to ~cts which are

contrary to the purposes and principles of the Charter and international law. Thus

my delegation would like to reaffirm its steadfast support for the struggle 0'£ the

Palestinian people to exercise its legitimate rights, inclUding its inalienable

right to self-determination. The acquisition of territory by force is illegal and
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also be met.

be restored. The leg.itimate security concerns of all states in the region must

convening the International Peace Conference on the Middle East under the auspices
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Thailand fully supports the growing international consensus in favour of

unacceptable. Therefore, Arab sovereignty over the occupied Arab territories must

of the United Nations, with the participation of the permanent memers of the
United Nations security Council, and all parties concerned, ine;J.uding the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO) 6 on an equal footing. We firmly believe that a
peaceful, comprehensive and just settlement of the conflict in the Middle East
should be based on relevant General AsseJmly and Security Council resolutions,
particularly security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

On 15 Novemer 1988 in Algiers the Palestine National Council (!'Ne) proclaimed
an independent State of Palestine. The PNC also declared its decision to acceptSecurity Oouncil resolutions 242 (1967) and 339 (1973). Indeed, my ptime Minister,
General Chatichai Choonhavan, has referred to this decision as a significant and
constructive effort towards the long-awaited peace in the Middle East. This
decision is in line with the nomeutum towards a new wQrld order of peace and
justice.

As we see it, strict observance of the purposes and principles of the United
Nations Charter and international law is at the heart of this new world order. Theunconditional acceptance of binding Security Council resolutions is a major step
towards this end. In this same light, we also welcome the PLO's recent
clarification in Stockholm that, in Algiers, the Palestine National Council
accepted the existence of Israel 88 a State in the region and declared its
rejection and condemnation of terror ism in all forms.

_.'-------------,...,.....----
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My delegation listened very carefully to the imp"rtalt address by Chairman

that a just and durable settlement of the queetion of Palestine can finally be

realized.

The' PRESIDDfT (interpratation from Spanish): I shall now have to suspenp

the meeting for at least half an hour, because we have been in the process of

negotiations which have prompted amendments to draft resolutions to be put before

the Assembly torrorrow. The negotiations have been completed, but the translations

have not, if we wish to proceed to a vote tollDrrow and abide by the rUles,

decisions wUl have to be taken today.
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The'meeting·was·suspended·at·9~40·p.m.'andresumed'at10.30 p.m.

Hr .. ' VAN' LIEROP (Vanuatuh As we meet here in Geneva to debate agenda
item 37, entitled "Question of Palestine", our delegation does so with mixed

enntiol'ls. On the one hand, it is always nice to visit the beautiful and pleasant

city of Geneva, z; charming and historic landmark· in the history of multilateral
diplomacy.

On the other hand, this debate, this issue - indeed, these General Assembly

meetings - belong in New York at United Nations Headquarters. Regrettably, a most
unfortunate decision was made by the host country of the United Nations, which

meant that we could not hold this debate in New York, if we chose to listen to the
authentic voice of the people of Palestine.

It was not the United Nations which chose ·'asser Arafat, Chairman of the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), to be the representative voice of the

Palestinian people. Nor was it any individual member of the United Nations, or any
group of MenOer States which made that decision.

It should, by now, be clear to all tha t the voi ce and the leader ship 0 f a
.. truggling people emerge from within that. people. Others may object, but they will
n .."er be able to determine or define the voice of the Palestinians~ only those
people themselves have that right.

The United Nations and roost members of the international community with an

appreciation of reality reoognize the stature accorded to the PLO by the people of

Palestine themselves. It is that stature, and that stature alone, which makes

Mr. Arafat the legitimate voice of a people that has for far too long been denied
its birthright. It is that stature, and the international conmunity's need to hear
of recent developments first hand, which brings us to Geneva.
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What is even MOre unfOrtunate i~ that they would also like to close our ears to his

words. Some not able to believe what the rest of us hear. Some seem even to fear
the hope borne by his message.

At the outset the Palestinians were denied their land. Then they w~re denied

their identity. Eventually, there were even cruel attempts to deny their very
existence. Through their efforts, and their efforts alone, it became impossible
for all but the most myopic observers to deny their existence. It has now also

become impossible to deny them their identity. However, some still apparently

harbour the illusion that if the Palestinians, and their suuggle, can be denied
their voice, then the denial of their land and the denial of their legitimate

aspirations can be continued.

Fbrtunately for those who cherish justice and equality, nothing could be

further from the truth. Fortunately for those who appreciate the fact that the
value of a human being and the rights of a ci tizen cannot be determined by the

colour of one's skin, the faith one professes, the gender of one's birth, or the

wealth of one's family, the Palestinian people will not be denied its voice - not
today, not tomorrow, not ever.

Those who would attempt to deny that people its voice might enjoy better
success attempting to hold back the waters of a mighty ocean ",ith their bare
hands. They might have better success attempting to silence the thunder of an
impending storm. They might even have better success attempting to catch a bolt of
lighting, and hurl it back at the heavens in anger and frustration.

tb, the Palestinians will not be denied their voice. They will not be denied
their land. They will not be denied their dignity. And we will not be denied the

opportunity to hear their message.
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far from a just and lasting solution. tbt everyone would have imagined the extent
or the hear tache, the suffer ing, the bi t te:cness tha t has been genera ted on bo th
sides of this long conflict. tbt everyone would have imagined how much interest
would develop in every corner of the globe in the in tricacies and nuances of the

political drama being acted out in the ancient land of Palestine. Fbur decades ago

not everyone would have imagined how IWch the rest of the world would today pray
for the emergence of individuals wise enough, compassionate enough and with enough
strength to devise an effective solution to this issue.

Fbur decades ago, of course, most of the States represented here today were
,.

Non-Self-Governing Territories, in one form or another. Those who made the

decisions which affected most of the world's population seldom consulted most of

the world's people. There is no doubt that the history of post-second World War
Palestine would be different were its preface and its early chapters to be written

by today's United Nations. However, we understand that the passage of time cannot
be erased, and history cannot be rewritten. What we cannot allow is one or even

two or three members of the international community to take it upon themselves to
create tororrow's history by presenting the rest of the world with "facts" which
they and they alone determine.

The words of Chairman Arafat, which we were all priVileged to hear in the

course of this debate, indicate in a clear and unambiguous manner that the people
of Palestine, and their representative organization, the PLO, also understand that
history cannot be undone. The statesmanlike tone of the remarks by Mr. Arafat
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afford the world a long-sought opportunity to tx!gin earnest and sincere efforts to

resolve what has long been one of the international community's mst intractable

problems. All that is lacking is an expression of willingness by the other side to

engage in a process of dialogue in the search for justice llnd peace.

Those of us who support the Palestinian people in what we believe to be its

just cause have often been bold that we were being ·unrealistic., and that we were

·living in the pastil. Now we ask~ in refusing to consider the evolution of the

PLO's views, who is being unrealistic? Who is living in the past by stubbornly

refusing to engage the PLO in dialogue? Why should not there be an international

conference wolving the parties to the conflict, and those who are in a position

to provide effective guarantees for the future well-being of the parties?
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Let us today help make history that future generations will be proud to recall.

Let us not miss this opportunity. Let us encourage those who look to the

~day, we are still struggling to lift the very beautiful-sounding words we have

intifadC!h affords us that opportunity.

Everyone has a right to his or her own i&nti ty. Everyone has a right to his

in their effort to regain what is rightfully theirs.

Right new, in Palestine, we have a chance to do exactly that. The PLO has

necessity, they have been forceu to turn to the only other avenue left open to them

birthright, but also the right effectively to seek redress of their grie"1ances. By

For far too many years the people of Palestine have been denied not only their

Vanuatu is a long way from Palestine and the attendant conflicts in the Middle
East. Howeve~, like all other members of the international family of nations, we

democratic principles. rot>re than four decades ago we codified these beliefs.

or her O\m dr eams. Everyone has a right, and a duty, to struggle for freedom and

future in Palestine. Let us help begin the next step in the long journey to bring

justice and peace to the people of Palestine and all the people of that region.

have a great stake in the restoration of peace and stability in that region.

Let us today proclaim that in spirit we are all Palestinians.

all subscr ibed to from the pages of the paper they are wr itten on and breathe life

afforded us t~lat opportunity. The bravery of those who are participating in the

---------------------

". .

()
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Hr ~. PHOOFOLO (Lesotho); '!\) our host country, the SWiss Confederation,

and its Government and people, we pay a well-deserved special tribute for hosting
these very important meetings in the 1988 session of the General Assor-.i?>ly. Once.
more the warm and charming people of the Swiss Confederation have assured the

international community that whenever the subject of peace is at the centre of

man IS con~erns no impediments whatsoever should be created or tolerated. We salute
them as true, proven chanpions of freedom of speech and liberty.

It is very regrettable that, contrary to the spirit that established the
Organization, unforeseen additional expense has had to be incuIred by the United

Nations and its members in the cuuent session, through no deliberate and planned
decision of the Members, save the United States, the host country. It is

particularly regrettable during the current trying times in the life of the united
Nations.

The 1947 Headquarters Agreement between the United Nations and the United
States of America concerning the legal obligation of the host country has been
violated, notwithstanding all the formalities that the Palestinian Liberation

Organization (PLO) Chairman, Mr. Yasser Arafat, observed to facilitate his address
to the General Assembly.

Contrary to three pertinent sections of the Ilgreement - sections 11, 12 and

13 - Mr. Arafat, the leader of an organization reoognbed by the United Nations and
with Permanent Observer status, was denied entry to the United States for very
unconvincing reasons, involving disregard for the legal obligations of the United
States. Contrary to the provisions of section 13, all the guaranteed privileges
entrenched in section 11 of the Agreement have been interfered with.

The whole world was shaken by that well-conceived and calculated move

deliberately disregarding one of the fundamental tenets·of the united Nations. It

. . ~ ,---------_.......-----
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feels disbelief, and asks, tihither the lhited Nations, with its Head:Juarters at
New York? Who is next? Are ireedom of speech and freedom of movement still the
basic essentials of wha t we are constantly lectured about as the corner-stone of
western democracy?

To Chairman Yasser Arafat, we say, "00 not be disheartened. Your arm and your
voice of peace and regional reconciliation have been strengthened. They have been
our main source of inspiration and a moving spirit, testified to by our

overwhelming response in coming to listen to your message of peace at this proven
citadel of peace, where liberty of movement and freedDm of speech are respected and
not infringed upon."

The brilliant address Chairman Arafat so ably and convincingly delivered to
the Assem1y will always renain in our minds as a mst welcome and timely message
of peace and the brotherhood of man. He and all his gallant followers in the PID

have risen to commanding heights to attain peace and resolve the Middle East
problem.

As recently as the last non-aligned !breign Ministers' conference, held in
Niccsia, Cyprus, in septenber this year, the Ministers stressed that a

comprehensive, just and lasting solution to the problem of the Middle East could
not be achieved wi thout Israel's tntal and uncondi tional wi thdrat1al from all
Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jerusalem.

The Ministers further stressed that a solution was possible only if the

Palestinians regained and exercised their legitimate and inalienable rights,

inclUding the right to return to their homes, the right of se1f-determina tion
without external interference and the r igbt to national independence, as well as
the right to establish a sovereign independent Sta te in Pales tine, in conformi ty
with ~e pr incip1es of the Charter and relevant United Nations resolutions •

•
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In his rep:»rt to the General Assembly, dated 28 Novenner 1988, under agenda

We say to the State of Israeh "tn as moh as we recognize your right to

East's protracted and daunting tragedy. The participants in such a conference must

The cardinal foreign pol icy of the Kingdom of Lesotho is founded on peace.

East were adopted last weak.

tragic loss of life and destruction of property as a result of occupation by the

justifiable Palestinian explosion, brought about by great human suffering and

The 9 DecenOer 1987 intifadah is a logical consequence and expression of the

include all the involved parties, including the PLO, as decided by our Organization.

The latest Declaration of the Palestine National Council - in Algiers on

resolving regional and international diffe~ences. Hence the Kingdom of Iesotho

support in principle the call for an international peace conference on the Middle

leading to a Palestinian homeland, inclusive of statehood.

Pursuant to this policy, we have persistently supported contact and dialogue in

existence within its borders without occupation and the .application of brutal

endorsed by the General Assembly when resolutions on the question of the Middle.

15 Novenber - was a reaffirmation of the noble pr inciples that the Foreign

Ministers emphasized. It is noteworthy that those noble principles were again

exist within secure borders, the Palestinian people has a similar right to

exercise their legitimate and inalienable rights, including self-determination,

item 40, liThe Situation in The Middle East", the secretary-General observes:

-------_.--.............-------.'--.
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I am confident that w! th the full sUPport of the...

-I am well aware that any initiative concerning the Arab-Israeli
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to encounter difficulty.
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conflict - be it in regard to questions of procedure or substance _ is bound

Secur ity Council, and in particular the co""Operation of the major Powers,

progress can be made towards a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

Recent months have seen tangible progrees towards the settlement of several

regional conflicts, the protracted and explosive nature of the Arab-Israeli

this area.- (A/43/867iPara. 36)

oonflict makes it all the IIDre urgent that we now concentrate our efforts in
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it, let them know that the innocent blood of the Palestinians shall be sought from
them Q'l the day of reckoning.

The Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Hr. Yasser Arafat, has
eloquen tly and ably ou tUned the ps th of peace and nu tual accomncda tion, as

oontained in the Palestine National Council's Algiers Declaration of 15 Novenber.

A new era has been ushered in for: all those who yearn for a lasting and duralJle

solution to the Middle East problem.

It is the oonsidered view of the Kingdom of I:esotho that con tinued

consideration an~ use of military options as the only means of achieving the

desirf.,d peace would be tragic: and would only exacerbate the problem of the Middle
Bast regie,n. Such options are at best dianetrically opposed to and inconsistent
w'!th the spir it and objectives of the Charter and all the relevant United Nations

resolutions on peaceful coexistence between Palestinian Arabs and Israelis.

Five AIrier iean Jews of good intentions, dedicated to peace in the Middle Fast,
met Chairman Arafat and a PLO delegation in Stockholm on 7 Decenber 1988 and heard
from the PLO that it accepted the existence of Israel as a State in the region and
declared its rejection and condemnation of terrorism in all its forms.

The internationally applauded 15 Nc-venber 1988 Algiers Palestine National

Council Declara tion has provided the canplete recipe for peace in the Middle But.
In its body and content the Declaration is unarmiguolls, expl lci t: and crystal-clear.

A meal based on the essential recipe for a lasting and durable peace in the
Middle Fast has na.t been served, and it only remains for peace-lovers to Pirtake of
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contradictions of any further impediments to a direct dialogue and negotiations
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that they carry is well received and appreciated by all the progressive forces of
peace and brotherhood of man. The roaa to freecbm and the happiness of mankind is

'lb the PLO, ana particularly to Chairman Arafat, we say that the flag of peace

it. Those that choose from the menu of the peace process cannot suffer the

always full of obstacles, par ti cular1y to the las t steps towards the cher ished and
noble goal of indapendence and sovereignty.

The Kingdom of Lesotho looks forward to the early resolution of the
Palestinian problem.

We thank Mr. Yasser Arafat, the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, for his history-making explanation of the Palestine tJational
Council's Algiers Declaration.

Once again we eXptess our gratitude and appreciation to the magnanimous
peace-loving people and Government of the Swiss Confederation for having so
qraciously, and typically of Swiss hospitality, facilitated the convening of these
meetings in their beautifUl city of Geneva.

The' PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish)' In accordance with GeneralAssell'bly resolutiotl 3369 (XX'(), of 10 OCtober 1975, I now call on the
Secretary-General of the Organization of the Islamic Conference.

Mr.' PIRZADA (Organization of the Islemic Conference): It is Cl special
privilege to address the General Assembly, which is meeting in Geneva to consider
the question of Palestine at a time when a unique opportunity for peace in the
Middle East has been afforded by the recent decisions of the Palestinian
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leadership. If this opportunity is seized, the I1Dmentous developments of the past
few weeks could well mark a turnlng-point in the efforts to resolve this problem,

which continues to pose a serious threat to the peace md security not only of the
re«Jion, but of the whole wor ld.

After th~ acbption of i:he important Declaration by the Palestine National

Council in Algiers recently, the international community was eagerly awaiting
Chairun Yasser Arafat's address to the General Assembly. We were disappointed and
saddened at the refusal of 11 visa to Mr. Arafat by the United states. This
decision was in contraventi.on of United States obligations under the Agreement it

signed as the country hosting the United Nations Headquarters. We cannot but

deplore the failure of the host country to honour its leg~l obligations and its

flagrant disregard of the wishes of the international community, expressed in

resolution 43/48 of 30 Noyeaoer 1988. The General Asseni)ly was thus obliged to

take the extraordinary step of considering the question of Palestine in Geneva.

We are grateful to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the

Govern..nt of Switzerland, who responded in a remarkable manner to the call of the
international community by organizing these special meetings at the United Nations

Office in Geneva. We appreciate the arrangements I1Ilde for the success of the

General Assembly's deliberations on this important question.

The United Nations has a special responsibility towards the people of

Palestine. The eviction of the Palestin1ana from their homes and from their soil,
their imMnae suffer 1ngs ""d travails, all originated from the decisions taken by
the General AQaellbly some 40 years ago. It is also pertinent to recall that
General A8selllbly resolution 181 (I1), of 29 November 1947, which ,is one of the

earliest on this issue, envisaged the establishment of a Palestinian State.

1 •._ "
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Palestinian people, treating their national tragedy as a question of refugees.
Israel's illegal occupation of Palestinian and Arab territories, its incessant
persecution of the Palestinian people, and its gross and flagrant denial of their
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inalienable rights did not evoke an in terna tional response commensura te wi th thegravity of the crimes perpetrated by the Zionist entity, against the Palestinian
people.

Twenty years after the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip
a new generation of Palestinians, who had seen nothing but the overweening pride ofIsraeli occupying forces and Zionist colonial settler;:s, had come of age. tb allDunt
of terror and intimidation could suppress the flame of liberty and freedom which
their youthful spirits yearned for. Thus on 8 December 1987 Palestinian youth cast
the first stone against the armed might of the Israeli occupying forces. It
heralded the glorious intifadah, which has at last jolted the conscience of the
international community. The visual imagos of Palestinian youth defending their
dignity and honour barehanded against the bullets and arnoured vehicles of the
occupying forces have been flashed around the world on television screens and have
evoked deep sentiments of sympathy from all people who value freedom, liberty and
humanity. The intifadah symbolizes the assertion of the Palestinian national
identity.

i
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We salute the undaunted spirit of these brave people fo;: freedom and liberty.
We aCinire their courage and determination and pay tr ibute to their heroic spir it of
sacrifice.

The Palestine National Council on 15 November 1998, in Algiers, took the

historic decision to proclaim the independence of a Palestinian State. The
Declaration and resolutions adopted by it constitute a lananark in the search for a
peaceful solution to the Middle East problem, and, indeed, are an eloquent tribute
to the sagaci ty, political acumen and statesmanship of the Palestinian leadership.

we listened with close attentiOfi to the illuminating statement made by

Chairman Yasser Arafat on the important political and diplomatic initiatives taken

by the PLO to reach a just and equitable settlement of the Palestine question. On
behalf of the melTbers of the Organization of the Islamic COnference, I congratulate
Chairman Yasser Arafat on his eloquent address f and again assure him of the
steadfast suppor t of the Organization of the Islamic COnference for the just

struggle of the Palestinian people for self-determination and the establishment of
a Palestinian State.

The decisions taken by the Palestinian leadership in Algiers have dispelled

any doubts about the PLO's objectives) served to crystallize the political

situationJ and translated into declared policy the PLO's desire to establish peace
on a just and equitable basis, and, mst important, tn fashion for the Pales tin ian
people a glorious destiny based on the full restitution of their inalienable

national rights.

The POO's approach, as is evident from the Algiers CX>'lIIIIunique, is realistic

and pragmatic. The categorical affirmation of the PLO's acceptance of all tl1ited
Nations resolutions pertaining to the Palestine issue, particularly Security
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Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), together with a firm and unequivocal

independent State of their own in their homeland, meets fully the demands of those

demand for the restoration of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,
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who were prevarica ting and not tak ing an honour able pod tion on the Pales tine issue.

foremost of which is their dght to self-determinati,on and the establishment of an

The PLO has also reaffirmed in categorical terms its ardent desire to reach a

comprehensive political settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict, the core issue of
which is the Palestine question. The Palestinian leadership has called fOr the

convening of an international peace conference on the Middle East under Uni ted
Nations auspices, with the participation of the permanent memers of the Seour ity
Council and all parties directly concerned, including the PLO, the sole, legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people, on an equal footing. The oonference

should guarantee to the Palestinian people their right to self-determination and
the establishment of an independent Palestinian state, as well ag Israel's

withdrawal from all Palestinian and Arab territories occupied since 1967, including
Al-Quds al-Sharif.

The PLO has clarified its position on all imJ.X)rtant aspects of the Middle East
problem, which should evoke a positive response from all concerned. It has in no
uncertain terms pronounced itself for peace - a just and durable peace for all the
states and peoples in the region. It is now for the other parties concerned to

reciprocate in good faith the PLO's noble gesture.

The in terna t ional communi ty h as ha !led the Declara tion of Independence, and a
large number of States have already reoognized the Palestinian State. It is

encouraging to note that more and more Sta tes are now c:onvinced of the leg1 timacy
of the PLO's struggle fbr peace and justice.
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The official reaction of the European Economic Community countries tD the
Algiers Declaration has been encouraging. The overwhelming solidarity and support

for the PLO exhibited by pUblic opinion in those countries is also a matter of
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of pursuing a bigoted, unprincipled and imlOOral policy of the ruling Zionist clique.

The cause of the Palestinian people and th~ liberation of Al-Quds al-Sharif
are the foremost: objectives of the Organiza Hon of the Islamic Conference. The
Islamic Urnmah i'7o steadfastly committed tD the reali~~ation of these c;pals. The

Seventeenth Islamic Conference of FOreign Ministers, held in Amman this year,
hailed with pride the heroic uprising of the Palestinian Arab people against the

heinous Israeli occupation forces in defence of their homeland and their

inalienable national ri9h~. It reaffirmed the unflinching stand of the Islamic

States to support the Palestinian people in their ongoing struggle until the total
withdrawal of Israeli oorces from all occupied Palestinian territories.

The Conference also reaffirmed its rejection of any partial and individual
solutions which would disregard the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people or
ignore the Palestine Liberation OtganLltion. The Conference condemed Israel '5

expansionist policy and the continued occupation of Arab lands, and denounced its

coercive measures in violation of human rights.

We call upon the parties directly concerned to seize the opportunity offered

by the PLO to pronote a just and durable peace in the Middle East. We invoke the
blessings of Almighty Allah to crown the steadfast resolve of the Palestinian

people, expressed in their recent Declaration, with the early establishment of an
independen t Pales tin ian Sta te.
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I appeal to the international community to exter.d its fullest support to the
Palestinian people in their just struggle for peace and freedom. The full weight

of the international community must be brought to bear on the Zionist regime to end
its intransigence and illegal conduct.

Special responsibility devolves on those States which are in a position to

influence Israel to restore peace in the region. The ardent commitment of those
states to the protection and promtion of human rights for all peoples must be

applied in full vigour to upholding and ensuring those rights for the Palestinian
people.

I wish to take this opportunity to reaffirm the steadfast support of the
Organization of the Islamic Conference for the national sovereignty and territorial
integr ity of Lebanon. Israel's occupation of southern Lebanon must be vacated. We
are confident that the people ~f Lebanon will succeed in their efforts to prollDte
national unity and build a harmonious society in which the rights of all citizens
are equally safeguarded.

The positive trends which have transformed the East~est political climate

during the past f.ew mnths have augured well for the resolution of regional

conflicts in various parts of the world and for the relaxation of international

tensions. We hope that these trends will also have a salutary effect on the
efforts to evolve a comprehensive, just and negotiated settlement of the Middle
East problem.

These special meetings of the General Assembly on Palestine, held in Geneva,

constitute another milestone in our collective efforts to achieve a comprehensive,
just and durable peace in the Middle East. The relentless struggle of the
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Palestinian people and their yearning for freedom and liberty have manifested

themselves clearly in the Declaration of Independence establishing a Palestinian

State and in their strategy for peace. The international community must

who1e-hearted1y endorse them and act effectively before it is too late.

The meeting rose at 11.10 p.m.
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